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Section i. 
Politics and models of economic growth

Valentina Fetiniuc, PhD., 
Institute of Economy, Finance and Statistics

Galina caraGanciu, PhD. Stud.,
Commercial Cooperative University of Moldova

ThE IMpACT Of GOVERNMENT IMpLICATION 
IN ThE ECONOMICAL ACTIVITy IN SOME 

INDUSTRIAL ENTERpRISES IN ThE 
REpUbLIC Of MOLDOVA

The economical and fiscal Reform in the Republic of Moldova has 
promoted the formation of the fiscal system, in concordance with market 
economy. At first the accent was made on the macroeconomic accent, 
and then on the microeconomic one. It is necessary to mention the 
importance of insurance of the government’s costs and to restructure the 
fiscal system in an instrument of management in economical activities. 
Nowadays the fiscal function of taxes is more commonly encountered, 
limiting the function of economic branch.

At the microeconomic level, until now there was predominant a 
single criteria – the comparative analysis of the fiscal pressure, in the 
Republic of Moldova, as in other Eastern countries. But the economical 
and financial state of the Republic of Moldova is of no comparison 
with the reality from other Eastern countries. The enterprises are in a 
search of a place on the market. The processes of modernization and 
recycling are at an extremely low level, this fact makes it even worse for 
the existent cash fond and destructive consequences for the industrial 
economy as a whole. As a consequence of the previously enumerated 
two, the equilibrium between those two tax functions; is necessary.

Nevertheless we have to remark that the industry since 2002 has 
positive changes in what concerns investments. The sums invested in 
production and upgrade of machinery of this economical sector have 
indexed a increase and in the year 2007 the investments have reached 
a sum of 14936 leis; that is about five times the sum that was indexed 
in 2002.
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All these circumstances considerably multiply the pressure on NET 
benefit for those enterprises. Taking consideration of these conditions, 
the economical consequences of repartition of benefit, for current 
expenses could be less favorable.

For making entrepreneurial activity more efficient, in the past 
two year there were made some reforms in legislation that affect 
liberalization of economy in the Republic of Moldova.

One of the modifications concerns fiscal amnesty. The role of 
which is the possibility to redress the activities of some enterprises, 
which because of the debt to the budget couldn’t activate normally. The 
essence of fiscal amnesty is to cancel the fiscal debt to the government 
to the situation from 01.01.2007. As a result there was improvement 
of the financial indicators of native enterprises and supplementary 
possibilities to attract investments.

Another modification in the fiscal code offers economical agents 
the possibility to legalize their capital in a confidential manner, paying 
to the state’s budget only 5% of the difference between the declaration 
value and the value estimated before. (This legalization affects all 
forms of capital).

For the economical agents to redirect all of their income in company 
development, dating the year 2008 the tax on income for reinvestment 
will be 0%. Nevertheless if the economical agent decides to repartition 
some of the money to the personal consumes, in such case the tax will 
be applied in the percentage of 15%. 

In our opinion, the enrollment of these modifications will increase 
the level of investments in development and growth of companies; and 
will stimulate foreign investors to invest in national economy.

Next we will analyze the variants of calculations, which reflect the 
consequences of different benefit repartition practices.

The fiscal politic represents a macroeconomic instrument, best 
managed by the government. Also, the fiscal pressure influences directly 
the evolution of development factors – the economy’s mainstream. 
From this point of view will be examined the influence of taxes over 
the economical activity.

The Indirect Tax represents a predefined part, in conformity 
with which the potential profit is repartitioned between the state and 
the subject of production. It is evident that this part influences the 
reproduction processes and economical development as a whole. 
The process of indirect tax obligation has a dynamic character. The 
predominance of government’s fiscal interests disturbs the development 
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of production in the future and as a consequence the state’s income from 
tax obligation. Setting lose the fiscal pressure, in the present, with the 
condition of making an intense investment program, would increase 
the production volume in the future.

In conformity with real facts, there were investigated 20 enterprises 
from different spheres of Moldova’s economy and a computerized model 
was created. The analysis of the results is presented below. Next we 
form principles that present the base part of the model. In the analysis 
there were used two schemes.

The process of investment of NET benefit was modeled by four 
variants: total refuse of consume of a part of NET benefit; the investment 
of a part of the benefit, that remains after consume; total investment 
of the NET benefit. The sums that are necessary for investment in the 
capital fond were evaluated taking in account inflation; were utilized the 
productions factors of machine construction branch from the Russian 
market and the construction material’s production from the national 
market.

By this information the growth of enterprises’ potential, rhythms 
were analyzed, and the production rhythms. There were made prognoses 
about the volume of the income in the state’s budget.

We confide in the fact that the actual enterprise potential isn’t 
utilized in sufficient matter. This fact can’t serve as a concluding 
argument for stopping the process of technical renovation.

The theoretical bases of indirect fiscal obligation are very 
complicated. At first we have to find the point of equilibrium between 
the fiscal interests and the principle of social acuity.

These taxes are paid by the population including the ones that are 
less insured, who get their funds from the state’s budget. Nevertheless, 
it is necessary to mention that we don’t support the opinion concerning 
the neutrality of indirect taxes, and concerning economical activity. In 
condition of equilibrium of prices, the application of these taxes leads 
to redistribution of benefit in state’s favor. If not to mention the cases 
when, the application of indirect taxes provokes overcoming of prices 
of equilibrium; the fact that leads to excess of supply.

The mechanism which transfers financial flow in the social fund; 
and in the pension fund allows us to make a conclusion about the 
possibility to define these matters as indirect taxes. The fact that; in 
case this flow doesn’t get to the state’s budget and doesn’t provoke 
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essential modifications in their classification. We consider that from 
methodological point of view it is possible to sum all indirect taxes, 
including the allocations made above. The obtained sum makes the 
measure of indirect tax pressure over the customers.

The research was made over authentic data, confirmed by the 
chief-accountants of the respective enterprises and can be complete 
only taking in consideration the level of concurrence on the internal 
market.

The elaborated prognosis shows an intense correlation between 
the funds for development and the budget’s income. With the help of 
calculations, was demonstrated that the maintenance of existent practices 
of redistribution of NET benefit, will lead to a considerable decrease 
in production volume and in budget’s income. Only implementation 
of a reasonable politic to enterprises in what concerns investments, the 
growth of economical activity, the increase of population’s occupation, 
the increase in salary would provoke step by step development, with 
positive consequences over the increase of the industrial system.

We present the generalization diagrams, which include the results 
of the experiments.

Diagram 1. Income in the state’s Budget from 
construction enterprises

The conditions of function ability of an enterprise allow the 
accumulation of profit from economical activity. That is why the last 
three variants (which are based on private resources and loans) make 
a weak growth. The growth isn’t present only in the first variant the 
fact that denotes that economical potential of these enterprises can 
demonstrate a considerable growth in time.
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Diagram 2. Income in the state’s budget 
from enterprises that make furniture

The conditions of function ability of enterprises that make furniture 
don’t allow them to accumulate big profits from economical activity, 
because of the concurrence from import. That is why the first three 
variant, based on own resources don’t show a considerable growth. The 
growth takes place only in the 4th variant, but a more detailed analysis 
shows us that this doesn’t correspond to reality. The market doesn’t 
have interest in that kind of activity.

Diagram 3. Income in the state’s budget from “Farmaco” A.S.
The conditions of function ability of these enterprises don’t allow 

accumulation of big profit from economical activity. That is why the 
first three variants, based on own resources don’t show a sufficient 
growth. The growth takes place only in the fourth variant, the fact 
which demonstrates that these enterprises can present a considerable 
growth in the future.
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Diagram 4. Income in the state’s budget from 
“eFeS Vitanta moldova Brewery” A.S.

Diagram 5. Income in the state’s budget from 
agricultural activities

Diagram 6. Income in the state’s budget from 
“VISmoS” enterprise
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The conditions of function ability of these enterprises allow 
accumulation of profits from economical activity. That is why the last 
three variants (based on own resources and loans) make a considerable 
growth. There is no growth in the first variant however, the fact that 
denotes that the economical potential of these enterprises can score a 
considerable growth in the future.

Existent enterprises are divided in 4 distinct groups:
Moldova’s industry structure includes 20 types of activities grouped 

as follows:
the 1st Group – types of activity based on prime material and 

destined for internal market:
Food industry; h
Production of other goods from non metallic mineral  h
materials;
Cosmetic and Perfumery industry; h
Recycling; h
Production of elements for construction, production of wooden  h
boxes.

the 2nd Group – types of activity, based on prime material, on 
complimentary articles for import, with a high grade of competition:

Production of textile products, clothing, leather tanning,  h
production of articles for travelling, shoe production;
Production of machinery and equipment. h

the 3rd Group – types of activity, based on prime material, on 
complimentary articles for import, with a low grade of competition

Furniture production; h
Chemical material or pharmaceutical production; h
Paper production; h
Plastic production; h
Production of finished metal articles. h

the 4th Group – enterprises that have scientific profile, which 
need realization of special restructuration programs, just as programs 
of investment attraction:

IT technologies; h
Production of instruments. h

In the structure of industrial production the biggest part is held 
by the first group, they get 50% from the total volume of industrial 
production. The percentage of facilities with high VAT and which have 
the possibility to fabric scientific products that are demanded on the 
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world market, the last indicator is of about 0.2% and in EU countries it 
is about 20% high. High percentage of enterprises with old machinery 
(or handmade) determines a low efficiency of production of entire 
Moldovan industry.

The growth of efficiency is also because of the state politic, which 
was forced to raise the salaries and to decrease the poverty that was in 
the country and to contribute to the raise of the income of the population. 
In consequence the level of salary increase has overcome the work 
efficiency. As follows in 2000-2005, this indicator has increased with 
only about 70%, while the salaries were raised by 2 times.

The internal consume market capacity development continues, 
mainly from the citizens that work abroad and send money. On the 
background of a decreased level of production this considerably 
increases the level of import, the fact that disturbs the marketing balance, 
which in 2005 was of about 1 milliard USD, therefore the economical 
risk of the state increases.

In our opinion, the measures proposed suffer from lack of 
determination. The problem is much more serious and is seen in the 
fact that enterprises don’t submit their production activity in settlement 
accounts. Barter relations and operations with money realization and 
operations with cash that go through settlement accounts of third party 
organizations are predominant.

Bibliography:
Legea bugetului de stat pe anul 2008 nr. 254-XVI from 1. 
23.11.2007;
Cod fiscal nr. 1163-XII from 24.04.97;2. 
www.minfin.m3. d;
www.bns.m4. d.
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Dorina Niţă, Lecturer, PhD, 
University of Petrosani, Romania,
Codruţa DuRA, Lecturer,  PhD, 

University of Petrosani, Romania,

CONCERNS Of ThE LOCAL pUbLIC 
AUThORITy REGARDING ThE 

REhAbILITATION Of ThE JIU VALLEy 
REGION AffECTED by ThE ROMANIAN 
MINING SECTOR RESTRUCTURING

The following paper intends to analyse the efficiency of various interests 
of the main “actors” (in this case, the local public authority) involved 
in the rehabilitation of the environment, as part of the economic - social 
recovery process within the regions affected by the restructuring of the 
romanian mining sector.  

According to the national general appreciation, coal mining is 
associated to the Jiu Valley. Jiu Valley is one of the most important 
mining regions in Romania, its history is written based on this natural 
resource, which is also important for the development of the society 
within this area.

Although it has been exploited for over 150 years, following the 
same phases and overcoming the same difficulties we encounter at 
the level of the entire national economy and especially in the mining 
industry, at present it is considered that Romania’s most important 
pit coal reserves, approximately 1 billion tons, are blocked in the Jiu 
Valley coal basin. Currently, only 7 out of the 14 mining fields are being 
exploited (Livezeni, Lonea, Lupeni, Paroseni, Petrila, Uricani, Vulcan), 
while the others are either at a standstill, preserved or already closed 
down (Aninoasa, Barbateni, Campu lui Neag, Dalja, Iscroni, Salatruc 
and Valea de Brazi).

During the socialist era, the mining activity within the Jiu 
Valley has developed continuously until the fall of communism in 
December 1989. The policy for ensuring the country’s energetic 
independence materialized in the objective of reaching a national coal 
production of 100 million tons/year and it had major effects in the Jiu 
Valley. There followed an obvious economic development through 
massive investments and all the above-mentioned coal fields went 
into exploitation without ever raising the problem of protecting and 
preserving the environment.
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Fig. 1 map of the Jiu Valley

Starting with the year 1990, the word “strategic” associated to the 
mining industry has enabled it to enjoy a favored treatment from the 
government which materialized in financial help such as subventions; 
thus it could cope better with the consequences generated by the process 
of transition to market economy, unlike other national economic sectors/
branches which were severely affected by the resetting of the national 
economic system, such as processing industry.

The capitalization of economic activities was not considered a 
priority for a long time despite the losses and the arrears which increased 
every year, and despite the financial barrier generated at the level of the 
general economic system, because it benefited from the regulation of 
being an independent company within a strategic sector of the national 
economy, which materialized in state budget subventions.

In order to put an end to the state of inertia which came over the 
mining industry for quite a long time, the governors decided that it 
was time to reorganize and restructure the autonomous companies 
which operated within this sector; the process started in 1997 and it 
led to mass dismissals and to shutting down those mines which were 
considered unprofitable.

Although, at the beginning they were totally unprepared to face 
such radical changes which completely modified the economy’s 
structure at a regional level with great economic (severe unemployment 
and poverty), social (degrading living standards and intensive social 
tensions) and environment protection implications (the decision of local 
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authorities to cease the activity of some coal mines was not followed 
by measures/actions to rehabilitate the areas affected by reorganization, 
and the economic fall of the region reduced the local budget funds, thus 
being unable to manage correctly the problem/situation), they started 
taking gradual steps towards finding solutions to bring social peace 
within the area: accessing some components of EU programmes for 
which Jiu Valley proved to be eligible, community works – even if 
they offer jobs for determined period of times (from 6 moths to 1 year), 
public-private partnerships, etc.

Such an initiative of the local authorities to access EU programmes 
is represented by the project “Modernizing the waste collecting system 
in Petrosani Municipality”. In order to benefit from financial help 
through Phare Programme CES 2005 “Public Sector Grant Scheme 
for Preparing Projects within Environment Protection Field”, Petrosani 
has to meet the imposed condition that the results of the activities must 
be based on future investment projects within the environment field, 
investment projects which must be implemented and managed by the 
beneficiaries of the irredeemable funds.

The main objective of this financing scheme is to ensure the support 
of the Romanian Government in developing and implementing a multi-
annual integrated national program in various environmental sectors, 
thus contributing to the rehabilitation of the environment, to the increase 
in the quality of life with a positive impact upon peoples’ health. During 
this financing scheme, grant-aided financial assistance will be offered in 
order to support the local authorities in developing investment activities 
at regional level within sectors which are considered a priority, such 
as: waste management or water and tail/used water management. 
Regional and local authorities and institutions will thus be able to solve 
environment problems appealing to their own abilities and qualifications. 
The funds destined to individual projects which can be financed by this 
programme are between 100.000 and  1 million Euros; each beneficiary 
of the irredeemable fund must contribute with at least 10% cash out of 
this sum; the payment in goods is considered ineligible.

The estimation of the impact upon the environment, as a national 
instrument, will be performed for these future activities which are 
likely to influence negatively the environment and they are subject to 
decisions made by competent national authorities.

Modern waste management emphasises the treatment and the 
elimination of the waste that cannot be recycled and the most important 
objectives of the Waste Management System are: protecting peoples’ 
health, protecting the environment and saving natural resources.
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In waste management there is the tendency to implement an 
integrated system with several resources based on separating the source 
and segregation, followed by re-processing, recycling, using energy 
or treating it with a great number of technologies. For each of these, 
there have developed incredible technologies such as advanced smoke 
cleaning systems, polymeric compound fittings/packing.

Considering the nature and the place of production, waste can be 
classified as follows:

garbage – rubbish coming from the domestic sector or from  h
assimilable sectors (including dangerous garbage) which can 
be taken away by current collecting systems within towns
street garbage – waste found in public transportation made by  h
the daily activity of people, by greenery, animals and by the 
deposits of solid substances from the atmosphere
waste assimilable with garbage – waste made by small or great  h
industries, by commerce, by the public or administrative sector; 
it has the same composition and properties like garbage
massive waste – solid waste of various origin, which because  h
of its size cannot be collected by the usual collecting machines, 
ad they require separate handling
construction waste h
agricultural waste h
industrial waste h
hospital waste h

The production of waste depends on the habits of the local 
consummer, on the type of building, on general living conditions and 
on the type of industry and commerce.

The project contracted by Petrosani town hall is going to be carried 
out within the town, on the public domaine and it implies locating and 
setting up paper and plastic scrap collection points on 10 lots of land 
of 19 m2 across the municipality and on a 3000 m2 lot.

At present, waste is collected by the local authority by a husbandry 
which has the town hall as sole shareholder.

Collected waste is finally incorrectly deposited at 15 km from the 
center of the town. The scavenging department estimated a quantity of 
24.066 tons of waste collected in 2007. Relating it to the population of 
the town (estimate population of 40.432 inhabitants) we can obtain the 
characteristic value of 0.595 tons/person/year; this is a rather small value 
in comparison with those found in most of developed countries.
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In Petrosani, the scavenging department has signed contracts with 
28.556 inhabitants out of a total estimated population of approximately 
40.000 people. Taxation is made per capita, which means that 
approximately 25% of the inhabitants are not included in the invoice, 
although they are most probably beneficiaries of the scavenging 
services. Based on the incomes, it is considered that economic agents 
which pay higher taxes somehow compensate the loss.

The problems of the scavenging system in Petrosani are:
the lack of the necessary machines and equipment, as the local  h
budget has insufficient funds to supplement investments;
the lack of selective waste collection and recycling, as  h
there is only one system of collecting waste from electric 
equipment;
the degrading of garbage recipients around the blocks of  h
flats; this phenomenon is very frequent in every Romanian 
“industrial” town before 1990;
there is no appropriate garbage site. According to HG 349/2005  h
which includes the obligations of Romania towards the 
European Union as far as waste is concerned, the deposit of 
garbage used by Petrosani is to be closed down in 2008.

Eliminating, at least some of the deficiencies mentioned above, 
cannot be done exclusively from funds coming from the local budget, 
which are insufficient; thus, the responsibility falls on the local 
authorities to find solutions to attract new investments destined to 
gradually increase the living conditions for the local population; 
these funds are believed to come either from the latest pre-adherence 
programme or from structural funds. By using them, we shall be able 
to create integrated waste management systems at regional level, in 
parallel with closing down the garbage sites which do not correspond 
to European standards, financing waste collecting measures, waste 
separation, treatment and depositing combined with actions taken to 
reduce the quantity of garbage.

Starting from the quantity of waste and the waste production 
forecast for 2013, the authorities from Petrosani have already chosen 
the most advantageous investment scenario likely to be accepted by 
the Phare scheme 2006.
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table 1 Forecast of waste quantity in Petrosani in 2013
Indicators measure unit Value

local citizens Inhabit. 40.432

Quantity of garbage in 2007 Tons/year 24.066

Discarding rate in 2007 Tons/capita/year 0,595

Discarding rate in 2007 Kg/capita/day 1,631
total discarding increased rate 
during 2007-2013 % 5

Discarding rate in 2013 Tons/capita/year 0,624

Total discarded waste in 2013 tons 25.245

table 2 the structure of waste in Petrosani
Component Value tons/year

biodegradable 60,64% 15.308

metals 4,54% 1.146

textiles 3,64% 919

Paper and cardboard 11,06% 2.792

plastics 9,91% 2.502
Inert waste (waste from 
constructions and demolitions) 3% 757

Bottles 5,14% 1.298

Others 2,07% 523

total 100% 25.245

The hierarchy of priorities would be the following:
separate collecting h
recycling of waste generated by constructions and  h
demolitions
rehabilitation of the scavenging system h

The process of implementing the separate collecting of waste 
includes:

rehabilitation of garbage areas around the blocks of flats and  h
supplying garbage recipient for separate collecting; three types 
of recipients will be used for the time being: for paper and 
cardboard, for plastics and for other categories;
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supplying each household with at least two euro trash cans, in  h
order to simplify separate collecting;
purchasing rubbish carts with separate compartments which  h
enable the transportation of garbage according to the type 
of waste; thus, one of the deficiencies of the scavenging 
system in Petrosani will be fixed – the lack of transportation 
equipment;
setting up a garbage site for separate waste, followed by their  h
recycling. The role of this site is to make a post-separation of 
the waste because one of the requirements of the market is 
to separate paper scrap: cardboards, magazines, newspapers, 
printing paper. The same happens with polyethylene containers, 
as recyclers buy colored PETs separately from transparent 
ones;
leading a campaign for stimulating citizens to take part in  h
selective collection along with financial stimulation of those 
who gather waste separately by reducing the price charged 
by the scavenging department. This price reduction can be 
materialized by compensating the incomes from the population 
with incomes from selling recycling waste.

A selective gathering for a recycling process in which take part 
40.000 inhabitants represents the success of a programme involving 
maximum 50.000 inhabitants. The advantages are multiple:

selective collection  is a process which has important advantages  h
for the environment, in general. Promoting this process in a 
region where most of the inhabitants are willing to take part 
in it, mainly in the context of the financing programme, can 
only bring greater advantages than in other areas;
the composition of waste in Petrosani, where paper and plastics  h
can be found in very large quantities (beside biodegradable 
ones); the programme refers especially to recycling these waste 
products, it has positive effects upon the environment;
the project requires that the garbage collected within Petrosani  h
should be recyclable. When drawing an efficient selective 
collection system it is considered important to establish the way 
collected waste is going to reach the market; in case the idea to 
promote a selective collection system is accepted, the location 
for depositing recyclable waste should be settled; this must also 
include the minimum equipment for waste processing. In this 
respect, the project requires that the scavenging department 
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which is under the property of the town hall should be both 
the collector of waste and the processor of recyclable materials 
on the market. The present conditions imposed determine a 
bigger demand of recyclable materials to be for export, and 
Asia is the favoured destination. China and India, and other 
Asian countries as well are in a period of incredible economic 
development, estimated as being unprecedented in the history 
of mankind. There is a huge demand of raw materials on the 
Asian market, including a demand of recyclable materials. For 
the waste collected in Petrosani to be sold, it is necessary to be 
delivered to Constanta harbor. Unless they are processed, they 
cannot be easily transported. Processing waste in Petrosani, is 
what makes this project efficient. That is why such a project 
should be selected for implementation because Petrosani is 
a town with a significant population (approximately 40.000 
inhabitants, while other eligible projects for this financing 
scheme refer to towns with a maximum population of 50.000 
inhabitants);
the projects also refers to influencing the taxation system for  h
waste collection so that it would stimulate recycling. (The 
target of the taxation plan is to produce the necessary money 
to pay for collection services. Moreover, a better taxation 
system could help the community in reaching their objectives 
to reduce and manage waste.)

Conclusion
It is noticeable that despite all the advantages presented above, 

which qualify Petrosani municipality just like any other tow in Romania 
to make the first steps towards selective waste collection and recycling, 
there is still much work to be done in order to change the mentality of 
the people, since most of the organizations, societies and institutions 
involved in this process have come to a very sad conclusion “recycling 
garbage will probably become a habit among the citizens, but it is a 
long-run process”.
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CERCETĂRI pRIVIND ANGAJAMENTUL 
SpECIfIC AL ECONOMIEI ROMâNIEI îN 

CLUSTERI bAzAŢI pE RESURSE NATURALE

In this paper are being analyzed: economic characterization of Romania 
between 2004-2007 and utilization of natural resources competitiveness 
for development.
Formation of cluster activates the economic competition in the area 
of natural resources.
In the EU clustering is obvious more operational in comparison this 
process in Romania.

1. Caracterizări ale economiei româniei în anii 2004-2007
Potrivit Rapoartelor Băncii Naţionale a României, rezultatele 

macroeconomice în ultimii 2-3 ani pot fi caracterizate ca fiind pozitive 
cu atât mai mult cu cât mediul economic internaţional a continuat să 
rămână defavorabil, cu creşteri economice modeste în principalele ţări 
partenere din Uniunea Europeană. În România, creşterea PIB în perioada 
2002-2007 a fost cuprinsă între 4,9-8,3%.

Dinamica formării PIB a fost susţinută de creşterile înregistrate 
în industrie (a cărei valoare adăugată brută s-a majorat cu 7,2-9%) în 
construcţii (cu 6,9-7,8%) şi în servicii (cu 5,3-7%).

Serviciile continuă să deţină ponderea cea mai mare în formarea 
PIB (44,7-45,1%), urmate de industrie (29%) şi agricultură (11,7%), 
România evoluând treptat spre o structură PIB compatibilă cu cea a 
ţărilor dezvoltate.

Se apreciază că economia României se situează în sfera de 
dominanţă a mediului clasic macroeconomic în care ciclicitatea joacă 
încă un rol puternic de influenţare a fluxului productiv şi reproductiv 
naţional structurat specific.

„Macroeconomicul”, încă se manifestă ca influenţator de anvergură 
asupra nivelului „microeconomic”, având consecinţă directă, compusă 
asupra rezultatelor şi eficienţei economice generale.
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Bazele micro-economiei în România se manifestă dimensional 
în creştere, însă sunt încă, reduse în valoare relativă de influenţarea 
mersului general al economiei naţionale ca parte a economiei regionale 
şi tot mai mult globale. Microeconomia României este participativă 
în plan global la realizările fizice şi financiare cu reflexii în eficienţă, 
însă locaţiile de competitivitate sunt doar cele de „aliniere” la 
competitivitatea globală şi nu de „străpungere inovativă” a orizontului 
tot mai avansat a economiei globale.

Spre deosebire, de exemplu, de S.U.A a cărei economie se află 
la frontiera arealului în care microeconomicul dictează (manifestând 
tendinţa de atingere, respectiv trecere peste graniţa clasică a dominanţei 
macroeconomicului), economia României se află în prezent centrată 
în plină zonă macroeconomică dominantă, conducătoare de procese 
productiv-economice.(fig.1)

Forţa elementelor de influenţă a microeconomiei României [ ( )R
mef ] 

este în termeni comparabili relativ mai redusă decât forţa elementelor 
de influenţă a microeconomiei manifestată în SUA, unde aceasta este o 
expresie a liberalizării mai accentuate a mediului economic naţional.

Extinderea comparaţiilor, ţinând seama de „suprafeţele” economice 
calitative ale celor două ţări ( )SUA

qS  şi ( )R
qS  este evidenţiată prin 

concluzii derivate din  relaţiile:

       (1)

ceea ce conduce la consecinţele operaţionale următoare:

       (2)

S.U.A se dovedeşte a fi cea mai competitivă locaţie economică 
din lume, având afacerile cele mai competitive în economia globală, 
în timp ce România este în «aliniere» spre competitivitate, cu rol redus 
în generarea  novativă a competitivităţii.
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Fig.1. Compararea situării în sistemul dominator al influenţelor 
macroeconomice între economiile României şi S.u.a (R; Sua) în 

planuri distincte de amplasare pentru studiu.

OEG  = orizontul economiei globale; 
R
M i

I ; SUA
M i

I  = influenţe de natură  macroeconomică asupra 
economiei României, respectiv a SUA; 

IMS = sistemul influenţelor macroeconomice (dominanţa); 
me ; SUA

me  = elemente de influenţă microeconomică asupra economiei 
României, respectiv a SUA; EBC = introducerea economiei bazată pe 
cunoaştere.

Dacă în S.U.A fluxul închiderilor de balanţe în sectorul privat 
este situat cel mult pe termen mediu, în România aceasta operaţiune 
reproductivă exprimată financiar se manifestă încă pe termen lung 
(cicluri şi ciclităţi lungi).

Riscurile provenite din dezechilibrul contului curent în economia 
S.U.A sunt apreciate ca fiind localizate pe termen mediu, în timp ce în 
România acestea sunt pe termene foarte scurte sau imediate. 

Se constată că presiunea, respectiv tensiunea generată de bugetul 
public naţional în România impun formule de management specific 
cvasicontinuu, care prin decizii formulate situaţional sau conjunctural 
afectează preocupările cel puţin, de aliniere la competitivitate sau de 
inducere a unei creşteri în valori absolute a acesteia.
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2. Folosirea competitivităţii domeniului resurselor 
naturale pentru dezvoltare

Un nivel competitiv ridicat la exploatarea şi valorificarea resurselor 
naturale din România se poate atinge prin formalizarea unei capacităţi 
inovative corespunzătoare atingerii scopurilor (planurilor) în domeniu 
(fig.2).

Fig.2 influenţa capacităţii inovative asupra prosperităţii prin creşterea 
pe termen lung a productivităţii în  domeniul exploatării şi valorificării 

resurselor naturale 
Ds = descoperiri ştiinţifice
În condiţiile enunţate se deduce teza că, în mod obişnuit «nu 

există domeniu sau sector industrial cu slabă competitivitate» ci doar 
«firme necompetitive» atât timp cât lipsesc inovarea, progresul tehnic 
determinat de descoperiri ştiinţifice prin care să se asigure creşterea 
productivităţii pe termen lung.

Aşadar, între inovaţie  şi competitivitate se manifestă raporturi de 
proporţionalitate din determinări cauzale, respectiv în efecte pentru 
dezvoltare.

Se deduce că pentru România este importantă identificarea valorilor 
necomandabile (inputs) aferente sistemului de resurse naturale care să 
determine dezvoltări economice din procese actualizate ale mediului 
de afaceri (fig.3).

Aglomerarea activităţilor şi obiectivelor funcţionale din sfera 
resurselor minerale pe un areal tip «cluster» conduce, în principal la 
următoarele aspecte pozitive:

a) – creşterea productivităţii, deci a eficienţei prin: 
Accesul în domeniul resurselor naturale a intrărilor specializate, a 

bunurilor şi serviciilor considerate “catalizatori” în arealul respectiv;
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Încurajarea tranzacţiilor coordonate între firmele din regiunea 
geografică respectivă;

Răspândirea  - prin generalizare - a celor mai bune practici 
productiv-economice, tehnologice şi comerciale în zonă;

• Vizualizarea performanţelor comparate între competitorii locali 
din domeniul resurselor naturale.

b) – stimularea apariţiei aglomerărilor de tip cluster şi impunerea 
ca necesitate a inovaţiei  

  (accent puternic pe instituirea mediului inovativ) prin:
Identificarea cerinţelor de înoire prin inovare în domeniul 

exploatării şi valorificării resurselor naturale;
Manifestarea creaţiei «prin descoperire», respectiv «prin 

cunoaştere», urmare a prezenţei obiective în regiune a multitudinii de 
firme şi activităţi din domeniu sau adiacente, complementare;

•  Tentaţia experimentării în plan local a diferitelor programe 
productiv-economice vizând eficienţă şi câştig scontat.

c) valorificarea facilităţilor rezultate din existenţa şi funcţionarea 
clusterului:

Apariţia de noi firme, noi afaceri;
Crearea şi lansarea pe piaţă a unor noi produse şi servicii din do-

meniul resurselor naturale.
Cu ocazia formalizării clusterului din domeniul resurselor naturale 

se activează externalităţile şi se pun în evidenţă noi legături care până la 
momentul apariţiei aglomerării de tip cluster erau latente. Competiţia, 
competitivitatea şi asocierile pentru întâietate în domeniu devin fun-
damental active.

Fig.3. Succesiunea operaţională determinată de sistemul 
resurselor naturale pentru  dezvoltarea în profil clusterian a 

mediului de afaceri în România
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3. Concluzii
În România fundamentele micro-economiei parcurg la mijlocul 

primului deceniu al secolului XXI consolidări şi noi orientări spre 
dobândirea de rol conducător în mersul general al economiei naţionale 
spre integrare în plan european şi global.

În ţările Uniunii Europene funcţionează aproape 16 milioane 
de întreprinderi mici şi mijlocii  (99% din totalul întreprinderilor 
din Uniune).  Succesul acestei formule organizatorice este legat de 
concentrarea, respectiv aglomerarea clusteriană în diferite domenii, din 
rândul cărora cel al resurselor naturale ocupă loc preponderent.

În România, densitatea întreprinderilor mici şi mijlocii este de 
13,8% la 1000 de locuitori, în comparaţie cu densitatea înregistrată în 
ţările Uniunii Europene, care se situează între 25 şi 48 întreprinderi/1000 
locuitori.

Clusterizarea în U.E. este în mod evident favorabil operaţionalizată 
în comparaţie cu amploarea pe care acest proces o înregistrează în 
România.

Dimensiunea sistemului resurselor naturale conferă valenţe 
multiple libertăţii şi flexibilităţii pentru angajament într-un cluster 
particular, aferent domeniului. 

Sistemul dominator al «macroeconomicului» este necesar să 
parcurgă ajustări, respectiv restructurări pentru ca forţa elementelor de 
influenţă microeconomică asupra economiei să înregistreze creşteri.

În acest fel, liberalizarea comportării variabilelor şi obiectelor ce 
se grupează în regim clusterian poate conduce la diminuarea rolului 
dominator al «stării macroeconomice» în economia României, situaţie 
în care sistemul resurselor naturale poate contribui la formularea 
premiselor de angajament competitiv al domeniului, mizând pe 
avantajele comparative aplicate în procesul dezvoltării.
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STIMULAREA pROCESELOR INOVAŢIONALE 
UN pAS NECESAR pENTRU 

INTENSIfICARE pROCESELOR 
INVESTIŢIONALE

Science and innovation are very important in the process of creating 
the knowledge based economy and in the intensification of investment 
activity. That is why the elaboration of a strong strategy is vital for 
transition economies. The work paper analysis measures and efforts of 
state to implement efficient innovation and science policy.  

Conform definiţiilor internaţionale, inovarea reprezintă toţi acei 
paşi ştiinţifici, organizaţionali, financiari si comerciali care conduc, in 
mod deliberat sau nu, la implementarea unor produse sau procese noi 
sau îmbunătăţite. Inovarea se bazeaza pe rezultatele unor dezvoltari 
tehnologice noi, ale unor combinatii intre tehnologii existente sau ale 
altor cunostinte dobandite de o anumita organizaţie; anumite produse 
sau procese sunt pur si simplu noi, altele nu aduc neaparat ceva nou 
dar sunt necesare pentru implementare.

Ştiinţa, inovarea, produsele intelectuale actualmente sînt 
recunoscute pretutindeni în calitate de factori determinanţi ai creşterii 
economice, elemente indispensabile ale strategiilor politice la nivel 
de state, deoarece pentru guverne este clară legătura dintre abilitatea 
naţiunilor de a incorpora inovaţiile în activităţile economice şi abilitatea 
de a concura pe pieţele mondiale. Eficienţa economiilor moderne într-o 
măsură definitorie depinde de rezultatele transformărilor structurale, 
bazate pe un proces de schimbare neîntreruptă a tehnologiilor de 
producere şi a sistemelor de management cu altele noi, mai performante. 
Sfera inovării reprezintă nucleul schimbărilor structurale în orice sistem 
economic, iar caracteristicile acestei sfere determină viteza şi calitatea 
transformărilor economice.

Analiza proceselor globale din ultimele decenii denotă, că pe plan 
mondial, succesul economic aparţine acelor state, care au aderat plenar 
la tranziţia spre societatea informaţională (postindustrială) sau, mai 
exact, spre societatea şi economia bazate pe cunoaştere, asigurîndu-se 
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reducerea în valoarea produselor şi serviciilor a ponderii materiilor 
prime, energiei şi manoperei, şi mărindu-se ponderea cunoaşterii, 
inovaţiilor, informaţiei, creaţiei.

Atît considerentele de ordin economic, cît şi necesitatea 
implementării principiilor dezvoltării durabile impun recunoaşterea 
importanţei excepţionale a cercetărilor ştiinţifice şi inovării în evoluţia 
socio-economică a statelor. Conform unor estimări, circa 75% din 
creşterea Produsului Intern Brut (PIB) se datorează implementării 
rezultatelor ştiinţifice şi a tehnologiilor avansate, cunoaşterii şi 
informaţiilor în practica economică. 

Dezvoltarea socio-economică inovaţională este bazată pe triada 
cunoaşterii educaţie – cercetare – inovare, primul element al acesteia 
avînd un rol crucial , deoarece ţine direct de calitatea capitalului uman. 
Actualmente cea mai importantă sursă de creştere economică a oricărui 
stat, inclusiv a celor în curs de dezvoltare şi de tranziţie – nu-s resursele 
energetice, minerale sau terenurile, ci anume capitalul uman şi cel 
intelectual. În retrospectivă istorică resursele umane, combinate cu 
progresul ştiinţifico-tehnologic, le înlocuiesc tot mai mult pe celelalte 
resurse: dacă către începutul secolului trecut cota resurselor de sol şi 
celor subterane, inclusiv a celor minerale, energetice şi alimentare 
constituia circa 50% din PIB, actualmente – mai puţin de 10%.

Etapa actuală a progresului tehnico-ştiinţific este caracterizată 
prin dezvoltarea rapidă a tehnologiilor. Dacă la începutul secolului 
XX saltul de la o invenţie până la altă invenţie dura zeci de ani, atunci 
la momentul actual acest salt durează doar cîteva luni, şi această 
perioadă fiind în micşorare permanentă. Spre exemplu, electricitatea a 
fost descoperită în secolul XVIII, dar n-a fost pusă în serviciul omului 
aproape un secol şi jumătate. Utilizarea ei masivă a început o dată cu 
descoperirea becului şi a radioului. Aproape peste cincizeci de ani a 
fost descoperită televiziunea, peste încă treizeci de ani - calculatorul, şi 
aşa până în prezent, când, de exemplu, calculatoarele se perfecţionează 
aproape peste trei - patru luni.

Putem uşor observa că trecerea de la o invenţie calitativă la alta 
se face într-un timp tot mai scurt şi mai scurt. Imposibilitatea unui 
stat de a merge în pas cu lumea în domeniul know-how-ului înseamnă 
incompetitivitatea acestuia pe piaţa mondială, iar pe de altă parte, face 
procesul de atingere a nivelului mondial foarte dificil. Această situaţie 
poate fi numită “situaţia trenului plecat”, adică, dacă statul întârzie la 
crearea şi introducerea noilor tehnologii cu un an, în realitate el întârzie 
cu 3 ani (din cauza dezvoltării foarte rapide a tehnologiilor şi, ca rezultat, 
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învechirea morală a celor existente). Asemenea problemă poate fi 
rezolvată numai printr-o politică inovaţională statală, prin care statul 
va controla şi va regla toate procesele pe piaţa tehnologiilor, începând 
cu cererea la anumite cercetări şi terminând cu realizarea acestora pe 
pieţele interne şi a unora pe pieţele externe.

Necesitatea gestionării din partea statului a proceselor de cercetare 
este determinată de particularităţile “producerii” ştiinţifice şi a 
produsului său, din fac parte: dificultatea obţinerii venitului din proiecte 
inovaţionale, chiar şi din cele comerciale; dificultatea prognozării 
rezultatelor cercetărilor ştiinţifice. Dar principalul este totuşi faptul că 
mecanismul de piaţă nu poate asigura introducerea adecvată a resurselor 
necesare în ştiinţă. Acest fenomen este numit “lacune de piaţă”. Deci 
scopul politicii inovaţionale a statului constă în elaborarea şi realizarea 
măsurilor pentru compensarea “lacunelor” create şi micşorarea riscurilor 
din activităţile inovaţionale. 

În practică sunt cunoscute trei scheme de aplicare a politicii 
inovaţionale. Prima schemă prevede participarea directă a statului 
cu mijloacele bugetare la procesul inovaţional din ţară prin crearea 
“laboratoarelor publice”, care vor acorda gratuit rezultatele cercetărilor 
consumatorilor potenţiali. Nu este un secret că mijloacele bugetare 
sunt instrumentul de bază pentru aplicarea politicii inovaţionale a 
unui stat dezvoltat. Spre exemplu, cheltuielile medii din buget pentru 
stiinţă raportate la PIB în ţările dezvoltate constituie 3,6% în Japonia, 
2,84% –SUA, 2,29% -Germania, 2,18%–Franta, 1,26% - Cehia, 1,1%, 
–Ungaria şi Ucraina – 1,1%, 0,85%, -Rusia.

A doua schemă constă în acordarea granturilor cercetătorilor 
cu condiţia că vor fi întocmite rapoarte detaliate privind rezultatele 
cercetărilor şi aceste rapoarte vor fi publicate. Dreptul de autor se 
transmite statului. Principalul avantaj al politicii inovaţionale prin 
sistema de granturi constă în accesul relativ simplu la finanţare, care 
face posibil să se dezvolte  direcţii noi de cercetare. De asemenea, 
permite stoparea cercetărilor ineficiente şi redirecţionarea mijloacelor 
financiare pentru efectuarea cercetărilor eficiente. 

A treia schemă - acordarea înlesnirilor fiscale şi subsidiilor din 
partea statului pentru companiile care introduc mijloacele financiare în 
inovaţii. Această variantă are un set de avantaje. În primul rând, statul 
nu se ocupă de alegerea domeniului cercetărilor fiecărui agent economic 
şi, bineînţeles, nu se ocupă nici de realizarea rezultatelor cercetărilor. 
Alt avantaj este că nu se creează piaţa inovaţiilor lipsite de perspectivă 
economică. Şi ultimul avantaj constă în faptul, că se creează imaginea 
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egalităţii, adică înlesnirile fiscale de care poate profita orice firmă 
care corespunde cerinţelor prezentate. Această variantă de aplicare a 
înlesnirilor fiscale provoacă mai puţină opunere din partea societăţii 
decât subsidiile directe ale unor companii concrete. 

Accelerarea introducerii şi utilizării noilor tehnologii devine, 
reieşind din cele expuse, un factor hotărâtor pentru dezvoltarea 
economică a unui stat. Introducerea inovaţiilor în sistemul economic 
modern, interacţiunea dintre rezultatele inovaţionale şi producere, 
piaţă şi investitori necesită crearea noilor mecanisme controlate, într-o 
anumită măsură, de stat. 

Drept exemplu de acest mecanism poate servi un sistem din trei 
componente: savantul – compania inovaţională şi “tehnoparcurile” – 
piaţa de aplicare a rezultatelor cercetărilor. Propunem această schemă 
din considerentul că savantul trebuie să se ocupe de cercetări, dar nu 
să încerce a realiza rezultatele cercetărilor. De realizare trebuie să se 
ocupe profesioniştii în domeniul managementului şi marketingului, 
specialişti cu experienţă în asemenea vânzări, în a găsi investitorii, 
capabili să promoveze produsele tehnologice gata. 

Cererea pentru cercetări poate proveni din două părţi: în primul 
rând, din partea pieţei, care cere produse tehnologice de performanţă 
sporită. Ca rezultat, ele pot fi uşor vândute şi deci se vor găsi uşor 
investitori, gata oricând să introducă suma de bani necesară pentru 
cercetări. În al doilea rând, cererea poate proveni din partea statului 
pentru a comanda cercetări fundamentale sau de profitabilitate scăzută, 
dar de care depinde imaginea ţării. 

Anume schema propusă creează intermediarii între cerere şi ofertă 
pentru produsele tehnologice. Menţionăm însă că lipsa intermediarilor 
duce la ruperea legăturii inverse: de la piaţa - la cercetători. În 
consecinţă, suferă nu numai piaţa, care nu este asigurată cu produsele 
de care are nevoie, ci şi cercetătorii, care nu sunt remuneraţi adecvat. 
După părerea noastră, numai infrastructura şi experienţa intermediarilor 
permit o eficienţă maximă.

Anterior, am numit câteva tipuri de intermediari, pe care îi vom 
descrie mai detaliat.

Compania inovaţională - o companie foarte mică, care se ocupă 
de producerea şi realizarea noilor produse tehnologice. După diferite 
estimări, rezultatele cercetărilor care trec prin aceste firme, de regulă, 
sunt de două ori mai ieftine şi se realizează de două ori mai repede 
decât dacă trec prin institute mari. În afară de aceasta, companiile mici 
înseamnă mobilitate şi permit o reorientare rapidă, conform cerinţelor 
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pieţei. Pe de altă parte, ele sunt orientate pe rata profitului destul de 
ridicat, ceea ce nu le permite să se ocupe de proiecte nerentabile.

Alt tip de intermediari sunt centrele inovaţioanle sau “tehnoparcurile”, 
care reprezintă, de fapt, un loc de concentrare a mai multor companii 
inovaţionale; de regulă, de la 20 până la câteva mii de astfel de companii 
pe o suprafaţa de producţie mare - de la 4 mii m2 până la câteva sute de 
mii m2. Avantajul principal al acestor intermediari este, în primul rând, 
micşorarea cheltuielilor de promovare şi consulting şi, pe de altă parte, 
are loc alimentarea reciprocă cu idei noi, atât din partea cercetătorilor, 
cât şi din partea consumatorilor. Cu alte cuvinte, scopul principal al 
acestor structuri este scanarea pieţei, pentru a analiza dacă produsul 
tehnologic este cerut de piaţă sau nu. Dacă da, pasul următor va fi 
fabricarea în masă a produselor acceptate de piaţă. 

Aplicarea în practică a metodelor de stimulare a inovaţiilor 
menţionate anterior cere utilizarea următoarelor măsuri [1]:

colectarea informaţiilor privind organizaţiile de cercetări  �
ştiinţifice şi de proiectări tehnologice, coordonarea activităţii 
lor, organizarea aplicării raţionale în industrie a realizărilor 
lor tehnico-ştiinţifice;
formarea programului de stat de cercetare şi dezvoltare în  �
concordanţă cu cerinţele politicii industriale; îmbinarea 
finanţării stabile, prin intermediul comenzii de stat, a unui 
număr limitat de institute şi centre de cercetări tehnico-
ştiinţifice cu finanţarea programelor de stat în probleme 
prioritare pentru industrie, folosind, concomitent, în acest scop 
atât expertiza cererilor, cât şi a rezultatelor lucrărilor, sistemul 
contractual şi selectarea prin concurs a executanţilor;
susţinerea noilor forme de interacţiune între ştiinţa fundamentală,  �
cea aplicată şi de producţie în cadrul “tehnoparcurilor”, 
centrelor inovaţionale, inclusiv cu participarea partenerilor 
străini;
crearea centrului de cercetări contractuale pentru executarea  �
comenzilor de cercetare ştiinţifică ale sectorului industrial de 
întreprinderi mici şi mijlocii, care nu dispun de o bază proprie 
tehnică şi experimentală de proiectări;
asigurarea protecţiei intereselor titularilor autohtoni ai  �
proprietăţii intelectuale, crearea sistemului informaţional de 
stat în domeniul realizărilor tehnico-ştiinţifice;
dinamizarea colaborării tehnico-ştiinţifice interstatale. �
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Pe plan mondial, succesul activităţilor inovatoare poate fi 
evaluat prin lărgirea pieţei, ca urmare a introducerii unor produse 
noi sau îmbunătăţite, sau prin creşterea profitului datorita creşterii 
productivităţii, ca urmare a îmbunătăţirii proceselor. In acelaşi timp, se 
poate vorbi şi de reducerea impactului negativ al activităţilor economice 
asupra mediului înconjurător si de introducerea standardelor de calitate. 
În acest context, investiţiile în cercetare şi inovare cresc din an în an. 
Astfel, valoarea totala a investiţiilor făcute în anul 2006 în inovaţie a 
fost de 370 de mlrd. euro, înregistrînd o creştere de 10% comparativ 
cu 2005, potrivit unui studiu al companiei americane de consultanţă 
Booz Allen Hamilton.

Companiile care au alocat cele mai mari bugete in 2006 pentru 
stimularea inovaţiei au fost Toyota, Pfizer, Ford, Johnson&Johnson, 
Daimler Chrysler, General Motors, Microsoft, GlaxoSmithKline, 
Siemens si IBM. Toyota a investit peste 5,2 mlrd. euro in departamentele 
sale de Research & Development (R&D) din întreaga lume, Pfizer - 
5,1 mlrd. euro, iar Ford - 4,9 mlrd. euro. Domeniile care au acaparat 
interesul pentru cercetare si dezvoltare au fost, IT-ul si electronicele 
(29%), industria farmaceutica (22%) si industria auto (17%). 

Potrivit aceluiaşi studiu, companiile care işi au sediul in America 
de Nord investesc cel mai mult in activităţile de cercetare si dezvoltare. 
Sumele alocate pentru R&D au crescut aici cu 13% in 2006, ajungand 
la un total de 133 mlrd euro. 

Companiile europene au investit aproximativ 90 mlrd euro, iar cele 
din Japonia 65 de mlrd euro. India si China, in ciuda unei cresteri de 
apoape 20% in ultimul an, investiţiile în R&D reprezinta doar 5% din 
totalul cheltuielilor in inovatie.

Studiul arată, că ponderea investitiilor in R&D din totalul vanzarilor 
a fost in medie de 3,8%. Pe primul loc se situeaza companiile de pe 
continentul nord american (4,8%), urmate de cele japoneze (3,7%) si 
de firmele cu sediul central in Europa (3,4%). 

În ceea ce priveşte evoluţia sistemului de cercetare-inovare din 
Republica Moldova, este de menţionat, că după obţinea independenţei 
a fost una dramatică. În primii 10 ani de tranziţie un profund declin, 
cauzat de o recesiune economică fără precedent: PIB s-a redus de circa 
3 ori, iar veniturile reale ale populaţiei au scăzut cu aproximativ 70%. 
Pe parcursul perioadei 1990-2004 alocaţiile bugetare în domeniul 
cercetării-inovării s-au redus de circa 12 ori. În consecinţă, baza 
tehnico-materiala a institutiilor de cercetare s-a invechit atit moral, cit 
si fizic. Numarul de instituţii de cercetare-dezvoltare s-a micşorat in anii 
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2000–2002 de la 83 la 76 de unitati, iar numărul cercetătorilor ştiintifici 
s-a redus in aceeaşi perioadă cu 22%. S-au micşorat simţitor numărul 
cercetărilor tehnologico-ştiintifice privind crearea unor noi tipuri de 
materiale, utilaje si de mostre experimentale. Numai in anii 2000–2001 
ponderea lucrărilor de proiectare, construcţie si tehnologice, precum 
şi de producere a mostrelor (loturilor) de articole experimentale din 
volumul total al lucrărilor de cercetare-dezvoltare a scăzut de la 36,6% 
la 20,1%. Receptivitatea beneficiarilor potenţiali (agenţilor economici) 
pentru rezultatele ştiinţifice şi inovaţiile tehnologice a scăzut pînă la 
pragul de dispariţie. 

Dar cele mai importante pierderi au fost cele ce ţin de potenţialul 
uman. Dacă în 1990 în sfera ştiinţei şi inovării activau circa 25 mii 
angajaţi, atunci în 2001 – circa 7,9 mii, ceea ce constituie o reducere a 
numărului de angajaţi de peste 3 ori. În 2007 în organizaţiile din sfera 
ştiinţei şi inovării cu finanţare preponderent de la bugetul de stat activau 
circa 3 mii persoane, inclusiv 1,1 mii de cercetători ştiinţifici. Simultan 
a avut loc o creştere rapidă a mediei de vîrstă a personalului ştiinţifico-
tehnologic. Atractivitatea redusă a carierei în cercetare-inovare a 
determinat pierderi semnificative la capitolul resurse umane şi a făcut 
extrem de dificilă includerea tinerilor performanţi оn inovare.

Reieşind din importanţa dezvoltării domeniului de cercetare şi 
inovare in asigurarea creşterii durabile şi a competitivităţii economiei 
naţionale, in ultimii ani au fost adoptate o serie de acte legislative şi 
documente strategice orientate spre ameliorarea situaţiei create: Codul cu 
privire la ştiinţă şi inovare al Republicii Moldova, aprobat prin Hotărîrea 
Parlamentului nr. 259 din 15 iulie 2004 [2]; Legea cu privire la parcurile 
ştiinţifico-tehnologice şi incubatoarele de inovare, nr. 138-XVI din 21 
iunie 2007;)[3]; Legea pentru aprobarea Planului Naţional de Dezvoltare 
2008-2011 nr. 299-XVI din 21 decembrie 2007 [4]; Programul Naţional 
„Satul Moldovenesc”, aprobat prin Hotărîrea Guvernului nr. 242 din 
1 martie 2005 [5]; Planul de Acţiuni „Republica Moldova – Uniunea 
Europeană” [6]; Programul de activitate a Guvernului pe anii 2005-2009 
„Modernizarea ţării– bunăstarea poporului”, aprobat prin Hotărîrea 
Guvernului nr. 790 din 1 august 2005 [7] , etc. 

În aceeaşi ordine de idei au fost stabilite obiectivele principale ale 
politicii de stat in domeniul cercetărilor si inovaţiilor, care constituie:

creşterea nivelului cercetării-dezvoltării; �
utilizarea eficientă a rezultatelor activităţii tehnologico- �
ştiinţifice in economie;
dezvoltarea sferei inovaţionale in baza comercializării lucrărilor  �
de cercetare-dezvoltare si a rezultatelor acestora;
valorificarea potenţialului intelectual existent, precum si  �
dezvoltarea continuă a potenţialului intelectual din sfera 
cercetărilor si inovaţiilor. 
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În perioada 2005-2007 s-a produs o creştere a finanţării a sferei 
ştiinţei şi inovării din surse bugetare în cuantum de minimum de la 
0,35% pînă la 0, 6% din Produsul Intern Brut. De asemenea pentru 
perioada următoare este prevăzută o finanţare ascendentă a cercetării-
inovării, astfel, ca în 2011 aceasta să ajungă la cel puţin 1,0% din 
Produsul Intern Brut.

Pe parcursul ultimilor ani, s-a produs o anumită ameliorare a 
situaţiei în domeniul realizării proiectelor în domeniul inovării şi 
stabilirii surselor de finanţare a acestora. Astfel, 

în anul 2005 – au fost realizate 8 proiecte de transfer tehnologic  �
– cu finanţare bugetară de 1600 mii lei şi cu cofinanţare din 
surse extrabugetare de 519 mii lei (inclusiv în industrie – 
1 proiect cu finanţare bugetară de 250 mii lei; în sectorul 
agroalimentar – 4 proiecte cu finanţare bugetară de 660 mii 
lei şi cofinanţare extrabugetară de 519 mii lei);
în 2006 - 27 proiecte – cu finanţare bugetară de 3000 mii lei şi  �
cofinanţare din surse extrabugetare de 3399,5 mii lei (inclusiv 
оn tehnologii informaţionale – 1 proiect cu finanţare bugetară 
de 100 mii lei şi cofinanţare extrabugetară de 870 mii lei; în 
sectorul agroalimentar – 17 proiecte cu finanţare bugetară de 
1828,2 mii lei şi cofinanţare extrabugetară de 1386,0 mii lei; 
în industrie – 3 proiecte cu finanţare bugetară de 218,4 mii lei 
şi cofinanţare extrabugetară de 174 mii lei; în energetică – 5 
proiecte cu finanţare bugetară de 640 mii lei şi cofinanţare 
extrabugetară de 969,5 mii lei);
în 2007 - 54 proiecte – cu finanţare bugetară de 9000 mii lei şi  �
cofinanţare dinsurse extrabugetare de 5872,3 mii lei (inclusiv 
în sectorul agroalimentar – 37 proiecte cu finanţare bugetară 
de 6174 mii lei şi cofinanţare extrabugetară de 4233,8 mii lei; 
în industrie – 3 proiecte cu finanţare bugetară de 507 mii lei şi 
cofinanţare extrabugetară de 339,5 mii lei; în energetică – 10 
proiecte cu finanţare bugetară de 1686,4mii lei şi cofinanţare 
extrabugetară de 851 mii lei).
în 2008 sunt prevăzute 42 proiecte – cu finanţare bugetară de  �
9000 mii lei şi cofinanţare din surse extrabugetare de 7277,2 
mii lei (inclusiv în sectorul agroalimentar – 22 proiecte cu 
finanţare bugetară de 4755 mii lei şi cofinanţare extrabugetară 
de 3523 mii lei; în industrie – 2 proiecte cu finanţare bugetară 
de 641 mii lei şi cofinanţare extrabugetară de 426,5 mii lei; în 
energetică – 9 proiecte cu finanţare bugetară de 1444 mii lei 
şi cofinanţare extrabugetară de 1594,7 mii lei).
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În scopul creării infrastructurii inovaţionale, în anul 2007 a fost 
elaborată şi adoptată Legea cu privire la parcurile ştiinţifico-tehnologice 
şi incubatoarele de inovare [3], care prevede pentru rezidenţii acestor 
importante înlesniri fiscale, vamale şi tarifare:

scutirea de plata TVA (20%) pentru mărfurile şi serviciile  �
importate din străinătate;
scutirea de plata TVA (20%) pentru mărfurile şi serviciile  �
procurate pe teritoriul Republicii Moldova;
scutirea de achitarea taxelor vamale (5%) pentru mărfurile şi  �
serviciile importate;
scutirea de plata impozitului pe venit pentru 3 perioade  �
impozitare;
reducerea tarifelor pentru arenda încăperilor şi serviciile  �
comunale pentru rezidenţii, amplasaţi pe teritoriul parcului 
ştiinţifico-tehnologic sau al incubatorului de inovare.

În anul 2007 au fost inaugurate parcul ştiinţifico-tehnologic 
„Academica” şi incubatorului de inovare „Inovatorul”. Pentru obţinerea 
statutului de rezident al parcului şi incubatorului au înaintat documentele 
58 de companii din ţară şi de peste hotare.

Măsurile enumerate sînt de o necesitate indiscutabilă, deoarece pe 
parcursul anilor precedenţi, finanţarea slabă şi reformele întîrziate au 
împiedicat racordarea la tendinţele mondiale, iar sectorul real extrem 
de fragil n-a putut exercita o cerere reală pentru inovare. Întreprinderile 
mari, care în anii ”90 realizau integral s-au parţial ciclul inovaţional 
au fost lichidate sau au încetat activitatea de inovare ca urmare a 
lipsei surselor financiare. Antreprenoriatul nu realizează investiţii 
substanţiale şi de durată în inovare din cauza riscurilor înalte care sînt 
iminente acestor activităţi, iar structurile financiare respective (fondurile 
venture, etc.) lipsesc. Concomitent, susţinerea de către stat a activităţilor 
inovative este, deocamdată, în stare incipientă.

Nivelul culturii inovării este extrem de redus atît în sectorul 
productiv şi de servicii,  cît şi în instituţiile de cercetare ştiinţifică. 
Activităţile de transfer tehnologic, susţinute de către stat, au fost lansate 
doar în ultimii 3 ani. Lipsesc informaţiile privind nivelul activităţilor de 
inovare din companii şi firme din cauza sistemului imperfect de evidenţa 
statistică şi contabilă a activităţii de inovare şi costurilor acesteia.

Modernizările actuale se produc preponderent din contul importului 
de noi tehnologii şi sisteme de management. Costurile mai reduse ale 
cercetării-inovării în Republica Moldova în comparaţie cu mediul 
internaţional, care pe termen scurt reprezintă un avantaj, pe termen 
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lung creează un risc suplimentar legat de „brain-drain” („scurgere de 
creieri”) în contextul globalizării.

Cu toate că pe parcursul ultimilor ani s-au produs schimbări 
pozitive în domeniul cercetării-inovării, sunt necesare activităţi de 
stimulare a acestor activităţi în continuare. În acest context, prin 
intermediul Proiectului „Asistenta in Implementarea APC, OMC si 
a Planului de Acţiuni Uniunea Europeana – Republica Moldova in 
cadrul Politicii Europene de Vecinatate”, la solicitarea Agentiei de Stat 
pentru Proprietatea Intelectuala, a fost elaborata Strategia Naţională 
în domeniul inovării pentru perioada 2008 -2011 si Planul de Acţiuni 
pentru implementarea Strategiei Naţionale [8]. Strategia Naţionala 
in domeniul inovării pentru perioada 2008-2011 a fost elaborata in 
conformitate cu prevederile Codului cu privire la ştiinţa si inovare al 
Republicii Moldova, si stabileşte principiile, obiectivele, priorităţile si 
măsurile necesare pentru edificarea in ţara noastră a unei economii si 
societăţi bazate pe cunoaştere. Document este menit să asigure realizarea 
scopului principal al politicii de stat in sfera ştiinţei si inovării care 
consta in dezvoltarea social-economică si umană durabilă a ţării prin 
stimularea şi valorificarea maximă a potenţialului intelectual, ştiinţific 
si tehnologic, orientat spre crearea si comercializarea produselor, 
serviciilor, proceselor moderne, ecologic pure, competitive, precum si 
spre valorile unei societăţii democratice, deschise.

Strategia, propune o analiză a punctelor tari şi a celor slabe (analiza 
SWOT) în domeniul inovării, şi anume:
Puncte tari:

existenţa unui cadru legal stimulator pentru activităţile de  �
inovare şi în domeniul proprietăţii intelectuale;
existenţa unei reţele organizaţii de cercetare şi inovare care  �
dispun de o anumită experienţă în domeniu şi de potenţial 
uman calificat;
inaugurarea parcului ştiinţifico-tehnologic „Academica” şi a  �
incubatorului de inovare „Inovatorul”;
creşterea importantă a finanţărilor bugetare pentru cercetare,  �
inovare, transfer tehnologic şi pentru crearea infrastructurii 
inovaţionale, astfel încît către anul 2011 acestea să atingă 1% 
din PIB;
un număr de brevete, anual înregistrate raportat la 1 milion de  �
locuitori, la nivel mediu european;
inovatori de nivel înalt, posesori de menţiuni la saloanele  �
internaţionale de invenţii
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Oportunităţi
creşterea continuă a cererii de produse şi tehnologii  �
inovaţionale;
existenţa cadrului legal benefic pentru dezvoltarea  �
parteneriatelor public-privat în inovare şi transfer tehnologic 
prin iniţierea şi realizarea unor proiecte comune (consorţiuri/
clustere, platforme tehnologice etc.);
valorificarea mecanismului de cofinanţare a proiectelor de  �
transfer tehnologic, cu cota de participare a statului prin 
alocări bugetare оn măsură de pоnă la 60% din costul total al 
proiectului;
intensificarea integrării învăţămîntului, cercetării-inovării şi  �
antreprenoriatului;
sprijinul public al creării şi dezvoltării companiilor private  �
şi a asociaţiilor obşteşti (ONG-urilor) cu profil de cercetare-
inovare;
creşterea motivării şi a prestigiului inovatorilor; �
extinderea cooperării internaţionale în domeniul cercetării- �
dezvoltării, în special în cadrul UE, inclusiv prin participarea 
оn programe şi proiecte de inovare.

Puncte slabe:
lipsa actelor normative privind capitalul de risc; �
infrastructura inovaţională se află în stare incipientă; �
nivelul redus al culturii inovării atît în sectorul productiv şi de  �
servicii, cît şi în instituţiile de cercetare şi inovare;
lipsa informaţiilor, în special a celor statistice privind nivelul  �
activităţilor de inovare din companii şi firme;
insuficienţele sistemului educaţional în vederea instruirii şi  �
formării continue a specialiştilor în managementul inovării, 
în protecţia, evaluarea şi marketingul obiectelor de proprietate 
intelectuală.

Riscuri:
continuarea exodului specialiştilor calificaţi din sfera cercetării- �
inovării în alte domenii de activitate şi peste hotare;
gradul redus de atractivitate pentru tineret a activităţilor în  �
domeniul inovării în comparaţie cu alte activităţi ce ţin de 
tehnologiile avansate moderne;
posibilităţi reduse de finanţare a măsurilor şi acţiunilor în  �
domeniul inovării;
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capac � ităţi reduse ale organizaţiilor de cercetare-inovare de a 
accesa fondurile europene şi mondiale din cadrul programelor 
şi proiectelor de dezvoltare şi cooperare;
decalajele regionale în dezvoltarea proceselor inovaţionale; �
gradul insuficient de realizare a drepturilor asupra obiectelor  �
de proprietate intelectuală

Strategia stabileşte măsurile primordiale pentru realizarea 
procesului de edificare a unei societăţi şi economii bazate pe cunoaştere, 
competitive pe plan internaţional şi anume:
Consolidarea cadrului legal şi regulatoriu, care presupune:

modificarea şi completarea actelor normative existente în  �
domeniu precum şi elaborarea unor acte noi;
fortificarea instituţiilor existente ce ţin de procesul inovaţional  �
şi susţinerea fondării celor ce lipsesc în vederea constituirii 
unei reţele integre, care va conţine toate elementele esenţiale 
ale unei infrastructuri inovaţionale moderne;
continuarea procesului de armonizare a legislaţiei naţionale în  �
domeniul inovării cu cea europeană;
consolidarea mecanismului de combatere a încălcării  �
drepturilor de proprietate intelectuală, etc.
Cooperarea între ştiinţă şi mediul de afaceri prin:
identificarea instrumentelor eficiente ale politicii de stat în  �
domeniu;
stabilirea domeniilor prioritare pentru activităţile  �
inovaţionale,
crearea unui mediu inovaţional favorabil adaptat la cerinţele  �
investitorilor străini şi reieşind din cererile mediului de 
afacere,
crearea sistemului informaţional automatizat „Registrul  �
Inovaţiilor” care va asigura populaţia, mediul de afaceri din 
Republica Moldova, precum şi investitorii străini cu informaţia 
necesară, inclusiv cu date statistice, privind evoluţia proceselor 
inovaţionale.
constituirii unei infrastructuri inovaţionale moderne  �
(consorţiuri/clustere ştiinţifico-tehnologice şi platforme 
tehnologice; parcuri ştiinţifico-tehnologice; incubatoare de 
inovare; centre de transfer tehnologic; companii inovaţionale; 
inclusiv IMM-uri inovaţionale sau subdiviziuni de cercetare-
inovare în cadrul companiilor mari, etc), etc.
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Dezvoltarea resurselor umane, care  se va axa pe:
consolidarea bazei tehnico-materiale, informaţionale,  �
financiare, locative şi de garanţii sociale a sistemului de 
inovare;
integrarea învăţămîntului, cercetării-inovării şi antre- �
prenoriatului;
instruirea şi formarea continuă a personalului ştiinţifico- �
tehnologic de înaltă competenţă;
creşterea atractivităţii carierei în cercetare-inovare; �
dezvoltarea colaborărilor interne şi internaţionale ale grupurilor  �
(echipelor) performante de profil de cercetare-inovare;
modernizarea invăţămîntului preuniversitar, universitar şi  �
postuniversitar în vederea axării acestuia pe valorile societăţii 
şi economiei bazate pe cunoaştere, etc.

Asigurarea suportului financiar pentru inovare, prin atragerea 
resurselor financiare:

prin programe de stat din sfera ştiinţei şi inovării cu destinaţie  �
specială (crearea şi funcţionarea parcurilor ştiinţifico-
tehnologice şi a incubatoarelor etc.);
prin proiecte de transfer tehnologic cu cofinanţare obligatorie  �
din surse extrabugetare, în special din business;
prin defalcări din fonduri specializate, cum ar fi Fondul de  �
asigurări medicale obligatorii, Fondul de subvenţionare a 
agriculturii, Fondul pentru susţinerea înfiinţării plantaţiilor 
viticole;
prin crearea Fondului pentru Inovare şi Transfer Tehnologic,  �
care va funcţiona în baza unui regulament aprobat de Guvern. 
Fondul va finanţa, pe principii renovabile sau parţial renovabile, 
crearea şi funcţionarea firmelor inovative, în special, a IMM 
– urilor inovative; 
prin atragerea pe larg a fondurilor internaţionale, în special  �
cele europene; 
elaborarea şi implementarea sistemelor de finanţare noi, care  �
funcţionează în mai multe ţări din Uniunea Europeană (cum 
ar fi mecanismul de finanţare de tip „Levy”, care presupune 
acumularea mijloacelor în felul următor: atît furnizorii cît şi 
procesatorii vor defalca în Fondul pentru Inovare şi Transfer 
Tehnologic cîte 0,5% din costul fiecărei tone de materie primă 
agricolă), etc.
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cooperarea internaţională, prin
creşterea vizibilităţii internaţionale a comunităţii ştiinţifice, a  �
programelor şi instituţiilor de cercetare naţionale;
armonizarea tendinţelor naţionale de dezvoltare a potenţialului  �
ştiinţific şi tehnologic cu tendinţele înregistrate pe plan 
internaţional;
creşterea eficienţei şi eficacităţii activităţilor de cercetare  �
– inovare utilizînd tehnici moderne în cercetare şi în 
managementul acesteia;
creşterea gradului de integrare în programele europene de  �
cercetare;
dezvoltarea unor parteneriate inovative viabile оn spaţiul  �
european prin vizite de lucru ale unor personalităţi ştiinţifice 
şi cercetători de mare valoare, schimb de personal, rezultate, 
experienţă, activităţi de integrare în proiecte ERA/platforme 
tehnologice, etc.

Realizarea prevederilor Strategiei va avea impact pozitiv şi va 
contribui la:

sporirea competitivităţii economiei naţionale pe pieţele  �
interne şi externe prin implementarea оn practica economică 
a realizărilor ştiinţifice şi a inovaţiilor;
sporirea suportului ştiinţific şi inovaţional al dezvoltării social- �
economice a ţării;
accelerarea ritmurilor de creştere economică şi îmbunătăţirea  �
calităţii acesteia;
crearea noilor locuri de muncă; �
creşterea exporturilor de mărfuri şi servicii cu valoare adăugată  �
înaltă, în special, a celor scientointensive;
majorarea investiţiilor interne şi externe în economie; �
intensificarea dezvoltării regionale; �
ameliorarea stării mediului ambiant şi sporirea gradului de  �
protecţie a acestuia;
îmbunătăţirea managementului în sistemul naţional de  �
inovare;
realizarea programelor şi proiectelor de transfer tehnologic  �
în: industrie, sectorul agroalimentar, energetică, transporturi, 
construcţii, telecomunicaţii şi tehnologii informaţionale, 
medicină, protecţia mediului etc.;
formarea unui portofoliu de soluţii şi forme de cooperare  �
privind problemele de interes comun la nivel european, bilateral 
sau regional;
integrarea mai rapidă în st � ructurile inovative de nivel global, etc.
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Cele descrise mai sus, ne demonstrează, că pe parcursul ultimilor 
ani au fost întreprinse acţiuni ce ţin de stimularea proceselor inovaţionale 
şi au fost create premisele realizării inovaţiilor în industria Republicii 
Moldova, pentru sporirea competitivităţii produselor industriale 
autohtone, precum şi a volumelor de producţie. 
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ThE REASONS fOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
IN A GLObAL ECONOMy

Are they the same 
for Romania and, if so, to what degree?

In this paper, starting from the idea of economic growth which has been 
significant in the past years and its tight connection to growth in international 
trade, I have dealt with such aspects as the gains one can derive from 
specialization, economies on scale, the development of new technology, 
productivity and from access to a large variety of goods, while keeping in minds 
general and modern economic trade theories and models. Within this very 
framework, I have tried to focus on a number of aspects concerning Romania’s 
status over a period of 5 years, 2002-2007, and the general trading trends and 
various analysis of the structure of trade with the countries’ main partners 
on the sideline of the reasons mentioned in the starting point of the paper. In 
the analysis of  example model chosen, Romania, I have underlined how the 
importance of exports and the country’s approach to export has influenced its 
general overlook on trade and general trading tendencies worldwide. 

The sustained growth, is not the final goal, but enables and is 
essential for things that people care about: poverty reduction, productive 
employment, education, health, and the opportunity to be creative. 
Trying to identify some of the distinctive characteristics of high-growth 
economies and asking how other developing countries can emulate 
them. Nobody can provide a formula for policy makers, to apply, 
because there doesn’t exist a generic formula. Each country has specific 
characteristics and historical experiences that must be reflected in its 
growth strategy and policy makers have to create a growth strategy of 
their own. Growth of 7% a year, sustained over 25 years, was unheard 
of before the latter half of the 20th century, but now it is possible only 
due to the fact that the world economy is now more open and integrated. 
This enables fast-growing economies to import ideas, technologies, and 
know-how from the rest of the world. One such means of conveying 
this knowledge is foreign direct investment, which several high-growth 
economies actively endorsed; another is foreign education, which 
often creates lasting international networks, which proves that global 
economy is, in fact, the essential resource to be taken into account. 
Since learning something is easier than inventing it, fast learners can 
rapidly gain ground on the leading economies. 
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The open world economy also offers developing countries a deep, 
elastic market for their exports. Rapid and sustained economic growth 
is closely associated with a fast pace of export growth. Integrating into 
the global economy can provide new sources of productivity gains 
through trade, new investment, and access to technology. 1

on the import side, access to the widest variety of products at 
global prices bolsters productivity growth as domestic firms find the 
best match of intermediate inputs for the technology they use in their 
production 2. Abstracting from comparative advantage, the gains from 
globalization can be divided into the gain from variety and the gain 
from economies of scale. There is, however, a tension between them 
because greater economies of scale reduce the gains from variety. The 
gains from the latter appear to be larger3.

On the other hand, imports of capital goods are an important 
source of technology enabling developing countries to move closer to 
the global technology frontier (Helpman, 2004, chapter 5)4 and access 
to imports allows domestic entrepreneurs the scope to identify minor 
product innovations that lead to new varieties of products. 

Building on the idea of import- versus export-biased growth, 
Krugman (1990) has argued that catching-up by technologically 
backward countries may lead to welfare reductions in the advanced 
country, whereas technological progress in the leading country benefits 
all.

on the export side, export growth is a key driver of GDP growth 
given limited domestic demand. In many developing countries shifting 
resources into exports has a strong impact on growth since export sectors 
have higher productivity and within sectors exporting firms tend to be 
more productive than non-exporters. In fact, the 16 fastest growing 
economies over the 25 year period to 2005 experience export growth 
that was [25%] more rapid than average for all developing countries.5

Economic theory has identified several sources of gains from 
trade and thus a number of different reasons for trade.

1.Gains from specialization
Traditional trade theory emphasizes the gains from specialization 

made possible by differences among countries. The main contribution 
of this strand of thought is that opportunities for mutually beneficial 
trade exist by virtue of specialization on the basis of relative efficiency. 
Comparative advantage is not absolute advantage. Absolute advantage 
is the ability to do something more efficiently, with less labor or 
resources, than another country. Comparative advantage is what is done 
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relatively well or less bad. For example a country does not have to be 
better at producing something than its trading partners to benefit from 
trade, that means it has absolute advantage but it is sufficient that it is 
relatively more efficient than its trading partners that means comparative 
advantage. This insight explains why so many more opportunities to 
gain from trade exist than would be the case if only absolute advantage 
counted.

In a world of many products and many countries, the Ricardian 
model only predicts trade under strong simplifying assumptions. With 
more realistic assumptions, such as the existence of trade barriers, 
intermediate inputs, and numerous countries and products, it fails to 
do so. But the fundamental insight of comparative advantage continues 
to predict and explain gains from trade. The simplest formulations of 
comparative advantage and the gains from trade disregard the possibility 
that intermediate inputs can also be traded and production processes 
fragmented across countries. But the inclusion of this possibility 
does not undermine basic propositions concerning the gains from 
specialization. 

On the contrary, the possibility that production processes may 
be spread across countries (fragmentation) offers the possibility of 
additional trade gains. New literature on this issue has emerged in the 
light of the growing incidence of production sharing and offshoring. 
Exchange among nations involves both trade in products and the 
movement of factors of production across frontiers. In some theories 
trade in products is a substitute for factor movements (Heckscher-
Ohlin).In other formulations, where trade is driven by technological 
or other influences, trade in products and factor movements may be 
treated as complements.

While the law of comparative advantage can be extended to cover 
the movement of factors of production as well as trade in products, the 
formulation tends to be so general that it cannot predict the direction 
of trade or factor movements.

More recent theories point to other sources of gains from trade 
not linked to differences among countries, such as economies of scale 
in production, enhanced competition, access to a broader variety of 
goods and improved productivity.

2. Gains from economies of scale6

Another major reason that international trade may take place is the 
existence of economies of scale, also called increasing returns to scale, 
in production. Economies of scale means that production at a larger scale 
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(more output) can be achieved at a lower cost (i.e. with economies or 
savings). When production within an industry has this characteristic, 
specialization and trade can result in improvements in world productive 
efficiency and welfare benefits that accrue to all trading countries. In 
the absence of trade, economies of scale are constrained by the size of 
the domestic market. Trade removes this constraint, allowing industries 
and firms to produce on a more efficient scale than would otherwise be 
possible. When there are economies of scale in production then, free 
trade, after an appropriate reallocation of labor, can improve national 
welfare for all countries relative to autarky. The welfare improvement 
arises because by concentrating production in the economies of scale 
industry in one country, advantage can be taken of the productive 
efficiency improvements.

3. Gains from access to new technology
Trade can provide direct access to goods and services that 

incorporate new technologies, particularly where more open trade 
regimes have led to different stages of the production process being 
undertaken in different countries.

4. Gains from access to a large variety of goods7

While trade predicted by theories based on comparative advantage 
takes place among industries (inter-industry trade) and can involve 
countries with highly varied characteristics, in reality much international 
trade takes place among similar countries and comprises the exchange 
of products within the same industry .

This feature of international trade that remains unexplained with 
classical models is the phenomenon of intra-industry trade. A quick 
look at the aggregate trade data reveals that many countries export and 
import similar products. For example, a country imports and exports 
automobiles, it imports and exports machine tools, it imports and 
exports steel, toothpaste, furnaces, restaurant meals, motion pictures, 
romance novels, wine, beer, cheese, shaving cream and many more. To 
some extent intra-industry trade arises because many different types of 
products are aggregated into one category. For example, many different 
types of steel are produced, from flat-rolled to specialty steels. It may 
be that production of some types of steel require certain resources 
or technologies in which one country has a comparative advantage. 
Another country may have the comparative advantage in another type 
of steel. However, since all of these types are generally aggregated 
into one export/import category, it could appear as if the countries are 
exporting and importing “identical” products when in actuality they are 
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exporting one type of steel and importing another type. Nevertheless 
it is possible to explain intra-industry trade in a model that includes 
economies of scale and differentiated products even when there are no 
differences in resources or technologies across countries. This model 
is called the monopolistic competition model. 

Monopolistic competition allows for the presence of increasing 
returns to scale in production and for differentiated (rather than 
homogeneous or identical) products. However the model retains many 
features of perfect competition, such as the presence of many firms 
in the industry and the likelihood that free entry and exit of firms in 
response to profit would eliminate economic profit among the firms. 
As a result, the model offers a somewhat more realistic depiction of 
many common economic markets. The model best describes markets in 
which numerous firms supply products which are each slightly different 
from that supplied by its competitors. Its focus is on consumer demand 
for a variety of characteristics embodied in the goods sold in a product 
category. In this model, advantageous trade in differentiated products 
can occur even when countries are very similar in their productive 
capacities. The appreciation by consumers of different product varieties, 
the existence of less than perfectly competitive markets and the 
possibility for firms to exploit economies of scale are important reasons 
why countries open up to trade. Welfare of individual consumers who 
purchase this product will be enhanced for three main reasons. 

First, trade increases the number of varieties of products for 
consumers to choose.

Second, free trade reduces the price of every variety sold in 
the market. 

third, free trade may increase the supply of products in other 
markets and result in lower prices for those products.

4. Gains from productivity improving8

Until relatively recently, trade theorists typically assumed that all 
firms within a given industry were identical. In the 1980s, however, 
data sets with detailed information on production and trade at the firm 
level became available. This new information showed considerable 
differences among firms and suggested that such differences affected 
aggregate outcomes. These findings are reflected in the so-called “new 
new” trade theories.

The firm-level information shows that only a small number of 
firms export and that among these, only a few of them export a large 
fraction of their production. Moreover, at least some firms export in 
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every industry, with the share of exporting firms being determined by 
the industry’s comparative advantage. The data also show that exporting 
firms are different from non-exporters in several respects, and that trade 
liberalization raises average productivity within industries. So far, most 
of the firm-level evidence is from developed countries.

However, available information from developing countries suggests 
that many of the insights drawn from developed country data may also 
apply to a wider set of countries.

These findings pose further questions not addressed by traditional 
trade theories, nor by the advances made by the “new” trade theories, 
such as the basic monopolistic competition framework. The most recent 
theories (“new new” theories) focus on the role of firms and explain 
the above-mentioned empirical findings. These models identify new 
sources of gains from trade and new ways in which international trade 
may lead to resource reallocation.

In the “new new” theories, firms typically differ in terms of their 
productivity and they pay fixed  entry costs to enter both the domestic 
and the foreign markets. Some firms find it profitable to sell only on 
the domestic market while the most productive export. 

A reduction in barriers to trade boosts existing exporters and 
encourages new firms to begin exporting. Through its impact on 
factor prices, this expansion of the most productive firms pushes some 
of the non-exporting, lower-productivity firms to exit the market. 
This selection mechanism leads to an increase in average industry 
productivity that represents an additional gain from trade. Trade opening 
may also encourage individual plants, both import-competing and 
exporting, to upgrade their technology, a key ingredient in stimulating 
long-term economic growth. The new focus on firms has allowed 
researchers to explain other determining factors for international trade, 
such as firms’ decisions to invest abroad or outsource certain activities 
at arm’s length.

Besides various types of trade costs, it has been found that 
differences in the productivity of firms are an important factor 
determining whether foreign markets are accessed directly through 
an investment presence or through exports. Productivity differences 
also play a role in firms’ decisions to offshore parts of the production 
process and whether to do so via foreign direct investment (FDi) or 
through arm’s-length trade. These insights allow for certain predictions 
about how policy changes, such as tariff reductions or institutional 
improvements, may affect trade volumes.
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When different sources of gains from trade are taken together, 
it has been shown that protectionist policies may carry significant 
economic costs. However, the benefits from opening up to trade may 
not be equally distributed across countries. Looking at several of the 
expected positive effects resulting from trade opening, one study has 
estimated that if member states of the European Union were in a state 
of autarky, on average productivity would be lower by 13 per cent, 
mark-ups and prices higher by 16 per cent, and profits lower by 23 
per cent. However, other studies indicate that given that countries are 
of different size and at different levels of development, some are likely 
to benefit more than others.

5. Gains from increasing competition
Trade openness exposes domestic firms to greater competition. This 

helps to encourage exit from the marketplace of the least productive 
firms; reduces monopoly rents; drives down margins; and reduces prices 
for consumers. Competition further reinforces incentives to innovate, 
helping to create more competitive firms which can then compete more 
effectively in world markets. 

Helpman, Melitz and Yeaple9 argue that firm heterogeneity leads to 
self-selection in the structure of international commerce. Only the most 
productive firms find it profitable to meet the higher costs associated 
with FDI; the next set of firms finds it profitable to serve foreign 
markets through exporting; while the least productive firms serve only 
the domestic market. The paper tests this assumption using the concept 
of stochastic dominance. Robust support is found for the model, the 
productivity distribution of multinational firms is found to dominate 
that of export firms, which in turn dominates that of non-exporters.

Brief analysis of Romanian Trade in light of the aforementioned 
economic issues

ItC developed the trade Performance Index (TPI) with the 
aim of assessing and monitoring the multi-faceted dimensions of 
export performance and competitiveness by sector and by county. At 
present, the TPI covers 184 countries and 14 different export sectors. 
The index calculates the level of competitiveness and diversification 
of a particular export sector using comparisons with other countries. 
In particular, it brings out gains and losses in world market shares and 
sheds light on the factors causing these changes. Moreover, it monitors 
the evolution of export diversification for products and markets. The TPI 
is limited by its purely quantitative approach, although it does provide 
a systematic overview of sectorial export performance and comparative 
and competitive advantages.
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The trade performance of individual countries tends to be a good 
indicator of economic performance since well performing countries 
tend to record higher rates of GDP growth. The majority of developing 
countries has joined the World Trade Organization (WTO) and has taken 
initiatives aimed at opening their economies.

Nevertheless, the outcome has not always been systematically 
positive with export performance sometimes remaining disappointing. 
It is difficult to establish an all embracing definition of successful 
trade performance. Trade champions contrast with certain specialized 
exporters that suffer from a deterioration in their terms of trade. For 
example, some developing countries record high growth rates by 
specializing in niche markets and concentrating their export markets, 
while other developing countries record more moderate rates of growth 
with a well diversified array of products and partner countries. In other 
cases, successful performance is the result of a favorable product or 
market penetration since the beginning. Successful performance can 
also be gauged in terms of a country’s ability to adapt its export profile 
to changing patterns of world demand. The last approach is the most 
dynamic and demand-driven trade policy stance.

The Trade Performance Index (TPI thereafter) designed by ITC 
aims to tackle the complex and multidimensional nature of trade 
patterns. This index is computed using the world’s largest trade database, 
COMTRADE (of the United Nations Statistics Division), covering 184 
countries1, where more than 95% of world trade in 5,000 products is 
reported at the 6-digit level of the Harmonized System (HS). Since 
COMTRADE captures around 95 % of world trade, the TPI is calculated 
not only for countries that report their own trade data, but also for over 
one hundred primarily low-income countries that do not report national 
trade statistics.

In order to generate various indicators and trade statistics, as 
presented in the Tables Reference, the ITC database was used and the 
following conclusion issued.

The Degree of International Specialization as evaluated by the 
International Trade Center (2008), Geneva, in the outlook ascribing the 
reported share of the main exporting industries within the structure of 
Romanian exports to the share of the respective industries within the 
structure of world exports (Balassa Index of Revealed Comparative 
Advantage – values of the BIRCA greater than 1 reflect a high degree 
of specialization), considers the following as the strongest exporting 
sectors in 2006 (see Table Reference 5. and 6.):
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Footwear, gaiters and the like, parts thereof – BIRCA 8.4 and 
2.27% of world exports

 Articles of apparel, accessories, not knit or crochet -  BIRCA 7.5 
and 2.02 % of world exports 

Silk – BIRCA 6.0 and 1.6 % of world exports 
Fertilizers – BIRCA 5.3 and 1.42 % of world exports 
Live Animals – BIRCA 5.0 and 1.33% of world exports
Wood and articles of wood, wood charcoal – BIRCA 3.9 and 1.04% 

of world exports
Furniture, lighting, signs, prefabricated buildings – BIRCA 3.6 

and 0.97% of world exports
Ships, boats and other floating structures – BIRCA 3.2 and 0.87% 

of world exports
Railway, tramway, locomotives, rolling stock, equipment – BIRCA 

2.9 and 0.79% of world exports
Articles of apparel, accessories, knit or chrocet – BIRCA 2.9 and 

0.77 % of world exports
Unfortunately, as can be easily deduced, a higher degree of 

specialization is not apparent in the fileds of high-technology 
development, but rather in the light industries sector. 

In the bubble-diagrams 1., 2. and 3. from the Table Reference is a 
very interesting overview, over a period of 3 years, of World Exports 
and Romania’s share within this structural analysis. As can be easily 
noticed, the Iron and Steel Industries as well as the Manufacuring of 
Rafined Petroleum Products are presents in the Strong Growing Sector 
of each of the 3 tables, which confirms their export-based competitive 
nature. Furthermore, the Apparel and Accessories Industries has also 
registered an expansion, despite its decline in world exports. As far as 
primary industries are concerned, the agriculture and horticulture do 
not only pose a problem from the viewpoint that their general trend is 
one of decline while still being present in the weak market sector.

As far as the exports to the EU are concerned, these have been on 
a general rising wave within the timeframe mentioned in table 4., about 
3 mil Euro thousands a year, which confirms the fact that exports in 
general have been reoriented towards western countries and the EU in 
particular since the 1990s. Analyzing the structure of these exports and 
mainly the first few presented in table 4., mark the idea that Romania’s 
exports tend to be if not exactly alike, then fairly close to those that have 
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the greatest share on the world market (as discussed for Tables 5. and 
6.). This would be an indicator of the scale economy promoted within 
the country and the result of gains of productivity and specialization 
in the respective sectors. 

Table 7. highlights the growing tendency in the absolute value 
of world Romanian exports as well as a share of worldwide exports, 
with a marking rise between 2004-2005, but a slight decrease in 
2006. This has happened on the general background of open-policy of 
trade, of economic growth in the general globalization frame. On the 
negative side of things, a growing deficit of the trade net balance can 
be observed. 

The major partners in the export-import markets for Romania are 
shown in tables 8., which also depict the growing constancy in European 
relations; Romania’s strongest partners being Italy and Germany, which 
might be supported by the idea that there is a general increase in the 
countries’ immigrant population and the idea of trade within the internal 
European market. 

top 10 Products exported by Romania
2004-2007

A s presented in a study retrieved from 
www.trademap.org

Generated by the International trade Centre
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Analyzing the 2004-2007 framwork concerning the main Romanian 
exports, several conclusions can be drawn: 

1.there was a significant growth trend in the high-technology 
market, such as electrical and electronical equipment, the export of 
which as registered a rise the 2004 reported value of 2,032,380 Euro 
thousands to an estimated value of 3,565,660 in 2007.

2.the same general growth trend was applicable for the nuclear 
industry, with regards to Nuclear reactors, boilers, machinery, etc, which 
has practically doubled, registering a rise of 1,574,543 Euro thousands 
in 2007 from the 2004 value of 1,279,472. 

3.there was a remarkable growth in the vehicles’ industry, mainly 
due to the high number of foreign investments in the past 4 years from 
leading companies such as, Renault, Daewoo, registering figures such 
as 2,389,985 Euro thousands in 2007 as opposed to the 2004 value of 
635,335.

4.as a general negative aspect, it can be observed that Wood and 
articles of wood and wood charcoal have remained within the top 10 
exports categories, registering a light  streamline growth (826,576 Euro 
thousands in 2004 to 970,644 in 2007). This trend may also have been 
the cause for severe environmental issues arising in the area, due to 
massive deforestations. 
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Product Competitiveness with trade Flows 2006
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INTEGRATED COMMUNICATIONS Of bANK 
MARKETING

Communication, by its nature, has two dimensions, one economic and 
one political, the first being the one that aims to the maximization of 
the issuer’s interests, while the second tends to the optimization of the 
receptor’s satisfaction. The communication system of a modern bank 
implies the use of forms of the current and potential clients’ information 
and stimulation, which present the banking institution, its products/
services so that they cause favorable changes in their consumption 
mentality and habits; on the other side, also the establishment of an 
effective communication with its own employees, shareholders, with other 
banks and financial institutions should be taken into account.
Communication is the most visible, sometimes disturbingly visible element 
of marketing mixing, but its value is limited in the event that it is not 
used intelligently, in complete correlation with the other components – 
product/service, price and distribution. By communication, the marketing 
specialists inform the current and potential clients on the benefits that a 
product/service brings, about the price and other costs, about the channels 
through which a service is delivered and where and when it is valid.
 The communication system of a modern institution involves on one side 
the use of various forms of the consumers’ information and stimulation, 
by which the institution, its products and services are presented, having 
the purpose to promote favorable changes in their consumption mentality 
and habits, and on the other side, the institution establishes a series 
of “internal” communications with its own employees, shareholders, 
suppliers of equipment, social-cultural environments.
Information plays a special role in forming the image. Thus, the 
various “sides” of the image are outlined by the corresponding types of 
information: the financial information help with structuring the financial 
image, the social information structures the internal community, and 
the institutional information structures the public’s image regarding the 
institution.
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 An old axiom in marketing says that the most sure and rapid 
way to destruct of product that is not of high quality, is to make an 
aggressive promotion for it. In the same spirit, a high quality product, 
at a reasonable price, with a very good distribution strategy, may be 
a failure on the market, if it is not made known to the public with the 
help of promotional communication. 

The relsearch highlighted the fact that the sector of banking services 
is marked by an accentuated dynamism, whose effects are felt mainly 
in the plane of the bank’s relation with  its clients and competitors. Day 
by day, the banks’ clients become more demanding: they are better 
informed, sharing the opinion according to which the payment of bank 
commission and other bank charges should be accompanied by an 
efficient, professional and confidential performance, at the same time. 
Taking into account the number of banks existent in Romania, the clients 
will opt for a bank or another, depending on the quality and expedience 
of the performance, the competition doing here its saying.

Every bank aims to create a favorable image that is constituted 
into a moral credit in front of its clients; in the existent communication 
process between the bank and the environment in which it carries out 
its activity, the main problem is the creation of a favorable image by 
strengthening the existent positive attitudes, but also by replacing the 
negative ones with new, positive perceptions. And how could this thing 
be done if not by a communication system in order that, on one side, 
leads to the efficiency increase of performed activity and, on the other 
side, to educating in time the consumers of bank products/services.

It is found that, even if some banks are more reluctant to the 
changes imposed by designing a communication system with their 
public, corresponding to the new approach of the market from another 
angle that is the one of the client, most of the companies performing 
financial-banking services began to understand better when it means to 
communicate with their clients, discovering, or better said rediscovering 
the consumer in this way.

The banks should communicate both with their current clients, 
and with the potential ones, but also with their partners, offer but also 
receive information about those and their products/services. For an 
efficient communication, the banks conclude contracts with the specialty 
agencies that follow to prepare efficient strategies, employ specialists in 
promoting sales to design programs for the purchase desire stimulation 
of the clients, conclude contracts with companies specialized in public 
relations, in order to assert the bank’s image on the market.
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For all the banks, the problem is not whether to communicate or not, 
but what to say, to whom and how often. A powerful bank must have 
a complex marketing communication system to communicate with the 
public bodies, other financial institutions and clients. Communication 
has the role to inform, educate, and facilitate understanding by the 
client of any new technologies and the way of using them, of creating 
an image of the bank on the market.

The communication system of a modern institution involves 
on one side the use of various forms of the consumers’ information 
and stimulation, by which the institution, its products and services 
are presented, having the purpose to promote favorable changes in 
their consumption mentality and habits, and on the other side, the 
institution establishes a series of “internal” communications with its 
own employees, shareholders, suppliers of equipment, social-cultural 
environments.

Information plays a special role in forming the image. Thus, the 
various “sides” of the image are outlined by the corresponding types of 
information: the financial information help with structuring the financial 
image, the social information structures the internal community, and 
the institutional information structures the public’s image regarding 
the institution.

From the point of view of the obligation of the information existence, 
in the bank one can distinguish two categories of information:

It is necessary to underline the fact that all the communications 
are animated by two laws often contradictory: the law of interest, on 
one side that makes from communication a means of protecting and 
valuing the institution in the service of the issuer and on the other side, 
the law of the society, of its receptor.
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Communication, by its nature, has two dimensions, one economic 
and one political, the first being the one that aims to the maximization 
of the issuer’s interests, while the second tends to the optimization of 
the receptor’s satisfaction.

Hence, the economic dimension justifies the commercial and useful 
orientation of communication, represents that side of “immediate sale”, 
while the political dimension justifies the objective of social insertion, 
institutional integration. This latter one establishes conduct norms that 
must be observed, is the moral and social side.

The understanding of observing the exigencies conferred by 
marketing and society is the starting point from the base of the entire 
communication policy.

Putting into practice a modern information system consists in the 
simultaneous organization of three complementary devices and the 
achievement of a perfect coherence between them. These devices are: 
in the first place, the dissemination of mandatory information (financial 
and social), then the relation with mass-media and finally, managing 
the internal information.

The bank, as intermediary between the ones with an enterprising 
spirit and the ones that have money means, must be known well and, 
in its turn, wants to know its partners. Everyone wants that the money 
he lends should be safe and bring a safe income. If the bank offers 
him the desired safety and reward, he will appeal to its services. On 
the other side, the bank too informs on the financial status of the one 
who requests the loan, a security or advice in the achievement of a 
business. This permanent and with a double sense contact is ensured 
by the communication system of the bank.

As a consequence, the communication system of a modern bank 
implies the use of forms of the current and potential clients’ information 
and stimulation, which present the banking institution, its products/
services so that they cause favorable changes in their consumption 
mentality and habits; on the other side, also the establishment of an 
effective communication with its own employees, shareholders, with 
other banks and financial institutions should be taken into account.

Any message coming out of the bank should be made in a manner 
of promotional communication, should suggest to the addressee the 
advantages the collaboration with the bank has, but also the aspects 
that make the bank and its services be unique.

Although in the period after 1989 major changes occurred within 
the Romanian banking system, the mentality of the consumers of 
banking products/services regarding the banking institutions changes in 
a slow rhythm, proving once more the lack of their “banking education”. 
The education and training of the future clients occupy an important 
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place in the communication policy of any bank.
But, not only the mentality of the banks’ clients leaves to be 

desired, the same thing can also be said about the conception of some 
employees of the banks — there are many cases when simple clerks or 
even chiefs of departments and managers treat the clients in the same 
rigid manner as before 1989.

The communication system of the bank must function very well, 
as the banking activity implies discernment capacity. This refers to the 
bank’s conduct in the process of granting credits, an operation implying 
the use of resources. The main risk in this case is non-repayment on the 
maturity. All the credits imply such a risk and the experience shows that 
a margin of error is derived from the private nature of the client. The 
bank’s decision must rely on all the qualitative features of the debtor, 
of his assets and administration manner.

Under a different aspect, the bank should take into consideration 
the fact that beyond the mutual report it has with the credited agent, the 
client’s engagement itself can create the illusion that he deserves trust 
in general, that there are supporting verified securities. Thus, the bank-
debtor relation goes beyond the border of some personal relations that 
implies only them. Once engaged, this relation can have ample social 
echoes of which the bank should be aware.

In conclusion, the bank should be informed: to appraise the 
correctness of presented documents and compliance with the norms 
of their preparation, depending on the client’s notoriety to perform 
activities of complementary information.

The bank is not and must not be a totally transparent institution from 
which information can be obtained that may affect the business of one of 
its clients. The professional behavior of the bank and its workers implies 
discretion to its clients, prudence in activity and professional secret. 
The bank clerk is obliged to communicate with reserve, objectivity and 
according to usual rules in profession, information of general order 
deemed as non-confidential.

The information also circulates, in the inverse sense: banking 
professionalism requires informing the client regarding the bank 
products and services, as well as knowing and applying “games rules”. 
In this case, the bank appeals in the first place to publicity, the main 
component of its promotional communication system.

Within the scope of marketing, the communication between the 
bank and its current and potential clients gets a multitude of forms, 
many of them extremely original.
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In a strong competitive environment, efficient communication plays 
a vital role in the marketing strategy of the firm. 

It can lead the new clients along the decisional process in the 
acquisition of services and at the same time can consolidate the firm’s 
image and its offer among its current clients.

Informing and counseling the clients represent important ways to 
add value to a bank product or service. The clients need information 
about the available services, where and when they can buy these 
services, how much they cost, and particularly about the benefits they 
can obtain after their acquisition. Also, most of the clients need advice 
in connection with the alternatives to the packets of services that may 
be created specially to satisfy their specific needs. Within the services 
and especially within the bank services, the stress within communication 
is on educating the clients. This is all the more important as in the 
promotional campaigns designed to launching on the market the new 
services or improvement of the existent ones.

Communication instruments proved to be very strong. For reasons 
connected to success in marketing, it is possible their wrong or even 
abusive use. That is why, a great care should be taken in selecting the 
decisions connected to the use of publicity, sales promotion, and the other 
promotional instruments. The fact that it is often very difficult for the 
consumers to appraise and evaluate the services, makes them dependent 
(and at the same time vulnerable) on the marketing communication for 
information and advice. The communicated messages often include 
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promises about the benefits that the consumers will have and about 
the quality of the performed services. When the given promises are 
broken, the clients are disappointed, frustrated because the level of 
their expectations have not been attained.

The disappointment and even fury will be even bigger if they have 
invested money, time and effort and instead of the expected benefit 
they only receive promises in exchange. The employees can also feel 
disappointed and frustrated, when they listen to the complaints, criticism 
and grievances of the clients.

Sometimes, the false promises result from a weak internal 
communication between the marketing personnel and the operational 
one regarding the performance levels of the services that the consumers 
expect. In other instances, the sale personnel or the advertising agencies 
make deliberately unrealistic statements about the qualities of services and 
false promises about the benefits that the consumers expect. Eventually, 
there are also deceiving promotional premiums that try to convince the 
population that they have a much more chance of revenue than in reality. 
Fortunately, there are many consumers that watch on these disloyal 
marketing practices. They are represented by organizations of consumers’ 
protection, commercial associations within some specific industries and 
by the journalists that investigate the consumers’ complaints and try to 
make public the frauds and cheating.

Once a bank loses its reputation and has a negative image for 
cheating its clients, it can hardly be straightened out. 

Another issue of ethics is the forced penetration in the personal life 
of people. Of course, anyone can simply turn the page, if he/she does 
not want to look at an advertisement in a magazine or newspaper. Even 
the TV commercials can be ignored by changing the channels or by 
talking with the friends or family’s members while they are broadcast. 
But telemarketing is deemed as being very aggressive and its use must 
be very well thought of.

Bank services – Implications for the Communication Strategy - 
The establishment of the communication strategy for the bank services 
is special in the essential points for this reason, of the tangible products. 
The directions of action must reflect the special characteristics of 
services. There are few major differences between goods and services 
that have important implications in the marketing communication. 
These are:

intangibility of bank services; �
participation of the client in performance; �
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services are hard to evaluate by the consumers; �
necessity of the balance between demand and offer; �
importance of the contact personnel; �
reduced role of the intermediaries. �

Intangibility of bank services. Understanding the fact that 
the services represent performances and not objects leads to the 
identification of methods that make them more concrete or clarify the 
performances that can be attained. At a basic level, some companies 
have recorded a success by creating tangible symbols, easy to recognize 
that they have associated with the name and image of the firm. It is 
much more important that the promotion message in itself should be 
easily perceived. The use of metaphors or physical tangible symbols 
is frequent. 

Participation of the client in performance. The pressure to 
improve productivity in banks, as in all companies rendering services, 
implies technological innovations in the services distribution. If the 
client will accept technology as a replacement of the human effort or 
if he will agree with the self-performance, then any firm rendering 
services will reduce its costs substantially. But these benefits will not be 
obtained if the clients will oppose to the new, technological systems, or 
if they will avoid self-performance. A real challenge for the firms is the 
one to educate their clients in the correct and efficient use of the new 
technologies. When the clients are actively involved in performance, 
they need guidance and assistance and then the marketing specialist 
becomes a „teacher”. An approach recommended by the experts in 
advertising is the one to show the performance of services in progress. 
For this, television is a good medium.

The consumers are preoccupied with certain risks associated with 
the use of a certain service. Sometimes the risks are financial or of a 
psychological nature, but occasionally there are also physical risks. 
The performers have responsibilities, both legal and moral to educate 
their clients.

Publicity and free publicity can inform and bring to the knowledge 
of the clients the changes occurred in performance. The marketing 
specialists often use promotional sales to motivate the clients, offering 
them incentives to encourage the change of behavior in consumption. 
And of course, the use of a well-informed contact personnel and ready 
to help clients, individually, in adjustment to the new technologies.

Services are hard to evaluate by the consumers. Even if the 
consumers understand perfectly a certain type of service, they can have 
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difficulties in the understanding of the differences between a bank and 
another one, the performance level that they should expect from a certain 
supplier. Among the strategies that can be employed here are the supply 
of specific tangible elements in tight correlation with the performance 
of the rendered service; highlighting the quality of the used equipment; 
and information about the characteristics of its own personnel, such as 
qualification, experience, employment, professionalism.

Another role for the publicity that can help the clients to understand 
and evaluate the services better is the encouragement of positive 
comments of other clients that have already used the services and are 
satisfied with their quality. 

Importance of the contact personnel. The presence of the 
contact personnel that ensures the delivery of bank services, brings 
a tangible nuance and more personal of theirs. An advertisement in 
which an employee of the bank is shown at work, helping the clients, 
communicates successfully the fact that a personal attention will be 
given to you. This message is delivered to the bank’s employees too 
for the purpose of showing them what is promised to the clients. The 
problem required here is to have a realistic message, in order not to 
create false expectations on the part of the clients, which can lead 
latter to disillusions and so, to a number of unsatisfied clients. If in the 
brochures and advertisements of the firm the employees are presented 
as being polite, smiling, but in fact the things are different, we’ll only 
have dissatisfied clients, who will speak about their deceptions with 
anyone would like to listen to them. 

Understanding the critical role that the bank’s employees have 
and especially the contact personnel in the clients’ satisfaction and 
in the consolidation of their loyalty to the bank, many organizations 
carry out campaigns of internal communications, concerning its own 
employees.

The programs of employees’ stimulation are often used as an 
integral part of the internal marketing effort.

Choosing the goals in communication - What role does 
communication play within the bank and how can it contribute to the 
attainment of marketing goals? 

Planning marketing communication is based on the answers to the 
following questions:

What is the target audience? �
What do we need to communicate and what are the goals that  �
should be fulfilled?
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How should we communicate this? �
Where should we communicate? �
When should the communication take place? �

The marketing specialists must be sure and have a clear vision 
on their goals; otherwise the establishment of some goals for the 
communication program, the selection of an adequate message, of the 
communication instruments will be difficult. Besides the communication 
of special offers, maintaining the clients’ loyalty, encouraging repeated 
purchase of other few goals of promotional strategy in bank marketing 
are shown below:

Creating memorable images of the bank and its services;  �
Informing and arising interest for a service that is not familiar  �
to the public;
Creating preferences for a certain service, by communicating  �
about its strong points;
Encouraging to try, by offering promotional incentives; �
Getting the clients familiar with a certain service before the  �
moment of performance;
Educating clients in the use of a service to obtain maximal  �
advantages;
Informing the clients on the optimal performance moments in  �
order to avoid congestion;
Solving all the clients’ complaints; �
Reducing uncertainty and risk perceived by the by providing  �
some information and advice at any moment; 
Recognition and reward of the best clients and employees; �
Permanent re-positioning of the services depending on  �
competition;
Ensuring guarantees. �

marketing  Integrated  Communications - Millions of euro are 
annually spent with mass media in order to communicate with millions 
of consumers at the same time, by using only one advertisement. This 
tendency is confronted with new realities. At the beginning of the 21st 
century, the marketing specialists face two major factors that change 
the marketing communications. Firstly, the market is very fragmented 
and the tendency is of not using the techniques of mass marketing. 
Many turn now to a customized marketing. There are more and more 
programs that focus on the construction of close relations with the 
clients that form micro-markets. Secondly, the spectacular development 
in the information technology accelerates the movement to the highly 
segmented marketing. 
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The transfer from mass marketing to segmented marketing, 
customized in many cases, has a dramatic impact on the marketing 
communications. The communicational efforts focus on specialization 
and aiming some specific segments of consumers. Being given these 
changes in the communications medium, the marketing specialists 
must rethink the role of various media and instruments of promotional 
mix. The market fragmentation has led to the media fragmentation, 
an outburst of media is noticed, which offers a better application of 
the new strategies. Behind the traditional channels of mass media 
communication, the specialists appeal more and more to the new 
media channels that aim to a much more segmented market, starting 
with specialty magazines and cable television, and to the catalogues 
provided on CDs, promotional coupons on the Web.

This change to the highly segmented marketing and the use of 
some various communication channels, and more and more diverse 
promotional instruments, raises certain problems to the marketing 
specialists. The consumers do not distinguish the message source in 
the way the specialist do. In the consumer’s mind, the advertising 
messages from various media and other promotional approaches used 
by a company, all form a unitary whole, one message delivered by the 
source. The messages that are contradictory because they are delivered 
through different ways can lead to confusion and an unclear image over 
the bank and its products. We encounter more often companies that do 
not integrate its communication channels. Publicity by mass media 
communicates something, promotion through the price, for instance, 
communicates something else, the product itself, as it is created, delivers 
another message, the brochures and materials published by the company 
say something else, the web page, something different and in this way 
the consumer may be completely confused and lost as a  client.

And one more important aspect of communication should not be 
overlooked. The bank does not communicate only with its clients, the 
internal communications, with its own employees, part on the internal 
marketing are very important. The bank also communicates with its 
external medium, with the investors, with the financial community, 
with the government and with all the other categories of public. The 
message delivered to all should be consistent, unique and coordinated. 
Otherwise, confusions may appear and even conflicts of interest.

These problems are often created due to the fact that within the 
company there is not a single place, a single department to be responsible 
for the communications organization. The advertising message is created 
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and implemented by the publicity division or by an advertising agency. 
The communications by the sale forces fall upon the management, or 
sales department. Someone else may deal with the public relations, 
promotional sales, the ones from the team of technological information 
deal with the web page. Recently, the separation of positions within 
a company became a problem, internal communication is the solution 
here. More and more companies adopt nowadays the concept of 
integrated marketing communications. According to this concept, a 
company integrates and coordinates attentively all the communication 
channels that it uses to delivery a single clear, consistent message, and 
the company and its products.

The integrated marketing communications presuppose the 
identification of all the contact points between a bank and its audience. 
The bank should endeavor to deliver a consistent, unique, positive 
message in all these contact points. The programs of communications 
must be developed for each segment individually, sometimes for each 
client individually. Due to the interactive communications technology, 
a bank should ask itself not only „how can I aim and attract a client?” 
but also „ what ways can we develop in order to offer to the clients the 
chance for them to contact us?”.
Conclusions:

The sector of banking services is marked by an accentuated 
dynamism, whose effects are felt mainly in the plane of the bank’s 
relation with its clients and competitors. Day by day, the banks’ clients 
become more demanding: they are better informed, sharing the opinion 
according to which the payment of bank commission and other bank 
charges should be accompanied by an efficient, professional and 
confidential performance, at the same time. Taking into account the 
number of banks existent in Romania, the clients will opt for a bank or 
another, depending on the quality and expedience of the performance, 
the competition doing here its saying.

The banks should communicate both with their current clients, 
and with the potential ones, but also with their partners, offer but also 
receive information about those and their products/services. For an 
efficient communication, the banks conclude contracts with the specialty 
agencies that follow to prepare efficient strategies, employ specialists in 
promoting sales to design programs for the purchase desire stimulation 
of the clients, conclude contracts with companies specialized in public 
relations, in order to assert the bank’s image on the market.

The communication system of a modern institution involves 
on one side the use of various forms of the consumers’ information 
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and stimulation, by which the institution, its products and services 
are presented, having the purpose to promote favorable changes in 
their consumption mentality and habits, and on the other side, the 
institution establishes a series of “internal” communications with its 
own employees, shareholders, suppliers of equipment, social-cultural 
environments.

For all the banks, the problem is not whether to communicate or not, 
but what to say, to whom and how often. A powerful bank must have 
a complex marketing communication system to communicate with the 
public bodies, other financial institutions and clients. Communication 
has the role to inform, educate, and facilitate understanding by the 
client of any new technologies and the way of using them, of creating 
an image of the bank on the market.
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REpUbLIC Of MOLDOVA – UNDER ThE 
INfLUENCE Of INTERNATIONAL 

fINANCIAL fLOwS

 In this article, there are emphasized the main financial and currency 
inflows and outflows in the economy of the Republic of Moldova, their 
componence and sources of creation. Also, there are related impacts 
over the national economy generated by international financial flows.

 
All countries participate at international capital movement, or at 

least contribute at this process. The Republic of Moldova is not an 
exception.

A certain degree of our country’s integration into international 
financial flows is determined by various factors:

First of all, exclusion of the Rep. Moldova’s non-participation 
in the process of financial integration is conditioned by geo-political 
factors, as:

Rep. Moldova strategical positionning in Europe’s Sowth-East  �
region as neighbour of European Union and intermediary be-
tween Western and Eastern Europe;
Rep. Moldova’s membership in economic countries’ unions  �
and formations: CIS, GUAM, Economic Collaboration at Black 
Sea, Stability Agreement in Sowth-Eastern Europe, Central-
European Initiative, as well as holding membership quality in 
international financial organizations: IMF, WB, EBDR, WTO 
and other institutions.

Secondly, economic factors contribute towards capital flows 
intensification in the Rep. Moldova, as a result of:

Rep. Moldova’ s position as net importer of energetical  �
resources;
Presence of foreign capital in strategical sectors of national  �
economy and creation of partnerships with foreign inestors;
Attraction of inflows generated by Development Official  �
Assistance, foreign credits and reimbursement of previous 
debts.
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thirdly, a high level of financial integration is rendered to 
our country as a result of massive export of labour force and thus 
through:

Massive inflows of remittances into national economy as a result 
of transfers made by Moldovan cytizens working abroad.

Previously mentioned factors allow us to distinguish all financial 
inflows and outflows in the Rep. Moldova into three general groups:

Currency flows �  generated by trade relations of Moldovan 
rezidents with foreign partners and, namely, exports and 
imports of goods and services, as well as currency inflows 
generated by migration;
Private capital flows  � generated by inflows of direct and 
portfolio investments;
Official capital flows �  in form of external credits and 
Development Official Assistance.

Let’s analyze more detailed the pequliarities of financial flows in 
the economy of the Rep. Moldova and their determinant factors.

1. Currency flows generated by exports 
and imports realized by national residents:

The volume of goods and services exported abroad by local com-
panies had known a continuous ascession during the last period. In 
2007 the toal amount of exports in the Rep. Moldova reached 2006,83 
mil. USD, with an increase of 30% in comparison with the last year 
(1541,51 mil.$) and twize more in comparison with 1996, in which the 
volume of exports was only 928,89 mil. $. [1]

The weight of currency flows generated by exports into the total 
volume of financial inflows of the national economy represented 36% 
in 2006, exceeding other types of capital and currency inflows.

Comparing the preferencies of national legal entities on the selec-
tion of markets during the last 10 years, we can observe a change in 
interest for the market of European Union. In 1997, the weight of ex-
ports on European Market was only 21%, while 71% from all national 
goods were directed towards CIS countries. At present, the situation is 
reversed, on the CIS market is exported only a volume of 41%.   

Such a „double-direction” moovement of currency flows gener-
ated by exports, allow us to clarify the following conclusions for the 
Rep. Moldova:
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Change in direction of currency outflows towards EU countries  h
was favoured by the adhering of the main neigbourer and 
economic partner of our country – Romania into EU in 2007, as 
well as a result of the Rep. Moldova’s national tendencies and 
strategies of  adherring in future at EU. Previous experiencies 
with CIS countries, especially with Russia, demonstrated that 
dependency on one market within trade relations can generate 
vulnerabilities in face of crises that can affect partner-country 
(crisis from 1998) as well as incertainties in face of political 
game dictated by the dominant country (embargo over wine 
exports introduced by Russia in 2006);
Diversification of exports’ direction on other markets than  h
European Union and CIS, can be stopped by factors like: 
already existent dominance of other countries in the region, 
for example, China, Japan in Far East, or other countries from 
Latin America region, trade barriers resulted from national 
protectionist policy, as well as impossibility of covering costs 
generated by long-way distance exportation.

One of solutions of step by step markets’ gaining on other continents 
would be the attraction of TNC’s representatives and their use as 
intermidiary in the promotion of products on the origine markets, or 
creation of mixed companies with the same scope. 

Other factors which contribute to the diminishing of currency flows 
originated from exports in the Rep. Moldova are: 

Lack of diversity in products exported and non-conformation  �
of national products’ quality to international standards;
Barriers existent within trade preferencies. Although Rep.  �
Moldova is the beneficiary of GSP+, important gains cannot be 
obtained as within these preferences, there have been included 
products, which our country produces in small quantities;
In most cases, exports of agricultural products generate only  �
seasonal flows. One of the most important groups of products 
– „Food products, liquors, non-alcoholic drinks and vinegar; 
tobacco”, which helds 26,3% from the total volume of exports, 
suffered big losses as a result of embargoe introduced by Russia in 
2006, decreasing by 11,0% the total volume of national exports;
Lack of products, which would generate long-term and big  �
revenues;
National producers, which exercize export activity, prefer to  �
export raw goods and products, which often return back in 
national economy in form of imports of finished goods. 
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Outflows of currency  in the Rep. Moldova are dominated by 
payment of imports, which in 2006 represented 72% from the total 
volume of currency outflows. [1] During the last 10 years, imports in 
our country had known a spectaculous evolution, this increase resulting 
not from the augmentation of quantity of goods imported, but due to 
the increase of cost of energetic resources, while the depreciation of 
US dollar supported national importers. 

In 2007, Rep. Moldova imported the amount of 4303,18 mil. $, 
three times more in comparison with 1999, when the volume of imports 
was only 785,57 mil. $. 

The same as for exports, the importers’ preferencies have changed 
in favour of partners from European Union, contrary to the situation 
of 1997, for example, when the majour volume of imports originated 
from CIS market (52%). 

2. inflows of currency generated by migration 
of national labour force:

The general decreasing tendency of the weight of currency inflows 
generated from exports in the total volume of financial inflows in the 
Rep. Moldova was conditioned by the increase of currency transfers 
made by Moldovan cytizens working abroad. This tendency yearly 
contributes to the deterioration of trade balance of payments. 

Diagram 1
Dinamics of the total amount of exports and remittances 

in the Rep. moldova, mil. uS dollars

Sourse: National Bank of Moldova
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According to the official data presented by National Bank of 
Moldova, in 2007, the total volume of remittances from abroad 
transfered by natural persons through banks from the Rep. Moldova, 
reached 1218,3 mil. USD (diagram 1). But we do not have to neglect 
the fact that a high volume of remittances is transfered through illegal, 
non-official channels, so the ratio of exports and remittances in reality 
would be higher. 

Generally, remittances inflows positively influenced the evolution 
of national economy. During the last years, these inflows constituted one 
of the main driving forces of economic growth from the Rep. Moldova. 
The positive influence over the economic system was rendered both 
through increase of households incomes, and through augmentation 
of public budget revenues, as a result of indirect taxes’ transfers from 
imports. 

Also, migrants’ transfers, contributed towards the diminishing 
of poverty rate of population, especially during 2000 – 2004, thus 
exempting the Government from the burdain of social duties.

So, influencing the incomes of households, remittances strongly 
supported private consumption of goods and services. A certain volume 
of these flows is used for current and long-term consumption – purchase 
of real estate, and also is saved by means of bank system. Only a small 
part – up till 10% is invested in antrepreneural activity by migrants who 
returned back in the country. 

A model of economic growth based on remittances should insure the 
following condition: for the insurance of long-term economic growth, 
migrants’ transfers should not only contribute towards the augmentation 
of final consumption, but also promote investment activities and 
employment opportunities in economic system.

Today reality in the Rep. Moldova does not correspond to the 
perfect model: local companies don’t resist to the internal demand, 
only a small part of remittances is invested and labour market becomes 
more anemic. At the same time, state authorities have not implemented 
adequate measures for the stimulation of migrants to invest in national 
economy, to contribute towards the promotion of production process. 

Desiquillibriums produced in national economy as a result of non-
productive use of remittance inflows by poplation are:

Increase of imports (contributing towards the creation of a high 
deficit of trade balance), for satisfaction of domestic demand;

b) Increase of inflation pressures, due to consumption 
augmentation;
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c) Over-appreciation of real estate market;
d) Outflow of qualified labour force. 
The mix of insufficiently attractive environment with lack of 

qualified labour force is a serious impediment for the attraction of foreign 
capital and development of national companies. And employment of 
foreign residents at foreign representatives in the Rep. Moldova would 
lead to a higher deficit of trade balance, as a result of outflows caused 
by repatriation of incomes from wages by foreign citizens, staying 
temporary in Moldova on contract-base employment.

3. Private capital flows generated by inflows 
of direct and portfolio investments:

International practice of successful economic development was 
based on the attraction of „working” capital in national economy, which 
is used in real sector of economy, in production activity. That is why the 
strategical goal for state authorities is to get a higher weight of foreign 
investments in the total amount of inflows.

The Rep. Moldova’s experience has another picture: the volume 
of foreign direct investments in 2007 represented only 10% from the 
total amount of financial inflows in national economy. Comparing with 
previous year, FDI in 2007 increased by 170 mil. USD (532,71 mil. 
USD – inflows in national economy), but 9 years ago (in 1998), their 
value was very insemnificative – 83,66 mil. USD. Although FDI face 
continuous growth  rate in national economy, their value remains too 
low in comparison with other developing countries.

The structure of foreign capital in the economy of the Rep. Moldova is:
Of the whole volume of direct investments in national economy,  �
46% represents subscribed capital (246,42 mil USD) by non-
residents, out of which - 39,9 mil. USD from bank sector and 
182,3 mil. USD – in companies from other sectors;
Other attracted capital in form of  � loans from affiliated 
companies in amount of 186,1 mil.USD. According to the 
schedule, there were foreseen reimbursements in amount of 
60,5 mil. USD, out of which 40,2 mil. USD were paied. [2]
In 2007, the volume of portfolio investments had a negative  �
balance, representing net value of 5,54 mil. USD, representing 
an unessential evolution during the previous years. Only in 
2000 the value of PI was high, representing a volume of 92,46 
mil. USD.

Summing the total amount of direct and portfolio investments in 
2006, we obtain a weight of only 10,78% from the whole amount of 
inflows in national economy (532,14 mil. USD) and 43% from the whole 
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amount of remittances transfered in economy according to official data. 
[3] Making some estimations on the real amount of remittances’ flows 
in national economy, we can conclude a very small amount of inflows 
of private capital.

At present, investors from 42 countries invest in Moldova, the most 
essential investments being from European Union, Commonwelth of 
Independent States, USA, Romania, Canada. The main investor for our 
economy is considered the Netherlands.

4. Official financial flows, in form of external credits and Official 
Development assistance

The total volume of inflows generated by credits and loans taken 
by the Rep. Moldova in 2006 was 367,24 mil. USD, or 8,6% from the 
whole amount of financial inflows in the economy. The majour part 
of these inflows are conditioned by external state loans, out of which: 
long-term used credits - 542,19 mil.USD and trade credits – 116,38 
mil. USD. [3]

We have to mention the fact that most of the countries, in conditions 
of globalization processes, tend to attract long-term capital, inclusively, 
borrowed capital, in order to avoid the risk of rapid reimbursement, 
on the other hand, currency risk intensifies, especially related to 
dependency on exchange rate fluctuations on long-term period. The Rep. 
Moldova is advantaged here, as the appreciation of national currency and 
world trend in depreciation of USA dollar allows the monetary oficial 
– National Bank of Moldova to purchase foreign currency and increase 
currency state reserves, the fact that explaines recent reimbursement 
trends of our economy of credits previously taken by government. 

Also, besides the inflows of borrowed capital, in the Rep. Moldova 
there are also extended inflows generated by external development 
assistance. The presence of subsidiaries of international institutions, as 
well as multitude of development programs in a certain country is, first 
of all, an indicator of international community’s trust for the further 
development of a certain economy and depends on various factors:

Political interest for a region or territory, as well as the country’s  �
adherence at some existent political and economic unions;
Volume of membership fees in international financial  �
organizations;
Geographycal position of the country; �
Presence of foreign branches of agencies of foreign banks  �
or other commercial and financial institutions in the given 
country;
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Role of commercial companies and institutions on international 
market, as well as the intensity of real sector’s trade relations with the 
rest of the word;

In the Rep. Moldova existed a lot of programs, according to which 
national economy benefitted important financial inflows generated by 
grants and external assistance. It is important to appreciate the utility of 
these programs and the way these financial inflows were distributed.

One of the recent programs launched by state authorities with 
international organizations is the “National Plan of Development – 
Strategy of Economic Growth and Poverty Reduction” (SEGPR), 
in the frame of which important sums where distrbuted in national 
economy.  

Analysing SEGPR’ results during 2005 – 2007 period in the Rep. 
Moldova, we can conclude that important financial means where 
distributed in two big directions: 

First of all, important sums where spent for the instruction of 
public servants, entrepreneurs, employees within financial institutions, 
promotion of foreign practice in different sectors of the economy, 
exchange of experience and financing of departures in foreign countries. 
Also, foreign experts rendered asistance in the improvement of legal 
framework and creation of new institutional structures. 

The population’s instruction will allow in the future to share 
knowledge obtained among the young specialists, as well as 
impelemntation by themselves, in practice, the obtained foreign 
practice. 

Investments in the personnel qualification is very efficient, but 
there exists the risk of provoking the dependency to state authorities to 
appeal for foreign experts, and private entrepreneurs can be trammped 
by cheap resourses as in future foreign assistence which is „free” can 
be step by step transformed into the „credit” one. That is why it is 
important for legal entities to be able to work independently and the 
accumulated foreign practice to implement as efficiently as possible 
in mixed activities – in partnership with foreign companies, and state 
authorities should have the role of a guider or observer, interveining 
with consulting in need (also it is important to mention that often public 
officials are also subjected to trainings on behalf of foreign experts and 
thus in future can srve as a good mentor).

Secondly, as a result of projects financed by foreign institutions, 
the economy of the Rep. Moldova considerably beneffited through the 
improvement and development of infrastructure in urban and, especially, 
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rural regions, creation of water supply facilities and improvement 
of sewerage system, building of new roads, extention of credit and 
financement lined in agricultural and industry sectors. Also, besides 
the development of infrastrucutre, in the economy there were initiated 
new business activities and created new work places.

Also, taking into consideration the previous experience in the 
realization of strategical programs as well as recent macro-economical 
evolutions, there is a probability of generating some riks in the recepient 
economy of foreign assistence: 

Possible cessation or reduction of resourses previously agreed  �
for the financement of some projects or state programs, as a 
result of the change of political interest on behalf of foreign 
community for non-economical reasons;
Causing dependency for foreign assistance; change of „free”  �
assistance for „credit” one;
Distribution of funds in sectors less strategical for the interest  �
of national economy;
Corruption of public officials for obtaining foreign funds or  �
adherance at projects;
Unefficient control on the way the resourses are used or  �
distributed  for the realization of activities;
Transformation of the Rep. Moldova in the territory for money  �
loundering for foreign institutions; 
Low capacity of the country to assimilate resourses foreseen  �
in the realization of action plan.

Analyzing the structure of financial flows in the Republic of 
Moldova, we can make the following conclusions:

The most important sources for currency and financial  �
inflows in national economy are generated by export and 
labour migration. Unfortunately, transfers made by Moldovan 
citizens working abroad, according to unofficial data, exceed 
the volume of national exports, leading to macroeconomical 
desiquillibriums;
Imports made by local companies face a continuous growth, a  �
question appearing what are the sources of their covering and 
why importing from abroad is still attractive in comparison 
with local production;
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Another negative factor is low volume of foreign direct  �
investments entering national economy: although the values 
attest a continuous increase, in comparison with other transition 
countries, it remains still very unsemnificative and the number 
of new entering foreign companies on national market is 
decreasing;
Although currency inflows in form of official development  �
assistance and foreign credit increase, it is doubtfull weather 
these flows are used for purpouses of national economy – 
investments in regions really in need for financial support. 

National authorities should find a solution how to intensify 
“productive” inflows in form of foreign investments, or exports’ 
increase, or how to motivate the population to use their incomes in 
investment purpouses. 
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CORpORATE fISCAL MANAGEMENT: 
EXpERIENCE AND pRObLEMS

Problems related to interaction of public and corporate fiscal 
management in conditions of marker economy are described. Proposals 
on further development of corporate fiscal management and its influence 
on efficiency of taxation reforming in Ukraine have been made.

Practice of building market economy in economically developed 
countries and Ukrainian experience argue that real market economy in 
any country cannot do without state interference. Government control is 
observed in all fields of financial-economical activity both of business 
entities and subjects and covers a wide enough scope of economic 
problems [1].

Besides, in conditions of market economy transformation provision 
of stable high rates of economic growth cannot possible without tax 
regulations of rates of economic growth.

Provision of high rates of economic growth is essential condition 
for integration of Ukraine into world community as volume of GDP 
(Gross Domestic Product) per head in the country is very low during 
a number of years. For example, in 2005 this index was 27.5 thousand 
USD per head, in Russia it was 10.9 thousand USD per head, and in 
Ukraine it was only 6.8 thousand USD per head [2]. Thus, in order to 
achieve European indexes in Ukraine it is necessary to increase its GDP 
by more than a factor of 4.

It is known that one of the factors that contribute to the increase 
in the rates of economic growth is fiscal policy due to which the state 
has levers of economics management that is reflected on the volumes 
of GDP.

Efficiency of fiscal policy, in its turn, is characterized by the results 
of GDP being one of the main macroeconomic indexes. According to 
the information of Ukrainian State Statistics Committee [3], dynamics 
of the basic gross domestic product for the period from 2002 to 2006 
is positive in its character (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Dynamics of gross domestic product.
Data given in Fig. 1 is evidence of the positive dynamics of GDP 

growth for the period from 2002 to 2005.
However, at 2006 year-end some decrease in the rates of GDP 

growth has taken place that was due to the increase in the rates of 
economic development and tax base expansion as a result of cancellation 
of preferences applied to business entities operating in special economic 
zones and territories of priority development, intensification of fiscal 
control of foreign-economic activity transactions and improvement in 
tax administration.

More over, analysis of GDP production and distribution at 2006 
year-end has shown that in the cost of manufacturing of products and 
services produced by residents of Ukraine intermediary consumption 
for production purposes was 57.7 %, gross value added was 6.8 % 
and dues within manufacturing structure without taking into account 
produce subsidies were 5.5 %.

In such state of affairs not simply economic development is es-
sential to Ukraine but innovation development based on sustainable 
economic progress. The most effective factor that contributes to the 
increase in the rates of economic growth is policy of the state in the 
field of taxation.

World taxation experience and Ukrainian experience of building 
market economy argue that each nation being in the process of economy 
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transition to market relations creates not only its own taxation system 
but also a system of public fiscal management.

Problems of efficiency of taxation and public fiscal management 
influence on economic growth are investigated by neoclassic and 
Keynesian schools, which claim that taxes have an influence on income 
from sales of products [4-5].

Scholars and experts both in Ukraine and abroad were investigat-
ing problems related to increase in the efficiency of fiscal management 
influence on the increase in tax proceeds to the budgets of all levels 
in conditions of developing market economy [6-9]. However, these 
works focus still not enough attention on the problems of corporate 
fiscal management.

The object of this paper is investigation of the problems of public 
and corporate fiscal management in market economy conditions and 
working out proposals for further development of corporate fiscal 
management and its influence on fiscal system reforming.

In theory, corporate management is constituent of public fiscal 
management, in spite of double meaning of them, as the origin of both 
is related to a levy, as social-economic category, and also to a process 
of taxation.

Investigations show that it is inexpedient to ignore existence of 
objective differences in the aims of public and corporate management. 
Theory and practice point out that these two types of fiscal manage-
ment, being parts of a single whole, (namely of the general process of 
fiscal and taxation management in the society) interact between each 
other, however, in the opposite directions. Public fiscal management 
proceeds from interests of the state, and fiscal management pursues 
interests of specific business entity, its owner or its work collective. 
Of course, the state has to show its interest in further development of 
both public and corporate fiscal management that is capable to provide 
adequacy of state and corporate actions in the field of taxation and to 
create conditions for further development of socially-oriented and ef-
ficient fiscal system.

By its character and scopes of administrative influence public fiscal 
management covers fiscal relations of the state with business relative to 
fulfillment of representatives of business of their obligations for payment 
of taxes as required by the legislation currently in force.

Corporate fiscal management solves problems related to administra-
tion of financial and fiscal relations of business entities with the state 
and also of relations that occur among subdivisions within a business 
entity because of the necessity to fulfill fiscal obligations.
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World  experience of taxing argues that management of creation, 
functioning and development of taxation (fiscal) system, its interaction 
with other systems is exclusively state prerogative.

At the same time, tax and taxation system being an object of fiscal 
management is constantly under the influence of economic, political 
and social processes. All this confirms urgency and importance of fis-
cal management in market conditions of economic management both 
in the national economy sector – public fiscal management and in the 
corporate economy sector – corporate fiscal management.

It should be noted that fiscal management, as constituent of the 
national and corporate administration in present-day business environ-
ment, has the following features:

- fiscal management is continuous process that covers the whole 
of fiscal space and all fiscal relations;

- fiscal management is purposeful process of influence on taxes with 
the aim of achieving definite financial and social-economic results;

- fiscal management is the process related to determination of 
targets, directions and implementation of tax planning, management, 
coordination, control, and motivation with the aim of achieving definite 
financial and social-economic results.

Thus, public fiscal management in conditions of market economy 
is continuous, purposeful process related to planning, regulation and 
control of cash flows in the form of nonrefundable fees to the budgets 
of all levels.

Creation and development of fiscal management in the corporate 
field of economy is in direct dependence on the complex of intercon-
nected actions of state tax authorities and their influence on imple-
mentation of tax planning, control of fulfillment of tax legislation by 
tax payers and of completeness and timeliness of tax payments to the 
budgets of all levels with the aim of achieving efficient development 
of some enterprises.

It should be noted that development of fiscal management depends 
on fiscal policy and on the general social-economic strategy of the 
state, and also on economic strategy and tactics of enterprises being 
business entities.

Thus, it is appropriate to represent general structure of the corporate 
fiscal management in the form of diagram shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Corporate fiscal management system.
Diagram of the corporate fiscal management system (Fig. 2) allows 

us to conclude that in the current climate corporate fiscal management 
exercises the following functions of management: corporate tax 
planning, tax regulations, tax control and audit and also motivations 
for exercising functions of fiscal management.

Hence, functions, which have to be exercised by corporate fiscal 
management system, are pretty much similar to the functions of public 
fiscal management but have a number of peculiarities.

It is wise to note that within the public fiscal management system 
the State Taxation Service occupies a key position among state 
controlling units. Structural subdivisions which are part of the State 
Taxation Administration of Ukraine, such as boards, directorates and 
departments exercise economic analysis of activity of business entities, 
some fields of economics, and several regions; planning of tax proceeds 
to the budgets of all levels; control and audit; registration of taxpayers; 
accounting of tax proceeds and tax reimbursement from the budget. 
Department of Tax Militia fighting against avoidance of tax payment 
and departments that work out and introduce at the regional level 
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methodology of profit taxation of enterprises, value added tax (VAT), 
tax on income of physical persons facilitate fighting against avoidance 
of tax payment by business entities and natural persons.

Development of corporate fiscal management required creation 
of appropriate structural subdivisions directly at enterprises of big 
business. Managers are needed that would coordinate work of such 
subdivisions.

How professionally managerial decisions related to taxation 
problems are made at the level of business entity depends their financial 
stability. Errors in settlements with state and local budgets entail not only 
financial errors but also material losses. In this connection, as a rule, 
big business structures create not only the appropriate organizational 
fiscal management structure directly at the enterprise, but also form, 
on a contractual basis, relations with auditing, law, consulting firms, 
independent tax advisers, institutes of professional financial managers, 
international associations of certified accountants and others.

Model diagram of the structure of the corporate fiscal management 
in corporations is given in Fig. 3.

Concerning the structure of the corporate fiscal management (Fig. 
3), it should be noted that it is represented as a rule by auditing, legal 
and consulting firms, international associations of certified accountants 
and others. These structures on the paid basis render to enterprises their 
services related to the problems of tax flows management, establishing 
relations among enterprises-tax payers and taxation authorities, and also 
on training professional managers on financial and tax flows manage-
ment of business entities.

Significant influence on the efficiency of interaction between 
public and corporate fiscal management has cooperation of state taxa-
tion authorities with public organizations that represent interests of 
taxpayers.

International experience shows that in the countries with developed 
market economy tax consulting is widely spread. This field of professional 
activity is also recognized by Ukrainian taxpayers. In present conditions 
tax consulting in Ukraine is in making. It is a rather complicated 
process that requires high competence and skills in consulting on 
legal-organizational, methodical, ethical and psychological problems. 
Of great importance in formation and development of professional 
consultancy is the Union of Tax Advisers of Ukraine acting in the field 
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of social economy. Enjoying support of the regional authorities of tax 
services, the Union of Tax Advisers of Ukraine exercises managerial, 
normative-regulating, legal-organizational, and guidance activity in the 
field of tax consulting of business entities.

Fig. 3. Structure of the corporate fiscal management of 
corporation-taxpayer.
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Besides, authorities of tax services of Ukraine together with the 
Union of Tax Advisers of Ukraine and the Institute of Professional 
Managers are engaged in advanced training of professional tax advis-
ers, accountants, financiers, economists and other professionals able to 
work in the corporate sector of economy on a high professional level. 
As a result of such interaction, the necessary prerequisites for forma-
tion of state – business and tax authorities - taxpayers partner relations 
are created.

International and national experience in the field of taxation allows 
us to conclude that not all business entities are sympathetic to their 
tax paying obligations. Some of them using paid services of auditing 
and consulting firms apply schemes for minimizing budget-forming 
taxes.

It is known that the main reason for minimizing revenues as a form 
of taxation avoidance is instability of tax legislation and many meanings 
interpretation of its regulations. For example, the Law of Ukraine On 
profit tax of enterprises does not directly prohibit selling of products 
of own manufacture using enterprises-intermediaries belonging to the 
same financial-industrial group at the price lower than cost value; us-
ing of “general” price; exportation of products not typical to specific 
commodity producer with payment of agency fee, and others. Inves-
tigations show that at the legislation level there is no exact estimation 
of such financial-business transactions, therefore corporate business 
structures-profit taxpayers jeopardizing minimize their tax obligations 
and thereby avoid profit tax payment in full volume.

According to the data of the Ukrainian State Statistics Committee, 
during 2002 – 2006 the largest tax proceeds to consolidated budget of 
the country were in 2006 that were 72.2 % of the total gains of con-
solidated budget. Tax proceeds in 2006 increased by a factor of 2.8 in 
comparison with 2002 [3].

Some data related to proceeds to consolidated budget of Ukraine 
are given in the Table below.

Data shown in the Table allows us to conclude as follows. The 
growth of tax proceeds to consolidated budget in 2006 was provided, 
first of all, at the expense of national taxes. These were tax profit of en-
terprises the growth of which in 2006 in comparison with 2002 was 2.8 
times; VAT – 3.7 times; tax on profit of natural persons – 2.1 times.

It should be noted that growth indexes of three budget-forming 
national taxes are evidence of gradual approach of the structure of tax 
proceeds in Ukraine to the structure formed in developed European 
countries.
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However, according to the data of the State Tax Administration of 
Ukraine, the number of enterprises that have low level of tax burden 
(lower than 1 %) was 30 % of the total number of profit taxpayers [10].

Table
Dynamics of proceeds of national taxes 

to consolidated budget of ukraine in 2002-2006
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1
Proceeds to 
consolidated 
budget, total

62.0 100 100 2.8

2 Tax proceeds, 
total 45.4 73.2 73.2 2.8

3
Of them:
profit tax of 
enterprise

9.4 20.7 26.2 20.8 2.8

4 Value added 
tax (VAT) 13.5 29.7 50.4 40.1 3.7

5
Tax on profit 
of natural 
persons

10.8 23.8 22.8 18.1 2.1

Investigations have shown that regional structural subdivisions of 
tax authorities responsible for profit tax proceeds to the state budget 
exercise control of administration of this tax using methods of control 
and analysis of business activity of enterprises-taxpayers.
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For example, by the results of audit checks made in 2007 only tax 
authorities in Donetsk region charged 8.4 milliard UAH of financial 
sanctions and 2.8 milliard UAH of tax profit of enterprises, which had 
to enter the state budget in 2006.

These data are evidence of considerable losses both of taxpayers and 
the state and of low efficiency of public and corporate management.

One of the reasons of existing state of affairs is that administration 
of taxes, as the basic subsystem of public and corporate management, is 
high cost, and, to a great regret, laborious as regards profit tax, VAT, and 
tax on profit of natural persons. Complication and contradictoriness of 
tax legislation aggravate these problems of tax administration.

For instance, beginning from 1997 after giving effect to the Law 
of Ukraine On profit tax of enterprises more than 130 amendments to it 
were made. As a rule, legislative body of Ukraine passed amendments 
contrary to the requirements of the Law of Ukraine On the system of 
taxation and Budget Code of Ukraine.

Thus, with the aim of increasing efficiency of public and corporate 
fiscal management in Ukraine it is necessary to reform or to simplify 
administration of taxes that has a great potential for improving efficiency 
of state tax service and functioning of tax system, separate taxes and 
mechanisms of charge and discharge of taxes to the budget. In this con-
nection it is advisable to take efforts for stabilization of legal field in the 
sphere of taxation:

- to speed passing of the Tax Code of Ukraine with the aim of inte-
grated solution of the problems of public and corporate fiscal manage-
ment;

- to specify legislatively criteria for attributing to gross disbursements 
those disbursements which are connected with obtained by enterprises 
paid marketing, consulting, information services, audit (except obligatory 
audit) and other services used by enterprises with the object of minimiz-
ing tax obligations;

- with the aim of decreasing the level of minimization of taxes as 
a method of avoiding taxation, to annihilate legislatively “first event” 
rule proving enterprise gains and disbursements accounting similarly to 
business accounting regulation, that is for the moment of occurrence of 
gains and disbursements.

In our opinion, adequate investigations and proposed measures for 
stabilizing tax legislation, harmonizing tax and business accounting, trans-
forming tax administration will contribute to increase of confidence of 
the entities of the corporate field of economy to legislative and executive 
authorities, decrease in deshadowing of industrial-commercial activity 
of enterprises and to increase in efficiency of public and corporate fiscal 
management in the environment of developing market economy.
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REALIzAREA EXpERIMENTALĂ A 
ECUAŢIEI MODELULUI DE GRAVITAŢIE 

INVESTIŢIONALĂ

In the real world it is very important to estimate exactly investment 
projections. One of the ways could be the gravity model applied for 
investment analyzes. This article is concerning to this. 

Pentru modelarea factorilor determinaţi ai atragerii investiţiilor în 
economia naţională am ales sa utilizăm modelul gravitaţional. Modelul 
aplicat in cadrul cercetărilor este pe larg cunoscut in domeniul fizicii, 
mai tirziu s-a trasat o paralelă intre fenomenele fizice şi cele economice 
Cel mai des acest model era utilizat pentru modelarea comerţului 
bilateral şi optimizarea acestuia. 

Unul dintre primii care au încercat să modeleze comerţul bilateral 
cu ajutorul “ecuaţiei gravitaţionale” a fost savantul Tinbergen (1962)

.
Ecuaţia modelului de gravitaţie este următoarea:

Mij = β0(Yi)
β1(YJ)

β2(Dij)
β3 (A

ij
)β4 u

ij
 ,  (1)

unde Mij - valoarea actuală a vânzărilor din ţara i către ţara j, Yi şi 
Yj - PIB-urile ţărilor i şi j, Dij - distanţa dintre centrele economice ale 
ţărilor i şi j, A – orice alt factor care ajută sau îngreunează comerţ între 
două ţări, şi uij - o eroare aleatoare normală. [86]

În 1966, savantul Linnemann a argumentat că mărimea fluxului 
comercial internaţional bilateral depinde de trei factori: cererea 
importatorului, oferta exportatorului şi costul afacerii în cauză.

Modelul de gravitaţie prezentat de el descrie fluxul comercial 
dintr-un punct de origine (i) până la destinaţie (j) în condiţiile dictate 
de factorii de ofertă din punctul de origine, factorii de cerere din 
punctul de destinaţie şi factorii de stimulare sau de stopare a acestui 
flux specific. 

Ecuaţia modelului de gravitaţie este următoarea:
Mij = AY

i
β1YJ

β2Li
β3Lj

β4Dij
β5euij   ,(2)

unde Mij este valoarea actuală a vânzărilor din ţara i către ţara j, 
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A este o constantă, Li şi Lj sunt populaţiile ţărilor i şi j, Yi şi Yj sunt 
veniturile lor, Dij este distanţa dintre ele, β este parametru şi uij este o 
eroare aleatoare normală.

Principalul neajuns al acestui model constă în analiza comerţului 
bilateral la un nivel foarte general, ceea ce duce la obţinerea unor re-
zultate ireale şi deci, în cazul aplicării modelului în practică - la abateri 
mari în comerţul bilateral.

În 1989, economistul Jeffery H. Bergstrand completează ecuaţia 
comerţului ponderat cu noi factori: cerere de consum şi cerere de pro-
ducere.

Reieşind din faptul că ţările cu un venit egal pe locuitor vor avea 
aceeaşi cerere, cererea de consum a consumătorului l în ţara j are 
următoarea formulă:

                  
unde X Ahnjl (XBhnjl) este valoarea produselor manufacturale (non-

manufacturale) produse în ramurile A şi B de firme h în ţara n, cerute 
de consumatori-muncitori l în ţara j, XB este cererea minimă de bunul 
B, cerută de un consumator. Mărimea consumurilor este limitată de 
venitul nominal al consumatorilor, calculat pe baza consumurilor 
agregate (Yjl):

unde Tanj este tariful la export de la ţara n la ţara j, Enj este rata de 
schimb; se determină ca raport între moneda din ţara n contra monedei 
din ţara j, Panj este preţul F.O.B. prezentat de firma h din ramura a, care 
exportă din ţara n în ţara j. Pentru simplificare, se presupune că toate 
firmele dintr-o ramură din ţara n îşi prestează mărfurile pe piaţa ţării j 
cu acelaşi preţ. 

Luând în consideraţie că consumatorii din ambele ţări sunt identici, 
putem obţine ecuaţia cererii agregate:
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i, j = 1, ..., N
unde δA = 1/(1 - θA), Yj este PIB din ţara j, yj este PIB pe locuitor.
Alt factor - cererea de producţie – se modulează reieşind din faptul 

că firmele existente în ţara i tind să-şi maximizeze profiturile. Fiecare 
firmă h, în una din două ramuri, foloseşte doi factori de producţie: muncă 
(L) şi capital (K). Atunci funcţia de producţie are forma liniară. 

Lagi = α La + βLaXagi  (6)
Kagi = αKa + βKaXagi

g = 1,..., Hai; a = A, B; i = 1,..., N, (7)
unde Lagi (Kagi) - munca (capital) cerută de firme g în ramura a în ţara 

i pentru producerea Xagi, α - cheltuieli constante, β - inputuri constante 
necesare pentru producerea unei unităţi de produs. Toate firmele şi ţările 
utilizează aceeaşi tehnologie. Astfel, funcţia cheltuielilor pentru firma 
g din ramura a este următoarea:

Sagi(Wi, Ri, Xagi) = WiLagi + RiKagi =
= (WiαLa + RiαKa) + WiβLaXagi + RiβKaXagi

g = 1, ..., Hai; a = A, B; i = 1, ..., N, (8)
unde Wi şi Ri sunt salariile şi renta. 
Presupunem că oferta de muncă şi capital este fixă în fiecare ţară i:

 

Mai presupunem că toată producţia firmelor se distribuie pe piaţa 
internă şi pe cea externă, în conformitate cu funcţia elasticităţii constante 
a transformării:

unde Cain  - exportul produselor industriei a din ţara i în ţara n. 
Pentru φa > 1, curba transformaţională, care arată distribuirea produselor 
fabricate între piaţa internă şi cea externă şi între diferite pieţe externe, 
este concavă.

Astfel, funcţia maximizării profitului are următoarea formă:
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Utilizând toate ecuaţiile prezentate mai sus, putem formula ecuaţia 
gravitaţională:

unde PXAij este valoarea actuală a vânzărilor din ţara i către ţara 
j între ramuri A, Yj

K
 este producerea naţională în unităţile capitalului 

(Yj
K

 = Ki = Σh
AβKAXAhi + Σh

BβKBXBhi) [85].
Un alt model, propus de Wang şi Winters (1994), a încercat să 

corecteze neajunsurile modelelor precedente şi arată în felul următor:
Xij = aYi 

β1Ni
β2Yj

β3Nj
β4Aij

β6ΠkPijk
γk (12)

Aici Xij este valoarea comercială din ţara i către ţara j, Yi şi Yj sunt 
PIB-urile ţărilor i şi j, Dij este distanţa dintre ele, Ni şi Nj sunt populaţiile, 
Aij este o variabilă înlocuitoare ce reprezintă vecinătatea geografică, 
Pij - variabile înlocuitoare ce reprezintă preferinţele dintre ţările i şi j, 
β şi γk sunt parametri, Π denotă produsul. 

 Părerea lor s-a bazat pe următoarele argumente. Oferta de 
export a ţării i depinde de produsul ei naţional (reprezentat de PIB şi 
proporţia dintre producţia ei pentru export şi producţia totală ce se referă 
la producţia expusă, care arată o tendinţă puternică de a varia negativ 
cu populaţia). Pentru exportator PIB este o mărime de ieşire (output). 
Mărimea fizică şi, astfel, independenţa economiei sunt împuternicite 
de variabila populaţiei. Cererea de import a ţării j depinde de PIB şi 
mărimea economiei pentru care populaţia este împuternicită. Pentru 
importator PIB este o mărime a venitului. Populaţia este inclusă cu 
scopul de a reflecta că ţările cu o populaţie mai mare tind să fie mai 
independente din punct de vedere economic şi astfel se angajează mai 
puţin în comerţ. Modelul presupune că preţul importatorului pentru 
orice varietăţi de bunuri cumpărate creşte o dată cu costul afacerii 
internaţionale şi aceasta, în linii mari, se datorează distanţei. 

Vrem să menţionăm că modelul de gravitaţie al lui Wang şi Winters 
analizează importurile şi exporturile multor ţări într-o anumită perioadă 
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de timp şi exclude variabilele preţului. Excluderea se explică prin faptul 
că preţurile sunt endogene şi ajustate la egalarea ofertei şi cererii. Autorii 
accentuează că preţurile sunt presupuse de a se ajusta rapid şi că cererea 
şi oferta sunt presupuse de a fi destul de responsabile de preţuri, pentru 
a determina echilibrul. 

Se va incerca abordarea “ecuaţiei gravitaţionale” dintr-un alt aspect 
– cel investiţional – şi adaptarea lui la condiţiile realităţii economice a 
Republicii Moldova.

Pentru efectuarea studiilor s-a folosit instrumentariul matematic 
precum şi pachetul econometric Eviews 3.0, care urmau să faciliteze 
evaluarea aspectelor de atragere a investiţiilor străine, precum şi 
determinarea lor, la nivelul economiei naţionale pe perioada 2002-
2007.

În cercetare se vor folosi modele economice deja existente, acestea 
din urmă vor fi adaptate la tema lucrării – determinanţi de atragere a 
investiţiilor in economia Republicii Moldova. Analizând aplicarea 
modelelor teoretice a ecuaţiei gravitaţionale la analiza comerţului 
bilateral, aceasta ecuaţie va fi abordată sub o altă instanţă. Aplicarea 
ecuaţiei gravitaţionale va fi încercată în cazul atragerii investiţiilor 
străine spre Republica Moldova.

Analizând factorii economici, de ligislaţie şi acel instituţional s-a 
demonstrat că este o diferenţă între dinamica evolutivă de până în 1999 
şi după, acest factor poate fi explicat de criza financiară din Asia, care 
a avut loc în 1998 şi a crescut până la dimensiuni globale afectând şi 
alte economii în tranziţie.

În anii 1998-1999 rezultatele acestei crize s-au resimţit şi în 
economia Republicii Moldova, deoarece investitorii au fost motivaţi 
de venituri înalte şi-au plasat investiţiile în aceste ţări asiatice, au 
început să-şi piardă capitalul investit. Acest motiv a dat lovitura şi 
asupra ţărilor emergente deoarece fluxul investiţional a diminuat fluxul 
capitalului investit, ceea ce a adus la transmiterea crizei de la o ţară 
la alta. Deteriorarea economiei unei ţări a dus la prăbuşirea pieţelor 
economice ale ţărilor vecine, printre care şi Republica Moldova. În 
această ordine de idei va fi raţional de a axa cercetările climatului 
investiţional pe perioada de după prăbuşirea pieţei din RM – deci pe 
perioada 2003-2008.

Modelul care a fost adaptat comerţului exterior, a fost modificat şi a 
fost completat cu factorii care se consideră prioritari in influenţa asupra 
atragerii capitalului antreprenorial autohton şi străin. Modelul „ecuaţiei 
gravitaţionale”investiţionale propus are următoarea formă:
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Invt =αPIBit
β1FEt

β2FIt
β3FJt

β4ut (13)
unde,       
Invt – volumul investiţiilor străine directe a ţării i in anul t,
PIBit – produsul intern brut al ţării i in anul t,
FEt – influenţa factorului economic a ţării in anul t,
FIt - influenţa factorului instituţional a ţării in anul t,
FJt - influenţa factorului juridic a ţării in anul t,
ut - componentă aleatoare, care conform analizei regresiei clasice 

trebuie să fie egal distribuită.
Fiecare factor al „ecuaţiei gravitaţionale” se modelează separat 

pentru ca rezultatele să fie incluse mai târziu în „ecuaţia grataţională” 
care urmează să fie aplicată petrnu corelarea factorilor de atragere a 
investiţiilor (la nivelul economiei naţionale).

În cadrul modelului de gravitaţie investiţională se analizează PIB-
ul, fiind abordat din aspectul unui PIB consolidat, format din PIB-ul 
Republicii Moldova + PIB-ul ţărilot vecine care interesează Republica 
Moldova ca o potenţială piaţă de desfacere a produselor fabricate pe 
teritoriul Moldovei. PIB-ul în funcţie de factor economic poate fi ana-
lizat din 2 aspecte: primul aspect presupune faptul că un PIB mai mare 
crează tendinţa de atragere a investiţiilor în economia ţărilor emergente 
care deţin avantaj comparativ; al doilea aspect se referă  la faptul că 
un PIB mai mare crează potenţialul de consum al ţării cărei îi aparţine. 
Ambele aspecte sunt avantajoase pentru Republica Moldova, însă a fost 
accentuat momentul cu capacitatea de consum mare a ţării vecine, drept 
fapt ce motivează iniţierea unei activităţi investiţionale pe teritoriul RM 
pentru ca ulterior produsul activităţii investiţionale să fie exportat în ţara 
posesoare a resurselor financiare. Nu este de uitat nici faptul că piaţa 
de consum a RM este mică şi atractivitatea pentru investitori o deţine 
nu capacitatea înaltă a pieţei de desfacere ci avantajele comparative, 
precum exportul de vinuri în Italia, Polonia sau Rusia.

Este cazul să orientăm politica investiţională spre formarea unei 
imagini pozitive in faţa ţărilor vecine ce deţin un PIB mare, respectiv 
o piaţă de desfacere potenţială pentru produsele fabricate in Republica 
Moldova, obţinute in urma investiţiilor realizate de ţările vecine.

Mai sus au fost menţionate avantajele comparative care le deţine 
Republica Moldova printre care pot fi amintite şi:

- poziţia geografică favorabilă a acesteia, prin concluzie de aici 
reiesă avantajul costului transportului, cât Vest-Est atât şi Nord-Sud;

- vecinătatea cu pieţe mari de desfacere cum ar fi Federaţia Rusă, 
Ucraina, Belorusia (în cazul exportului de mărfuri); poziţia geografică 
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avantajoasă permite reacţia promptă la toate tendinţele tehnolodice 
inovaţionale;

- forţă de muncă calificată în producerea culturilor agricole de 
calitate înaltă; forţa de muncă calificată şi competentă în Informaţii şi 
Tehnologii Comunicaţionale, fapt ce ar permite investitorilor străini să 
nu apeleze la serviciile de acest tip la alte întreprinderi din străinătate 
care sunt foarte costisitoare; bilingvismul forţei de muncă ar constitui 
un alt avantaj pentru investitori;

- potenţialul înalt pentru diversificarea pieţelor de desfacere a 
producţiei sectorului agricol şi sporirea volumului exportului, inclusiv 
şi în Uniunea Europeană;

- creşterea continuă a numărului întreprinderilor care implimentează 
sisteme de standardizare internaţionale;

- experienţa de lucru în parteneriat companiilor europene şi 
americane;

- spaţii special amenajate spre producţie încă de pe timpul 
sovieticilor care momentan stagnează şi pot fi uşor reprofilate pentru 
activităţi investiţionale, utilizarea acestor spaţii ar scuti investitotrii de 
costuri de construcţie. Aceste spaţii au posibilitatea de a fi reprofilate şi 
reconstruite spre a fi folosite conform tuturor normelor Europene; 

- companiile leader care pot fi promovate pentru încurajarea 
investitorilor, cum ar fi companiile vinicole, textilă etc.

Promovarea imaginii pozitive precum şi intensificarea atractivităţii 
investiţionale trebuie orientată în special către ţările vecine care 
au o piaţă mare de desfacere. De avantajele acestui marketing de 
investiţii beneficiază nu numai economia Republicii Moldova ci şi 
investitorul. Este atractivă şi perspectiva investiţiei într-o ţară vecină, 
prin posibilităţile de monitorizare a procesului investiţional, prin 
facilităţi vamale aferente aceste vecinătăţi geografice; procucţia cu 
utilizarea unei forţe de muncă ieftine şi cu nivel de calificare ridicat; 
lipsa parcurgerii unei distanţe mari spre transportarea echipamentului 
şi a tehnologiilor şi resprectiv distanţele mici în ceea ce priveşte 
exportul spre pieţele de desfacere; posibilităţi de colaborare şi schimb 
de experienţă; implementarea structurilor organizotarice inovaţionale 
în procesul de producere; posibilitatea de reacţionare rapidă la toate 
perturbările economico-legislative etc. Este evident faptul că PIB-ul 
ţării influenţează tendinţa spre investiţii în felul următor: cu cât PIB-
ul este mai mare cu atât ţara are tendinţă spre investiţii în ţările cu un 
oarecare avantaj comparativ.
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Modelarea factorului economic, legislativ şi instituţional. Analiza 
factorilor determinanţi de atragere a investiţiilor în economia naţională 
(efectuată în capitolul II) permit constatarea faptului că componentele 
mediului investiţional îşi modifică mereu situaţia şi dinamica. Din acest 
motiv investitorii folosesc monitoring-ul şi prognozarea modificărilor 
posibile, ca să obţină o alocare cât mai eficientă a resurselor investite.

Pentru prognozarea dinamicii modificărilor in mediul macroeconomic 
se poate aplica un anumit instrumentariu, care va permite determinarea 
tendinţelor şi realizarea planificării strategice a activităţii corporaţiilor. 
Spre a determina dinamica vom apela la metoda sondajului. Pentru 
determinarea dinamicii modificărilor vom apela la metoda sondajului. 
Se propune un set de criterii pentru fiecare factor component al mediului 
macroeconomic care influenţează asupra climatului investiţional al 
ţării. Chestionarul a fost propus specialiştilor din diferite domenii de 
calificare: economişti, bancheri, contabili, jurişi, avocaţi, coordonatori 
şi consultanţi in domeniul juridic. Chestionarul va cuprinde o perioadă 
de analiză din anul 2002–2007, notarea fiecărui criteriu este cuprinsă 
in intervalul de la -1 pină la +1.

În urma evaluării factorului economic se depistează că acesta preia 
un trend cu tendinţe descendente. Conform rezultatelor obţinute se poate 
anunţa despre o mişcare negativistă a economiei naţionale. Descreşterea 
trendului economic pentru ultimii ani se explică prin incertitudinea 
relaţiilor economice de parteneriat cu ţările vecine. Tensiunea politică, 
care a avut drept urmare tensiunea în relaţiile economice dintre 
Republica Moldova cu Federaţia Rusă, posibil a condus la formarea 
unor aşteptări şi prognoze negative a specialiştilor autohtoni. Aici 
poate fi menţionată şi tensiunea politică din Ucraina, care a condus la 
o neconcordanţă cu agenţii economici din RM. Impactul negativ asupra 
economiei naţionale în urma aderării Romaniei la Uniunea Europeană. 
Procesul de aderare a Romaniei la UE conduce la formarea unor cerinţe 
mai riguroase faţă de relaţiile de parteneriat cu Republica Moldova, 
respectiv s-au majorat standardele către producţia fabricată şi importată 
din ţara noastră pe teritoriul roman.

Acelea menţionate mai sus conduc prin urmare la formarea unor 
obstacole economice cu care se vor confrunta în cel mai apropiat viitor 
agenţii economici naţionali.

Unii indicatori au primit valori negative cum ar fi: gradul de 
nedesăvârşire între actele legislative aprobate şi practici de arbitraj şi 
procedura de apel. Acest fapt îşi găseşte explicaţia prin gradul înalt al 
complexităţii şi prin confuzia descifrării a actelor normative, hotărârilor 
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şi a decretelor guvernamentale. Soluţionarea deciziilor în practicile 
de arbitraj nu întotdeauna vorbesc despre „puritatea” deciziilor luate. 
Acest fapt generează o neîncredere puternică în sistemul justiţiei. 
Obiectivitatea acestui eşantion este confirmată şi prin evaluarea 
climatului investiţional de către Banca Mondială în anul 2005. În cadrul 
acestei evaluări experţii de asemenea au fost sceptici în ceea ce priveşte 
sistemul de justiţie din ţară.

Evaluarea factorului instituţional pentru anul 2007 ne arată 
diminuarea datelor de 2 ori faţă de anul 2002. Descreşterea trendului al 
factorului instituţional poate fi explicată prin gradul scăzut de ocupare, 
prin tendinţa migraţionistă crescândă, prin condiţiile sociale joase, prin 
indicele scăzut de salarizare etc.

Anticipând prezentarea ecuaţiei gravitaţionale adaptate la condiţiile 
economiei naţionale şi anticipind rezultatele realizării experimentale a 
modelului, se ilucidează gradul elasticităţii factorilor analizaţi obţinut 
(graficul 4.1.1) prin intermediului pachetului econometric Eviews 3.0.

Graficul 4.1.1.
gradul elasticităţii factorilor economic, legislativ şi instituţional 

pentru economia Rm, anii 2002-2007

Sursa. elaborate de autor în baza calculelor efectuate în programul Tiwies 3.0
Gradul de elasticitate reflectă capacitatea spre modificarea a 

factorului în funcţie de mai multe caracteristici. Prin graficul 4.1.1 
se observă că gradul elasticităţii factorilor supuşi cercetării are 
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tendinţa spre descreştere. Factorii nu se modifică adecvat faţă de toate 
restructurările şi perturbările ce au loc atât pe plan naţional cât şi pe 
plan internaţional.

Economia Republicii Moldova este într-o situaţie alarmantă 
– este evident că mediul investiţional are tendinţe de micşorare, în 
pofida tuturor modificărilor introduse în legislaţie spre atragerea 
investiţiilor străine, realizate în Republică în decursul a ultimilor 2-3 
ani. Schimbările care au avut loc, au fost efectuate cu scopul de a crea 
condiţii favorabile pentru desfăşurarea activităţii economice. Rezultatele 
obţinute denotă o stagnare în dezvoltarea economiei naţionale. Dar 
precum a fost observat din experienţa internaţională în promovarea 
metodei ghilotinei: efectele dorite în urma modificărilor radicale care 
s-au realizat în domeniul legislativ şi cel instituţional nu întotdeauna 
sunt imediate şi pozitive. 

Realizarea modelului econometric a fost posibilă cu ajutorul 
realizării datelor de panel, care pot evalua rezultatele atât în spaţiu 
cât şi în timp. Datele de panel pot congrega în sine cele mai atractive 
corelaţii a factorilor temporali şi spaţiali.  Datele de panel vor definite ca 
date temporale în spaţiu şi ca observaţii a variabilelor de spaţiu. Datele 
de panel permit soluţionarea unor probleme a indicatorilor spaţiali. 
O problemă globală o constituie imposibilitatea evaluării efective 
a modelului din cauza unui număr mic de observaţii a perioadelor 
precedente, din aceste considerente a fost aplicată şi programa Eviews 
3.0.

Pentru obţinerea evaluărilor se aplică metoda celor mai mici pătrate. 
Pentru a aplica in calcule metoda modelului neliniar s-a modificat 
modelul prin intermediul logaritmării naturale şi in continuare s-a 
utilizat un model linearizat logaritmic. Modelul linearizat logaritmic 
este prezentat in următoarea formă: 

ln(Invit) = ln(a) β1ln(PIBit) β2ln(FEt) β3ln(FIt)β4ln(FJt)ln(ut) (14)

Unde: ln – este logaritm natural. Parametrii β1, β2, β3 şi β4 reprezintă 
elasticitatea investiţiilor la diferiţi factori.

In cadrul cercetărilor s-au construit 3 modele:
1 model va reflecta influenţa factorilor prioritari asupra atragerii 

investiţilor străine directe;
2 model va reflecta influenţa factorilor prioritari asupra atragerii 

investiţilor autohtone;
3 model va reflecta influenţa factorilor prioritari asupra atragerii 

remitenţelor in domeniul investiţional in cadrul economiei Republicii 
Moldova
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Modelele sunt construite prin intermediul pachetului de programe 
Eviews 3.0.

modelul 1
Investiţiile realizate anterior în economia ţării gazdă – constituie 

un factor suplimentar (regresor) ce se incluse în acest model. Este de 
înţeles faptul că o dată ce au fost efectuate plasamente de către un 
investitor, străin sau naţional, apare tendinţa de a păstra această afacere 
economică.

În urma calculelor s-a obţinut un model liniar algoritmic:

n=98 , R2 = 0.97, F-statistic = 183.66, DW = 0.93
In paranteze este indicat coeficientul t-Student.
Coeficientul de determinare R. (ce aparţine modelului de regresie 

obţinut) indică influenţarea comportării modelului la 97% de către 
variabile independente incluse, cum ar fi: PIB, INV, Dist, FEC, FINS, 
FJUR. Aceasta poate fi explicat ca fapt că influenţa acestor factori este 
foarte mare.

Transformăm modelul de regresie linearizat logaritmic la funcţia 
neliniarizată înaintată iniţial (formula 15), care va fi mult mai uşor 
interpretată:

Ln(INVit ) = 2,683*PIBit
2.667 *INV0.792ECt

7,38*INSt 
-0,156*JURt

0.436 (16)
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Cu alte cuvinte, o creştere cu o unitate a indicelui de modificare 
a PIB-ului a generat o creştere cu 2,667 unităţi a indicelui ISD atrase. 
O creştere cu o unitate a indicelui de modificare a ISD deja realizate 
conduce la o creştere cu 0,792 unităţi a indicelui ISD. Conform 
rezultatelor obţinute putem afirma că influenţa cea mai mare în atragerea 
investiţiilor îi revine factorului economic, care la o creştere cu 1 unitate, 
aduce o creştere de 7,38 unităţi a ISD-ului. Însă factorul legislativ nu 
aduce modificări considerabile în atragerea investitorilor străini, pe când 
factorul juridic nu are nici măcar o influenţă negativă asupra plăsării 
capitalurilor de către investitorul străin. Din modelul realizat, factorul 
instituţional are un impact negativ asupra dorinţei de investire.

 Tabelul 4.2.1
interdependenţa intre factorii analizaţi

INV PIB eC INS JuR

INV 0.900 0.859 0.730 0.843 -0.812

PIB 0.859 1.000 0.947 0.996 0.996

DIST 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

EC 0.730 0.947 1.000 0.908 -0.997

INS 0.843 0.996 0.908 1.000 0.879

JUR -0.812 0.996 -0.997 0.879 1.000

*Sursa: calcule realizate de autor in baza modelului econometric Ewies3.0

Factorii acestui model sunt într/o relaţie de corelaţie poyitivă, 
creşterea unui factor va aduce la creşterea celuilalt. Factorul juridic 
are un impact negativ asupra volumului de atragere a investiţiilor şi are 
o interdependenţă negativă cu factorul economic. Descreşterea unuia 
conduce la căderea celuilalt.
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modelul 2
În baza programului econometric se construieşte un model referitor 

la interdependenţa factorilor analizaţi asupra volumului de investiţii 
naţionale.

Dependent Variable: LOG(NATINV)
Method: Least Squares
Sample(adjusted): 2003 2008
Included observations: 6 after adjusting endpoints

Variable Coefficient Std.error t-Statistic Prob.

C 8.474602 0.0324863 234.7812 0.0026

LOG (EC1) 0.333551 0.0346467 7.8801786 0.0796

LOG (INS1) 0.825158 0.0924374 8.0340381 0.0781

LOG (JUR1) -0.050758 0.0282722 -1.615806 0.3558

R-squared 0.899789 Mean dependent var 8.777617

Adjusted R-squared 0.899159 S.D. dependent var 0.452997

S.E. of regression 0.011331 Akaike info criterion -5.329096

Sum squared resid 0.0001431 Schwarz criterion -5.610301

Log likelihood 16.922745 F-statistic 1283.553

Durbin-Watson stat 2.886325 Prob(F-statistic) 0.017582

Conform modelului gradul de influenţă a factorilor menţionaţi 
este foarte înalt, reprezentind 89.98% (R-squared = 0.899789). Ceea 
ce demonstrează că factorii cu influenţă determinantă asupra atragerii 
investiţiilor naţionale în economia ţării au fost selectaţi corect.

Transformăm modelul de regresie linearizat logaritmic la funcţia 
neliniarizată inaintată iniţial (formula 15), care va fi mult mai uşor 
interpretată:

Ln(NATINVit ) = 2214*ECt
0.276JURt 

-0.046INSt
0.750 (17)
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Rezultă că creşterea cu o unitate a indicelui de modificare a 
factorului economic va genera o creştere cu 0,27 unităţi a indicelui de 
investiţii naţionale atrase in economia ţării. Odată cu creşterea cu o 
unitate a indicelui de modificare a factorului instituţional, indicele de 
investiţii naţionale atrase va creşte cu 0,75 unităţi. Asupra volumului 
de investiţii naţionale realizate in cadrul modelului factorul juridic are 
un impact negativ. 

În continuare propunem să determinăm gradul de interdependenţă 
intre factorii analizaţi (tabelul 4.2.2)

Tabelul 4.2.2
interdependenţa intre factorii analizaţi

l
o

g
(N

aT
iN

V
)

l
o

g
(e

C
1)

l
o

g
(i

N
S1

)

l
o

g
(J

u
R

1)

LOG(NATINV) 1,000 -0.994 -0.884 -0.887

LOG(EC1) -0.994 1,000 0.889 0.956

LOG(INS1) -0.884 0.889 1,000 0.875

LOG(JUR1) -0.887 0.956 0.875 1,000

Sursa: calcule realizate in modelul econometric Ewies3.0

Se observă o legătură directă între diminuare a volumului de 
investiţii naţionale in cadrul economiei şi dinamică descendentă a 
factorilor economic, juridic şi instituţional, respectiv cu 0.994; 0.884 
şi 0.887 puncte. In cazul creşterii ritmului de modificare a factorului 
economic cu o unitate procentuală aceasta va conduce la creşterea 
factorului instituţional şi juridic cu 0.889 şi 0.956 puncte respective. 
Concludem că o îmbunătăţirea situaţiei la factorile determinanţi va 
conduce la o creştere interdependentă favorabilă.
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modelul 3
În cadru modelului 3 vom încerca să determinăm impactul factorilor 

prioritari asupra atragerii remitenţelor în economia ţării. Modelul va 
include un regresor suplimentar – sumele de bani remise anterior.

Dependent Variable: LOG(FDI)
Method: Least Squares
Sample: 2003 2008
Included observations: 7

Variable Coefficient Std.error t-Statistic Prob.

C -40.31321 2.341451 -15.495469 0.0045

LOG (REMITENT) 7.157917 0.319464   20.165431 0.0027

LOG (FACEC) -1.185441 0.166229  -6.418229 0.0252

LOG (FACJUR) 6.391468 1.152938 4.989276 0.0408

LOG (FACINST) 4.155977 0.9960012 3.755395 0.0685

R-squared 0.894969 Mean dependent var 6.255663

Adjusted R-squared 0.884908 S.D. dependent var 1.683463

S.E. of regression 0.178366 Akaike info criterion -0.245775

Sum squared resid 0.070698 Schwarz criterion -0.288274

Log likelihood 5.203809 F-statistic 97.84387

Durbin-Watson stat 3.088736 Prob(F-statistic) 0.012262

Ln(NATINVit) = 0.0001*REMITENTt 
6.507 *ECt-

1/078JURt
5.810 INSt

3.778(18)

Interdependenţa factorilor este foarte înaltă, ceea ce este demonstrat 
de parametrul R-squared=0.894969, a.î. este la 89.50%. Banii remişi 
acasă de migranţi conduc la alte transferuri, ceea ce a fost demonstrat de 
model: la o creştere cu o unitate a indicelui de modificare a remitenţelor 
deja realizate se obţine o creştere cu 6,50 unităţi a indicelui remitenţelor. 
O influienţa puternică îl au şi factorii juridic şi instituţional. Influienţa 
pozitivă al factorului instituţional se explică prin faptul că majoritatea 
migranţilor urmăresc să asigure un nivel de trai decent familiilor rămase 
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în ţară: construcţia de case, trag conducte de gaze, vestimente,etc. 
Influienţa pozitivă al factorul juridic se argumentează prin controlul 
redus din partea statului a fenomenului de migraţie. La o creştere cu 
o unitate a indicelui de modificare a factorului juridic se va obţine o 
creştere cu 3,78 unităţi a indicelui remitenţelor. O influenţă negativă 
a factorului economic asupra remitenţelor se poate argumenta prin 
gradul inalt al transferurilor realizate prin căi neoficiale. Populaţia nu 
are incredere în sitemul bancar naţional, ce creează situaţia de stocarea 
remitenţelor „la colţun”.

Tabelul 4.2.3
interdependenţa intre factorii analizaţi

N
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S t

NAtINV 1,000 0.895 0.794 -0.916 -0.948

RemIteNt 0.895 1,000 -0.756 0.867 0.905

FACeC 0.794 -0.756 1,000 -0.797 -0.665

FACJuR -0.916 0.867 -0.797 1,000 0.982

FACINSt -0.948 0.905 -0.665 0.982 1,000
Sursa: calcule realizate in modelul econometric Ewies3.0

La analiza interdependenţei factorilor am luat în calcul şi volumul 
investiţiilor naţionale, presupunând ca ei sunt un catalizator pentru 
creşterea volumului de remitenţe în ţară. Factorul economic se răsfringe 
negativ asupra factorilor juridic şi instituţional cu o diminuare respectiv 
cu 0.797 puncte şi 0,665 puncte. 

Concluzii ce pot fi trase din analiza modelelor construite in baza 
„ecuaţiei de gravitaţie” investiţională:

modelul 1, reflectă influenţa factorilor asupra atragerii investiţiilor 
străine directe. Cea mai mare influienţa are factorul instituţional. Acesta 
include gradul de dezvoltare a pieţelor bancare şi a valorilor mobiliare, 
infrastructură, rata şomajului şi condiţiile sociale. Problemele cu se va 
confrunta investitorul:
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1. creditelor pe termen lung sunt greu accesibile, lipsa unor bănci 
investiţionale ce reduce posibilitate de cofinanţare a proiectelelor de 
lungă durată;

2. gradul insuficient de dezvoltare a piaţei valorilor mobiliare. 
Aceasta piaţa serveşte de mai multe ori intereselor de stat pentru 
acoperirea deficitului bugetar prin plasamente a hârtiilor de valoare 
de stat;

3. o infrastructură slab dezvoltată impiedică iniţierea activităţilor 
economice;

4. presiunea socială exprimată prin gradul înalt de imbătrinire 
a populaţiei şi reducerea esenţială a forţei de muncă calificate prin 
emigrarea.

Rezultatele calculelor modelului ne demonstrează că factorul 
legislativ nu este apreciat ca unul cu influenţă negativă. Aceasta se 
explică adaptarea investitorilor la toate condiţiile legislaţiei naţionale. 
Condiţiile economice create în Republica Moldova sunt cele mai 
atractive pentru investitori. Aici putem numi: creşterea constantă a PIB-
ului, stabilitatea raportului leu moldovenesc/dolar american, creşterea 
volumului total al investiţiilor.

modelul 2, reflectă influenţa factorilor asupra atragerii investiţiilor 
naţionale. Aici influenţă negativă are factorul juridic. Influienţa negativă 
al acestuia se realizează prin existenţa unor acte normative interdictorii, 
precum şi prin imperfecţiunea sitemului judecătoresc. Rezultatul 
cercetărilor coincide cu estimările Băncii Mondiale, specialiştii căreia 
au depistat influenţa negativă a factorului juridic asupra deciziei de 
investire.

În cadrul cercetărilor o influienţa negativă a factorilor economic şi 
instituţional nu a fost depistată, totuşi trebuie să marcăm unele momente 
care, după părerea noastră inhibează activitatea investiţională. Aici 
putem numi: dificultatea contractării resurselor financiare pe termen 
lung, piaţa valorilor mobiliare devine inaccesibilă ca sursă reală de 
completare a deficitului de capital, nivelul birocratic inalt, etc.

În modelul 3, se analizează influenţa factorilor asupra atragerii 
remitenţelor în forma de investiţii în economia Republicii Moldova. Un 
impact negativ asupra deciziei migranţilor de a investi  disponibilităţile 
sale băneşti în economia RM are factorul economic. Conform 
estimărilor Băncii Mondiale, suma remiterilor pentru anul 2008 va 
constitui, conform unor estimări, 1,902 mlrd dolari SUA. Ce constituie 
comparativ cu PIB deja cca. 63%. Cca. 80% din veniturile bugetare le 
constituie taxele vamale incasate de la importul mărfurilor şi serviciilor. 
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Puţin se produce, puţin se exportă, salarii mici, preţuri la nivel european, 
noi locuri de muncă nu se crează, un nivel inalt al şomajului, asistenţă 
socială insuficientă – toate aceste aspecte sunt exprimate prin numărul 
mare de emigranţi, care pleacă peste hotare pentru a asigura o viaţă 
decentă familiilor sale. Gradul inalt al transferurilor realizate prin căi 
neoficiale denotă lipsa de încredere în stabilitatea economică a ţării şi 
în caracterul prognozabil al situaţiei economice de mâine.
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Section iii. 
Social policies and labour market

Luigi DuMitreScu, PhD.,
“Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu

TRUST – DETERMINING VALUE Of ThE 
RELATIONShIpS wITh ThE CUSTOMERS

Relationships. Isn’t that what makes the world go around? In business 
and in life people tend to gravitate toward, associate with, and buy from 
people they know, like and trust. I’ve never met anyone who relationships 
with our customers and clients?
Building relationships is not all that selling is. It’s not all about 
relationships. There’s more to the job then just making friends, 
because: a deep meaning, high-trust relationship with a client who 
has no “business disparity”, no motive to take action, or no means to 
take action even if they did have a motive, equals no sale. It’s just a 
relationship.
Good business leaders make their decisions based on what they think is 
best customers, their employees, their owners or shareholders, and for 
themselves. That’s the way it should be. Wouldn’t it be a little unrealistic 
to expect an honest and intelligent business manager to commit his or 
her company to buying something that didn’t add economic value to the 
company and its shareholders, just because they had a great personal 
relationship with a vender?
A great relationship is seldom what initiates or instigates a business 
transaction. A relationship, rather, is what facilitates cooperation, 
collaboration, and commerce. It makes it possible. A good relationship 
can make a prospective customer much more willing to share their goals 
and plans with you, explore possibilities, listen to new ideas, and engage 
in a process of mutual discovery. A strong relationship can also cause 
a buyer to take action to move forward with a project, or at least take 
a step toward moving forward, with one vendor or partner when they 
clearly would not be willing to take that same step with another.

A high degree of trust in one supplier compared to another can 
make that supplier the vendor of choice, even if they charge a higher 
price. Trust can transform a vendor into a strategic partner.

Trust is a belief that one person has about another person, or about 
an organization. It is a perception. It’s a positive expectation that this 
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other person or company can be relied upon they will honor their com-
mitments, they will treat us fairly, and “they care”. We can have this 
belief about someone whether it is based on actual experience or simply 
on hope and assumption.

We willingly grant varying degrees of unearned trust to other 
people based solely on out own set of beliefs and expectation about 
the world. Many of us very quickly trust a doctor, or an airline pilot, 
or the complete stranger driving their car a sixty miles per hour in the 
opposing lane, with our very lives. But others of us a hard time trust-
ing anyone who stands to make a buck when we buy something. Your 
customers are the same way. They make certain judgments about people 
based on their own set beliefs, biases, and opinions. We will never fully 
understand their reasoning.

What we can do, is learn how to earn trust. Much like respect, our 
customers are usually willing to grand us more when we earn it. But we 
don’t simply go around earning trust for “no reason”. Trust enables and 
empowers another person to take a change on us, to take a risk.

Trust serves a purpose. It should exist, or rather needs to exist, 
wherever risk is present. Trust can offset risk. It facilitates action in the 
face of risk. Therefore, trust has value.

Trust among work groups promotes teamwork and cooperation. 
Trust between employers and employees reduces turnover and boosts 
morale. Trust between ourselves and our customer fosters customer 
loyalty and repeat business as well as references and recommendations 
(1. Ph. Kotler, p.49).

Trust, when it takes the form of our customer’s belief that we 
can help then avoid future mistakes, adds Guidance or Advice Value 
to a relationship. The belief or the expectation that we can complete 
a project on time reduces the risk of being late and thus reduces the 
Time Risk in what we sell. As you can see, our ability to earn trust and 
develop business relationship can strongly influence how customers 
perceive value and risk and thus is one of the most important skills of 
our profession.

I have never been comfortable with the phrase “building trust”, 
because trust-like respect or administration – is earned by one person 
and granted by the other. The other person has complete and total con-
trol of the granting – and can take it away at their discretion without 
notice. We can’t build respect, or build admiration. They are outside our 
sphere of control. Trust is the same way. But trust can be proactively 
earned by establishing the right environment, and through a series of 
positive interactions.
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Whenever we meet somebody new, we instantly begin comparing 
all of the attributes and characteristics of that person with the things 
we already know and believe about people. It’s conscious cognitive 
process. We don’t have to remember to do it. It happens automatically 
whether we realize it or not.

Our mind likes to make sense of things and draw conclusions. We 
collect bits and pieces of information, which we observe and assume 
about another person, like so many million little pixels that make up 
a complete picture. Then we fill in any blanks ourselves as we form 
impressions of that person in our mind.

We never consciously ask ourselves “I wonder if this person is 
honest?” We collect the evidence and store it accordingly. We never 
think to ourselves – or much less ask out land – “Is this person of strong 
moral character?” Instead we just collect the date, and based on what 
we observe and assume, we “feel” a certain way about someone.

But if we could hear the questions that our customers are ask-
ing themselves in their subconscious minds we would hear questions 
like:

∗ “I wonder if this person will really do what he says he’s going 
to do?” – which speaks to integrity.

∗ “Does she really believe what she is telling me, or is she just 
reciting her lines?” – which speaks to honesty.

∗ “When we hit a rough spot in the relationship, will he do the right 
thing?” – which speaks to character and ethical behavior.

The trust is, we can never truly know the answers to these questions. 
We can never really know another’s disposition. We can only infer if 
from the things they say and do (2. Albert Mehrabian, pp.53-56)

Our customers will trust us to the degree they believe we are 
worthy of trust. So, I say “First, get your right”, an realize that your 
long-term success is based on how many customers you help to become 
successful. When you internalize and believe, that, you’il has no 
trouble communicating that to your clients. It will be communicated 
in everything you say and do.

Our customers won’t come right out and ask us questions about 
honesty, character and integrity. Nor will they ever consciously ask 
themselves. But the impression or perception they have of us will be 
formed in their mind by collecting the answers to these questions and 
dozen or hundreds more. We will look at four specific questions that 
every customer asks in the back of their mind. We need to be aware of 
these four customer concerns, and provide the answers to these four 
questions, so we can foster the right environment for trust.
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1. Value Add: “What Value Do You Bring That Others Don’t?” 
– trust has value, but value also inspires trust. When a buyer believes 
that you offer superior value, they simply want to trust you more. 
When people want to trust, they start looking for reasons to believe. 
Conversely, if they’re looking for reasons not to buy, they will probably 
find them.

When we talk about, and ask questions about, our customer’s 
desired point “C”, and the results they are trying to achieve, it, is only 
natural for them to assume that we have interest at heart. But if we 
spend more time talking about ourselves, and the products or services 
that we sell, our customer can only assume that we are more interested 
in ourselves than in them.

The more effectively we can communicate and emphasize value of 
that we bring to the table, and how those things can be used to improve 
their business and their personal lives, the more our customer will want 
to find us trustworthy.

2. motive: “What’s it for you?” – one of the things customers often 
wonder is why you think they should buy, buy now, and buy from your. 
They wonder, “What will get out this transaction?” This is a very natural 
and normal question, but for some buyers who are suspicious, skeptical, 
or paranoid an obsession. Here again people listen to the things you 
talk about, and ask about, to ascertain where your mind heart are. So, 
we should keep out conversations and discussions on their outcomes 
and objectives (their point “C”) as much as possible.

We should try communicating, through our attitude and behavior 
as well as our words that we are not in business to trick people into 
buying something.

3. Competence: “Are You Competent Enough to Deliver on the 
Commitments You make?”

The substance of a relationship is making and delivering on 
commitments. One of the things anybody would naturally wonder 
is: “Are you capable of doing what you say you will do?” After all, 
we couldn’t very well trust someone to do something that we weren’t 
confident that they were capable of doing, could we?

People begin to gauge our competence in delivering on large 
commitments based on how we handle small ones. Something as trivial 
as forgetting to send an e-mail you promised, or failing to respond with 
some requested information may not seem like a major offense, but in 
the early stages of a relationship, it may be the only indication your 
customer has to judge whether or not you can be trusted to manage a 
million-dollar project.
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We all make judgments about others using what psychologists 
call heuristics and biases. These are mental shortcuts we use so that 
we can make sense of things faster and more easily. We take a small 
amount of information, the four corners of a painting for example, and 
by comparing that information with what we already know and believe 
about human nature, we guess at what the whole picture must look like. 
In everyday use, these shortcuts are amazingly accurate.

The problem with heuristics and biases is that they can lead us to 
premature conclusions. Just because a person shows up to a meeting 
without a pen, doesn’t mean he or she is not management material, does 
it? Just because we forgot to confirm our appointment with the CFO’s 
assistant, like she asked us to doesn’t mean that our firm wouldn’t be 
a good consulting partner, does it?

The brutal truth is that our answer to – or our opinion about – these 
questions is irrelevant. Your customer can only make judgments based 
on the information that is available to them. They can’t know that you 
really meant to confirm the appointment but didn’t have time. We have 
to recognize that our customers can’t trust us with big things if we don’t 
demonstrate competence in the small.

4. Respect: “Do You Respect me Enough to Deliver on the 
Commitments You make?”

Trust and respect are closely related and have a reciprocal effect. It’s 
impossible to trust someone we don’t respect, or who is not respectable, 
but it’s very easy and only natural to trust someone we do respect, and 
who we believe respects us. So, we should endeavor to earn the respect 
of our customers through our attitudes and our behavior, but also by 
showing respect to the.

If you want your customer to trust you, or to take a risk with you, 
please remember that: “Your customer can only trust you to the degree 
to which they believe you respect them”.

If they don’t think you respect them, how can they possibly trust 
you? It’s only logical that if they believe you don’t respect them, then 
you probably won’t respect the commitments that you make to them, 
either.

For this reason, I am convinced that demonstrating respect is the 
most important thing we can do to fester the right.

There is a cycle of human interaction that leads to trust and to strong 
resilient relationships. I call it the “Trust Cycle” as shown in Figure 1. 
It’s a natural progression that happens whether we consciously attend 
to it or nor, and it is constantly working for us or against us. It applies 
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to every relationship in our lives it illustrates how relationships evolve 
as we communicate and interact over time.

Figure 1: the trust Cycle

At the center of this model – and of all relationships – is 
communication, which acts as the engine that drives it. As we work our 
way around this model beginning with shared interests, communication 
is the bridge that leads us to each new step in the progression. Only 
through communication can we even discover that we have shared 
interest to begin with. Thus, all relationships start and end there. 

Shared interests: the genesis of any relationship is some interest or 
some desire that two people have in common. It could be as simple as 
“we both work at the same company”. If there is no commonality, there 
is very little basis – and probably very little need – for a relationship. In 
fact, if we have nothing at all in common, we will probably never even 
come into proximity with other person to start with. Yet, something as 
seemingly insignificant as two people being assigned to adjacent seats 
on an airplane can become the starting place for a relationship.

As we meet and begin to build a relationship with a new customer, 
we will no doubt discover many things we have in common. It’s great 
when a buyer and a seller have shared personal interest, such as a love 
of baseball, skiing, or golf. But those commonalities are not what build 
a strong business relationship.
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Having shared interest with your customer happens when they want 
to arrive at their desired point “C”, on time and under budget, and you 
want that too. Notice I didn’t say they’re interested in “C” and we are 
interested in “B”, and therefore we have shared interest. That would 
actually be a conflict of interests! Your customer can tell if you have 
their interests at heart, and if you do, you have taken an important first 
step toward trust.

Shared understanding: through further communication, we move 
from shared interest to shared understanding. Your customer now knows 
some things about you, and you know some things about them, but you 
also understand the context of those facts. People are more the sum of 
the labels that describe them.

Whenever human beings are involved, emotions are involved, as are 
personal interests and egos. The more time we can spend communicating 
with and listening to our customer, the better we can understand what 
makes them tick. But as pointed out earlier, feeling understood is more 
important than actually being understood (3. Michael Ross, Fiore Sicoly, 
pp.322-336). The value of “face time” – the time we spend with our 
customer getting to know them – is directly proportional to how much 
we can learn about them and to how confident they become that we 
actually understand them. Of course, this assumes we spend that time 
listening and learning as opposed t talking and telling.

Ultimately, we want our customer to understand, that we are not 
just the same as every other vendor out there, because clearly we are 
not. No more so than they are just the same as every one of our other 
customers. So, a focus on understanding should be more than just a step 
in a sales process; it should be a philosophy of doing business. When 
it is, it will become your greatest differentiator of all.

Shared Expectations: whether we are consciously aware of it or 
not, shared understanding leads to shared expectations. This is where this 
progression gets interesting. As we work together with out customers, 
they are naturally going to establish expectations about us. Those 
expectations can be based on actual experience, their own assumption, 
or the way they hope to be treated. The problem comes when we don’t 
understand their expectations or we make the mistake of believing they 
are exactly the same as ours.

Most of us seldom fail to meet expectations once they are set, but 
where we sometimes fall short is in making sure those expectations 
are set properly to begin with. We assume too much, our customers 
do too, and when our assumptions differ, expectations aren’t met and 
relationships break down.
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Now, it’s not as if the second one little thing goes wrong the 
customer stomps their food says: “That does it. I’ll never by anything 
from that vender again!” It’s more like a little mark is recorded in the 
minus column; but those marks can add up if we’re not careful. We 
can begin to take control of this and start proactively earning trust 
by leveraging opportunities to properly set and meet expectations. 
Every time we meet expectation, we score a little mark in the plus 
column, so we should take advantage of every opportunity we can to 
set expectations, we can meet.

The next time you talk with your customer, and you make a 
commitment – no mater how small – take the time to make sure your 
expectations match theirs.

Predictability: when we proactively set expectations, and we 
consistently meet those expectations, our customers begin to have 
more and more confidence in us. We become consistent, reliable, and 
predictable. We should be constantly on the lookout for ways to be 
found predictable, because “predictability is the natural precursor 
to trust”.

We want our customers to feet that any time they need us, we will 
be there, ready to help. We want them to know from experience that 
they can count on us, and when we say we’re going to do something, 
we will move heaven and earth to get it done. We want to be “the rock” 
they can always turn to and know that we will come through for them, 
no matter what.

Earn Trust: when we ask our customer to take a risk with us, no 
matter how small, and we come through for them and meet our shared 
expectations, we earn a little trust. Unlike the unearned trust that people 
grant freely based on hope and positive expectation, “earned trust is 
based on experience”. Unearned trust can be revoked or taken away 
just as quickly as it’s granted, but trust that we earn has an enduring 
quality.

This is not to say that earned trust is permanent, because we can 
certainly squander all the trust we’ve earned with one or more major 
transgressions. But when we build a business relationship on respect 
and predictability, we can weatherproof our relationship to stand up to 
the storms that inevitably come along.

When we have earned a level of trust with our customer, and 
communication is good, we tend to discover more and more interest 
that we have in common. That leads to deeper shared understanding, 
more shared expectations, and mutual predictability. We thus travel 
around the Trust Cycle again and again as we build our vendor/client 
partenership.
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ThE wORK IN ROMANIA: AN ANALySIS Of 
ThE MACROECONOMIC pERSpECTIVE

Central objective of this working paper is to analyze the total available 
time of the Romanian population, and how time is structured, allocated 
and used by groups of activities. At the same time there will be taken 
into account the particularities on the use of time in different stages of 
life, and also the factors associated with influence and effects on social 
and economic welfare.

On the individual side, people use the available time depending on 
needs and personal convictions, experience along life and depending 
on the context in which they live. There are two components major 
individual time: time for work and time off work.

Time for work is one of the most important resources available 
to the individual intended to provide the necessary financial resources 
there. This temporal sequence which an individual allots for work is 
determined, primarily by the social structure in which he lives. Thus, 
allocating a certain amount of time to work not only appears like an 
individual decision (what it wants or can be done) but also in a regulatory 
manner (under with certain rules, e.g. market place rules).

The rules on working time are most often the result of joint 
guidelines of the actors involved in the functioning of the labour market, 
such as:

the supranational structures through the implementation of  �
international norms, such as EU directives; 
the state, in implementing legislation or regulations in  �
collective agreements at national level; 
the companies, through collective labour agreements;  �
the individuals through employment contracts signed between  �
an employer and an employee.

Time off work is allotted, in general, for personal care activities, 
and restoration of the body after work, but is also used for associative 
life, personality development, voluntary activities etc. In most cases, this 
sequence of time is associated with leisure, although most of the time 
encompasses a large range of economic activities. The most relevant 
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example in this respect is the work in the household, for which the individual 
allocated a significant part of his available time (business management and 
food preparation, maintaining housing, childcare, etc.).

Time off work represents an important resource of well-being, 
therefore, should not be seen as an element opposed to fundamental 
values, or as a time that does not do anything. Furthermore, in a political 
level, there is a general concern for all forms of employment facilitation 
and employment programmes in order to balance time between paid 
work and leisure.

Therefore, leisure is a distinct part of the budget time, a component 
of the remaining time outside paid work, in any form of employment 
in the labour market. This is because leisure implies the existence of 
a sequence time available at the individual, family, social group or 
society, not only complementary sequence time work, but also other 
time intervals imposed. There are implications between size and the 
use of leisure time, on the one hand and global economic development, 
on the other.

Work and life beyond the work are not always in opposition, there 
is not a clear distinction between these two components of the use of 
time. Reducing working hours will not improve, as necessary, quality 
of individual life. 

On macro-socio-economic dimension, time allocated for work, and 
also its intensity (expressed by labour productivity) is one resulting in 
the general level of economic development of a country.

In the context of a dynamic international economic environment 
and increasingly competitive, the existence of a number of jobs of 
good quality and as close to the supply of labour, is likely to generate 
a series of positive consequences on the development of economy and 
society. Work towards the aims to open a discussion about a new arena 
of social policies of our country, to reorient its main direction, especially 
employment policies. Here are some arguments in this regard:

in view of demographic ageing, increasing employment  �
resources work could lead to avoid the tensions between 
generations and also to avoid the excessive external 
migration;
it could be decreased the conflicts generated by time budget  �
constraints  for persons who are in the middle of active labour 
age (of education throughout the life and career development, 
the purchase or construction of housing, responsibilities linked 
care of children or other dependent persons);
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it may identify the factors that can lead to make the market  �
labour more flexible in order to adapt it to new demographic 
and socio-economic conditions. 
it can be avoided the reducing of labour life, which is manifested  �
by a later entry into the labour market, with a negative impact 
on the financial sustainable of social security systems.

One of the fundamental orientations in measuring time use is to 
identify basic activities carried out in a section of time. The analysis 
presented in the next section is based on information collected through 
statistical surveys conducted by the National Institute of Statistics, 
especially the Labour Force Survey (LFS) and Time Use Survey 
(TUS). It should be noted that methodological issues relating at both 
the allocation and use of time are continually advanced international 
level, given the difficulty of harmonizing the different perceptions of 
time, from one individual to another, from one society to another.

Fig.1. the structure of total time available

Source: by author, on the base of Time Use Survey methodology

Average duration of time allocated to a task (or a group of activities), 
though not always reflects all aspects of the plan micro socio-economic, 
is an important indicator to describe the general pattern of time use and 
analysis of the structure of the national budget of time.
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Where and how much time is spend in work activities by the 
population of Romania, to what way the certain demo-socio-economic 
characteristics of the individual, such as age, sex, level of education, 
professional status, and so on, they could have an impact on the duration 
of time spent in daily activities? There are a few of the questions that, 
with this study, I try to find answers.

There are at least two reasons why time for work must be regarded 
as an important economic indicator: 

the first - the quantity of time - is that the use of the population of 
a country represents an economy of resources national; 

second reason - the quality of time - the fact that the volume of 
economic results obtained in the time used effectively in order to 
achieve them, it is the expression of the utilization of labour (hourly 
labour productivity). 

Under the quantitative aspect, time for work is in direct relationship 
with proportionality supply of labour.

At the macroeconomic level, the supply of labour is modelled by 
the demographic factor, being matched result of several factors, among 
which we mention: natural increase of population, the average duration 
of life, the rate of activity, migration.

The birth rate is very low in Romania, the reaction to pro-birth 
policies promoted at the end of the years ‘60 and ‘70 years, and 
emigration in the last two decades, are the phenomena generated as a 
result of the quality life inherited from the last political regime, and 
the insecurity of the transitional period (very long in Romania). The 
demographic decline leads to reduced number of generations, with 
serious consequences economic and social developments in the long 
term.

If the census of 1992 data registered on people lived in our country 
were 22.8 million, at 1 July 2001 their number has dropped to 22.4 
million people. Census that followed in 2002 show a worrying reality: 
the total population numbered almost one million people less than a year 
earlier estimates. Currently, the descending trend is maintained (fig.2) 
in 2006, the population is 21.6 million inhabitants and projections of 
demographic change in decades estimate decrease further.

Demographic evolutions are relevant in terms of potential 
employment in the labour market. A scheme which of population by 
participation in the labour market is presented below (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2. Demographic evolutions in Romania (population from 
July 1, in the period 1992-2006)

Source: Statistical Yearbook of Romania, INS, 2007

Fig. 3. the population of Romania, 
by participation in the labour market

Source: processing after Labour force in Romania: Employment and unemployment, INS, 2007

The economic transformation who was triggered in Romania in 
early 1990 led to a reduction in sensitive occupied population. Analyzing 
the structure of the age groups during 2002-2006, notes a decrease in 
population Occupied, May stressed the extreme age groups: 

occupied share of young people (15-24 years) was in 2002 by 6.1%  �
in 2006 registering a decrease of 1.2 percentage points (fig.4); 
weighted persons over 65 years decreased from 11.3% to 8.6%. �
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Fig. 4. the structure the occupied population, 
by age groups, in the period 1996-2006

Source: Labour force survey, INS, 2007

Compressing the potential for employment is a consequence of at 
least three factors: 

1. Anticipated retirement (before the legal retirement age)
Privatization of industry in the last two decades has led to massive 

restructuring in sectors such as mining, metallurgy, railways. Reducing 
the number of jobs in industry was accompanied by an increase they are 
in agriculture, which became a refuge for alternative-disposed persons. 
At present (2006), over 30% of the working population are employed 
in agriculture, most of them living in rural areas (92.4%). 

Therefore, agriculture is still a work life saving for many Romanian, 
especially for those with a low level of education (1.3% of all occupied 
people have graduated tertiary education in agriculture). The age groups, the 
structure of the population occupied in agriculture is shown in Fig. 5. 

Over half of all occupied people, aged 55-64 years, they are working 
in agriculture. The second place of this hierarchy is registered for young 
population aged 15-24, 35.7% of them have a job in agriculture.

On migration, ‘the movement of labour markets in European 
countries is already a reality, which complicates things (…) which 
relates to employment and proper functioning of labour markets’ (M. 
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Poenaru, Challenges for social protection derived from the ageing 
population and labour market developments). Although there is a 
statistical official comprehensive nationally, the total number of persons 
who have left the country and to seek a job, the reality of day to day 
confirms this fact.

Fig. 5. the population of Romania, by age groups and the 
participation in the labour market

Source: Labour force survey, INS, 2007

2. migration of active population t
o other European labour markets 

Migrant workers are typically young people between 18 to 40 
years, with high employment potential. Under the conditions in which 
those who leave to work on other European markets are persons in full 
working age phenomenon migration becomes a problem that distorts 
and more functioning of the labour market in Romania.

After integration into the EU, a danger to the labour market is the 
migration of labour well prepared. Membrea Member of the European 
Union in the centre and west Europeans have the richest offer of 
employment, in particular, for young people with training in IT and 
construction. Regarding interest in working abroad, according to surveys 
Romania urban and rural Euro- barometer carried out by the Foundation 
for an Open Society in 2005, 2006, one of four people (respectively 
27%) and has signalled its intention to search for a job abroad in the 
next three years. Moreover, less than 20% of young people believe that 
can accomplish more easily in Romania, rather than abroad.
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Fig. 6. the intention of Romanians to work abroad, 
by age groups and residence areas

Source: Romania urban and rural Eurobarometer, the Foundation for an Open Society

3. Expanding the informal labour market 
Informal economy is often used to refer to the many alternative 

concepts such as economy, black or hidden as well as subsistence 
agriculture, business or occasional workers. Activities and informal 
employment is conducted outside the formal structures such as formal 
credit markets, tax administration, labour code and social security 
systems. Informal labour market comprises those economic activities 
that avoid the costs and obligations and exclusive rights to reside in 
laws and administrative regulations relating to employment contracts, 
social insurance system.

On the causes of informal employment in Romania, you can iden-
tify large groups of three factors, namely: 

a) socio-economic developments of Romania in the transition period
b) institutional factors (such as the inflexibility of the formal labour 

market) 
c) socio-behavioural factors (such as national culture of work, lack 

of trust in public institutions, the negative perception of the role of the 
state, understanding partial or underestimate the benefits arising from 
social security, but also tend to give utility economic leisure time). 

The problem grows when accented forms located at the two ex-
tremes of education level. The distinguished two large groups: 

People who work for informal constitute a survival strategy (some 
forms of work informal workers in agriculture). 

At the other side, there are persons benefiting of a training and a 
great intellectual capacity, are willing to get involved in the organiza-
tion and conduct of informal activities.
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Conclusions of the OECD Country Report on the informal employment 
in Romania shows that informal employment persists in Romania and 
represents between 20-50% of total employment, according to the definitions 
and methodologies used to record data. The main sectors of activity in which 
people are working without contract the production (21%) and trade (22%), 
followed by construction (15%) and agriculture (9%). Informal employment 
expansion is not, however, a unique feature only Romanian labour market, it 
is common many states, especially in Member prevailing in transition.
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RETIREMENT REfORM AND SOME ASpECTS 
Of NON-pAyMENTS: pRObLEMS AND 

pROSpECTS

Several lines of reforming of the pension system in Ukraine and its 
influence on some aspects of payments to the budget of the Pension 
Fund of Ukraine under the proclaimed and other liabilities subject to 
payment are analyzed. A scope of problem issues is described. Proposals 
for improvement of retirement reforming concept in the context of social 
and economic development of the country have been worked out.

Putting into practice principles of social state proclaimed in Article 
1 of the Constitution of Ukraine [1, p. 4] and implementation of mate-
rial security high social standards for people who lost their ability to 
work implied by these principles assumes creation of financially stable 
pension system. The main role in ensuring this requirement is ensuring 
of absolute completeness and timeliness of payments to the budget of 
the Pension Fund under proclaimed liabilities and other compulsory 
payments. Researchers trace dependence between the quality of fis-
cal policy of the state and the condition of payment ability and also 
of activity level of economic entities and economics on the whole. 
This serves as a reason for continuous search of the most optimal ap-
proaches to the formation of fiscal policy of the country [2, p. 91]. Just 
the problem of non-payments has become one of the reasons for old 
pension system reforming. Pension (retirement) reform started from the 
1st of January 2004 with coming into force of the Law of Ukraine On 
the national state retirement insurance assumed drastic changes in the 
pension mechanism. Instead of one-level state system of pension fund 
scheme (retirement insurance) three-level retirement system was intro-
duced. It includes national retirement insurance system, financial defined 
contributions and Personal Pension Plan (Company/Occupational Non-
contributory Pension Scheme) [3, p. 5]. Along with the introduction of 
insurance principles and changes in the procedure for forming pension 
assets for insured persons, the retirement reforming concept assumed 
considerable decrease in tax burden for labor compensation fund. It 
was expected that interest of the pension system participants would 
eliminate the problem of delay in payments
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It should be noted that success in creation of Ukrainian model 
of pension system depends largely on scientific state of knowledge 
of all of its components and harmonic integration into the present 
economic environment. The quality of retirement system reforming 
has enormous influence on different categories of people. Hence, it 
is permanent researchers’ interest to the problems of pension system 
reforming. Many scientists and practitioners devoted their works to 
the study of problems related to indebtedness of economic entities and 
different aspects of retirement system reforming. Among them are T. 
Zatonatska, A. Stavytsky [3], O. Tymchenko, M. Badyda [4], Yu. Ivanov, 
O. Tyshchenko, K. Davyskyba [5], V. Balytska [6], B. Nadtochiy [7], 
V. Boreiko [8] and many others.

Taking into account on-going development of retirement system, of 
current importance is further research into the problems related to the 
processes of its reforming. Thus, the object of this paper is to analyze 
several lines of reforming of the pension (retirement) system in Ukraine 
and its influence on some aspects of payments to the budget of the 
Pension Fund of Ukraine under the liabilities stipulated by legislation; to 
distinguish problem issues and to work out proposals for improvement 
of retirement reforming concept in the context of social and economic 
development of the country.

It should be mentioned that problems related to the breach of disci-
pline of payments to the budget of the Pension Fund during the period 
of reforming remain to be of current importance. They directly effect 
formation of the budget financial stability. As it is fairly mentioned by 
researchers, the most important element of indebtedness management 
is its systematization and analysis [4, p. 111]. Constituent elements of 
indebtedness to the budget of the Pension Fund are insurance contri-
butions, expenses for payment and delivery of privileged pensions, 
expenses for compensation of scientific pensions, expenses for com-
pensation of recourse actions, financial sanctions and fines. One of the 
most important constituent characteristics of indebtedness is its absolute 
size and structure which, according to the data of the Pension Fund of 
Ukraine in Donetsk region, are shown in Figure 1.

As we can see from the given data, total amount of indebtedness 
since 2003 has increased by 973.9 UAH or by a factor of 9.2. The unit 
weight value of the total amount of indebtedness within the amount of 
the owned assets of revenue side of the budget of the Pension Fund of 
the region has grown from 3.6 % in 2004 to 8.7 % in 2007.
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Figure 1 Dynamics of indebtedness to the budget of the Pension 
Fund of ukraine for the years 2003 – 2008

It was shown that the value of amount of debt to funds-in-trust per 
head (UAH/person) serves as a measure for evaluation of taxation level 
and insurance-contribution duties in the state and at the regional level. 
It is also an evaluation value of their social-economic development [5, 
p. 6-7]. In terms of those stated, according to the data of the Pension 
Fund of Ukraine in Donetsk region, the above value for the period of 
2004 – 2007 has grown from 14.72 UAH to 61.90 UAH.

Change in the number of debtors for insurance contributions make 
itself conspicuous (see Figure 2).

Figure 2 Dynamics of the number of insurance contribution 
debtors for the period of 2004 -2008
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As we can see from the data given in the Figure, total number of 
debtors for the period of 2004 – 2007 has reduced from 9.9 thousand 
to 4.7 thousand or by a factor of 2.1. However, in the first half year of 
2008 we can observe growth of the value being analyzed by 13.2 %. 
Decrease in the unit weight of debtors whose debt is less than 1.0 thou-
sand UAH in the gross amount comes under notice: from 84.2 % in 
2004 to 58.8 % in 2008 being a positive trend.

In the context of our research it should be noted that indebtedness 
to the budget of the Pension Fund has different nature. For example, in-
surance contributions are compulsory payments that have to be charged 
and paid by insured person at a time stated by legislation in the amount 
not less than minimum insurance contribution [2, p. 24]. Otherwise, 
seniority does not acquire a status of insurance standing and will not 
be taken into account when forming pension assets.

We note that for the past years redistribution of the structure of 
insurance contribution arrears depending on the degree of potential pay-
ment among active, special and value-impaired debt status takes place. 
For example, according to the data of the Pension Fund of Ukraine in 
Donetsk region, the amount of active debt for the period from 2005 
to the 1st July 2008 has decreased from 50.3 to 20.8 million UAH. At 
the same time, the amount of arrears being under the influence of the 
bankruptcy laws has increased from 41.4 to 77.9 million UAH. The 
amount of arrears with a special status of recovery under which recovery 
procedures were suspended by legislation has increased most of all. Its 
growth was 88.2 % (from 35.6 to 416.8 million UAH). As of 01.07.2008 
the structure of arrears from the point of view of the amount of arrears 
and number of debtors is shown in Figure 3.

It follows from the Figure that the basic number of debtors 
(3.2 thousand or 60.9 %) is in the segment of the active status of debt, 
the amount of the debt of this category of debtors is only 4.3 %. This 
points to the fact that the rest 95.7 % of the debt belong to the debtors 
with a limited capability to repay a debt. As we can see in the Figure, 
346.1 million UAH of the arrears are recorded against enterprises of 
the municipal form of ownership and 5.8 million UAH are recorded 
against penitentiaries. Arrears of enterprises that are under the influence 
of the Law of Ukraine On the recovery of debtor financial solvency or 
recognizing it bankrupt are 68.9 million UAH, and the amount of bad 
debts is 7.9 million UAH.
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Figure 3 Structure of the arrears and number of debtors depend-
ing on the prospects of discharge as of 01.07.2008

In our opinion, taking into account the mentioned features of 
retirement legislation, this can be characterized as a negative factor. 
Its consequences can be or already is loss of years of insurance by 
employees of enterprise in default. For example, according to the data 
of the Pension Fund of Ukraine in Donetsk region, only for the period 
of 2007 and the first half of 2008 as a result of bankruptcy procedure 
19.6 million UAH of insurance contribution debts were written off and 
3.2 thousand of people have lost their years of insurance in a varying 
degree.

In the context of generating of financial stability of the budget of 
the Pension Fund of Ukraine the working mechanism for payments for 
reimbursement of expenses for payment and delivery of privileged pen-
sions, scientific pensions and recourse payments comes under notion. 
These payments are compensating ones and are related to civil-law rela-
tions. It should be emphasized that the above payment debts are 57.8 % 
of the grand total of the debts. The largest growth rates are recorded 
relative to indemnification of privileged pensions (see Figure 4).

We see that arrears under the List No. 1 for the period from 2005 
to 01.07.2008 have increased from 12.7 to 487.3 million UAH or by a 
factor of 38.4. Arrears under the List No. 2 have increased from 2004 
to 01.07.2008 from 32.9 to 123.5 million UAH or by a factor of 3.8. 
It should be noted that particularity of payments to the budget of the 
Pension Fund of Ukraine for expenses for payment and delivery of 
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privileged pensions under the List No. 1 and the List No. 2 is the pro-
cedure according to which pension is paid by the Pension Fund at first 
and then an enterprise-payer recovers to pensioners-benefit recipients 
amounts of their pensions. Researchers note that debts not paid in time 
are interest-free credit resource of such enterprise [6, p. 58]. Just in 
such a way crediting of enterprises with harmful labour conditions is 
made by the Pension Fund of Ukraine that gives the right for the early 
retirement. It is appropriate to stress that this is made at the expense of 
insurance contributions of other persons insured in the joint system of 
the compulsory state retirement insurance. With each year prospects 
for return of this category of payments become worse. If in 2004, ac-
cording to the data of the Pension Fund of Ukraine in Donetsk region, 
reimbursement of expenses under the List No 1 was 74.8 % and under 
the List No. 2 – 60.4 %, then as per 01.07.2008 the values were 19. % 
and 38.5 % respectively. The mentioned phenomenon is a serious 
destructive factor of financial stability of the budget of the Pension 
Fund of Ukraine. Separate aspects of this problem have been treated 
by researchers [7, p. 70]. Implementation of the pension fund scheme 
for this category of pensioners is provided according to the law through 
special professional and corporate pension funds [2, p. 90]. However, 
this problem has not been adjusted so far. In our opinion, taking into 
account the level of financial condition of enterprises with harmful 
exposure, financially all-sufficient functioning of these structures seems 
problematic. In such a case an operating mechanism for financing 
privileged pensions requires improvement in the line of differentiation 
of sources of finance. Such costs in conditions of insurance pensioning 
should be made not at the expense of the funds of insured persons but 
at the expense of the state, followed by indemnification by enterprises-
payers, and other alternative sources.

Figure 4 Dynamics of privileged pension arrears
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In the context of our investigation such category of debts as finan-
cial sanctions and fines is worthy of notice. It is appropriate to emphasize 
that the law stipulates for insurance contribution to be excluded from the 
category of tax payments and should have status of target compulsory 
payment [2, p. 17]. However, procedure of applying financial sanctions 
and fines and payment collection as a whole of untimely paid payments 
continues to be of fiscal character. It is determined that amounts of fines 
and penalties are charged in the same manner [2, p. 84]. In practice it 
means meeting of insurance contribution liabilities (from non-payment 
of which there comes confirmation of the years of insurance) not in the 
first and foremost order but together with paying of penalties and fines, 
depending on the chronology of their occurrence. Thus, one cannot meet 
operating liabilities and non-paid insurance contributions without pay-
ing penalties and fines for previous periods. This leads to violation of 
the rights of people for inclusion of them in the record of insurance for 
granting or recalculation of their pensions and to the loss of a certain 
payment period that necessitates legislative adjustment.

Several researchers point out that ability of an enterprise for ef-
fective operation and development is greatly influenced by the level 
of tax burden [8, p. 30]. As a result of this, formation of insurance 
contribution payer liabilities during 2004-2008 took place in conditions 
when salary charge rates were 32.0 %, 32.3 %, 31.8 %, 33.2 %, and 
33.2 % respectively, that is without essential changes. The above stated 
requires qualitative change in the conceptual approach to the formation 
of labour compensation fund interest rate charge by employer towards 
its decrease.

In our opinion, for the purpose of adjustment of the problem issues 
related to liability non-payments to the budget of the Pension Fund of 
Ukraine described in this paper it is necessary to do the following:

i) To adjust retirement mechanism such that insurer and the state 
shall be responsible for the consequences of non-payment of insurance 
contributions of insured persons.

ii) To improve mechanism of privileged and scientific pension 
payments to the budget of the Pension Fund of Ukraine towards dif-
ferentiation of sources of finance for these payments at the expense of 
the state budget but not the funds of insured persons.

iii) To improve mechanism of receipt of the paid insurance pay-
ments by differentiating them with offsetting amounts of penalties and 
fines.

iv) To improve mechanism of constitutional safeguard of people 
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against the loss of years of their insurance as a result of writing off 
insurance contribution arrears in cases as required by the Law.

v) To improve conceptual approach to the formation of fiscal load 
of insurance contributions.

Introduction of the above measures will allow improving the 
concept of retirement reforming in the line of increasing interest of 
all participants of the joint system of obligatory retirement insurance 
to qualitative fulfillment of their obligations in the frameworks of 
retirement legislation, growth of social standards of insured persons 
and pension system functioning efficiency in the context of social and 
economic development of the state.
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AppROAChES TO ESTIMATION Of ThE 
VALUE fOR wORKING wOMEN’S LAbOUR  AT 

ThE hOUSEhOLD IN MOLDOVA

In the article the problems of unpaid domestic women’s work is 
analyzed. Special emphasis is put on analysis of unpaid domestic work 
of Moldovan women. The author offers simple methods to estimate the 
value of this work in the absence of complete and reliable statistical 
information. 

Women work much more than men. They have to work not only 
directly at their service but also holding their homes. Staying at home, a 
woman with children works as a governess, as a cook, as a dishwasher, 
as a tailor, as a laundress, administrator, nurse, psychologist and often 
as a plumber, locksmith, electrician or charwoman.

One of the first to challenge the problem of housewives’ labor 
were Americans. For example, a prominent American economist of 
twentieth century John Kenneth Galbraith in his work «Economics 
and the Public Purpose» [1] said that the transformation of women in 
the class of hidden domestic servants was an economic achievement 
of cardinal importance. If this work was performed by paid employees 
they would be the largest category in the labor force. According to J. 
Galbraith calculations, the cost of housewives’ labor “make up about 
one-quarter gross domestic product”, although “these calculations are 
to some extent intuitive”. (For example, according to official data from 
the National Bureau of Statistics of Moldova in 2007, GDP amounted 
to 53354 millions lei.  Hence, ¼ GDP will amount 13338.5 million lei.) 
To estimate the labor in households in the U.S. he used wages of 1970: 
it was 257 dollars a week, or 13 364 dollars per year for the equivalent 
work. He explicitly pointed out that if these services were not made 
by the U.S. housewives, the consumption of the population would be 
limited by the time for selection, transportation, training, reparations, 
cleaning, and storing of products.

J. Galbraith believed that if you do not take into account the work 
of housewives in income and national product it masks the reality of 
the economy. In a society which appreciates the monetary success, a 
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natural authority belongs to a person who earns money. This gives him 
the right to be called the head of the family. But the task of managing 
the consumption: “organization of maintenance and repair of house and 
home equipment, vehicles and other equipment, supply products and 
cooking, control over the way in which children consume, organization 
and holding of general entertainment…” belongs to housewives. 

Prof. Dr. Alexander Surinov from the State Higher School of 
Economics [2] writes that in the absence of money equivalent, the 
value of labor in households greatly alter the real picture of production. 
Goods produced in the household for own consumption includes not 
only services (cleaning, education, care, etc.) but also material goods 
(finished food, refurbished and prepared for the use clothing and 
footwear). Labor, which creates those services and material goods, 
can be assessed against its output (using the prices and tariffs of firms 
producing similar products), or against the income (wages of workers 
at specialized firms).

Estimation of the cost of labour in the household supposes using the 
time budget of the population. The time budget time gives a possibility to 
measure the time spent at various kinds of work, which is very important 
for further evaluation of time in its monetary equivalent. Different 
approaches may apply for the monetary evaluation of housewives’ 
labor: prices for similar services at the specialized enterprises; salary 
of employees of specialized enterprises that perform similar services; 
the average salary in the country, region; minimal salary, etc. 

In October 1997 in New York the Statistical Division of the UN 
Secretariat held the meeting of experts bodies that had discussed the 
draft of the International Classification of Activities for time budget 
measurement. The meeting identified 10 main groups of activities, which 
the time is spent for by members of households. The choice of activity 
classification was based on the principle of ensuring the framework 
consistent with the concept of SNA and permitting to calculate the data 
in its auxiliary accounts. The meeting agreed of the following major 
groups: working in enterprises; activities for the production of primary 
products outside enterprises; services for profit and other production 
of goods (outside enterprises); household support, maintenance and 
receiving materials to obtain goods for households; care for children, 
sick, elderly, and disabled members of the household; joint services and 
assistance to other households; learning, social, and cultural activities; 
use of the media; personal care and self-support.
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The draft International Classification of Activities for Time Group 
“Activities for the production of primary products outside enterprises” 
includes time for activities, which produce goods and construction, 
aimed not only for sale but for people’s own consumption. However, the 
time attributed as work on the maintenance, housework and shopping 
in order to purchase goods for households can be classified entirely as 
unpaid work and includes: cooking, drinks preparing, table decoration 
and servicing, cleaning and maintenance of the home and adjacent 
territory, care of goods from tissues, sorting, cleaning, washing, ironing, 
setting in order of clothing and linen, purchasing of goods and services, 
housekeeping, planning, monitoring, bill payment, etc.; personal 
exercises to improve conditions of life, installation, maintenance and 
repair of personal and household belongings, care for pets, travels related 
to householding and shopping. The time spent on care for children, sick, 
elderly and disabled members of the household, includes: physical care 
of children: washing, dressing, feeding, training and instructing own 
children, escorting children to school, sporting activities, lessons, etc., 
physical care for sick, disabled, elderly members of the household: 
washing, dressing, feeding, assistance, escorting adults requiring 
care, to obtain services such as hairdressing, therapeutic, etc., looking 
for children and adults not requiring care, travel related to caring for 
children, sick, elderly, and disabled members of the household.

According to American researchers [3], the average salary of 
an American housewife should be 134 121 dollar a year or slightly 
more than 11 000 dollars a month. This calculation includes not only 
the hourly fee of each of these specialists, but the overtime also. 
Housewife’s working day is not standard. Therefore, it is “employed” for 
an average of 91.6 hours a week. Her husband works only 40-45 hours 
a week. If a woman works, her “labor week” grows even more. Apart 
from the 44 “core” hours, she works 49.8 hours at home. Therefore, 
her additional virtual salary should be raised by an average of 85.8 
thousand dollars.

According to the Russian sociologists [3], Russian women work 
45 hours a week for the good of society and spends another 50 hours 
a week working at their homes. In doing so, she receives a salary only 
for “public good”, while caring for her children and her apartment is 
considered a direct responsibility of women that is not paid. According 
to Russian researchers, maids services in Russia that includes ironing, 
washing, cleaning, and pets walking costs 16 000-25 000 rubles (with 
accommodation). Babysitting for a child will cost you 100 rubles per 
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hour or 15 000 a month (with accommodation and meals). Personal chef 
costs 20 000 rubles. The result obtained is not less than two thousand 
dollars a month. 

British sociologists [4] estimate: if Englishwoman was paid for 
housework and childcare, her salary would be about US $ 1 000 per 
month or 12 thousand dollars a year. 

It should be noted that there are two points of view. The first is that 
a professional does a better job than unprofessional, at least faster and 
using modern tools and technologies. Another is that work for oneself 
implies more responsible attitude in comparison with the attitude of paid 
employees even in the absence of certain skills and tools, weakness of 
technological solutions, and relatively high cost of time. Opponents of 
including in the economic data of the household of “housewives’ labor” 
explain its position by insufficient professionalism of their members 
in carrying out the household works. This also applies to child-rearing 
and cooking, repair of home appliances, etc.

It can be added to this that in conditions of market relations 
a “saving” of the family from household work, as A.G. Kharchev 
writes [5], “lies in” its financial possibilities. We can observe the 
expansion of domestic labor costs in the transition from rich to poor 
households, as well as in international comparisons in the transition from 
economically developed countries to less developed. Most households 
are characterized by restrictions arising from the limitation of their 
budgets. This is the main motive for work. Household expenditure 
for payment of goods and services directly depend on their financial 
capabilities. In this sense, expansion and phasing out of servicing 
oneselves are indicators of economic well-being.

Alexander Surinov writes in his book «Population revenues. The 
experience of measurements in Russia»: “The relationship of households 
and paid services is one of the indicators of well-being and, at the same 
time, an indicator of the country’s economic development. Evaluation 
of the time consumed for domestic work can be gotten from the fact 
that household saves material and financial resources, but increases the 
cost of living labor at home work. This leads to negative changes in the 
structure of the population time budget and is the main characteristic 
of the dynamics of level and quality of life.

Reducing the time consuming in household means raising “the level 
of technology of production process” through saturation of household 
by electrical appliances and goods brought to the high-readiness to 
consume, or refusing from the production of domestic work directly 
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by its members, and getting similar services from the specialized 
enterprises or hired servants”.

The problem of women performing a significant amount of unpaid 
household work, often in addition to “normal” work at enterprises or at 
services is general in the whole world. In the Western economics, we 
have the concept of “unpaid domestic work”, but the role of women 
in Moldovan household is underestimated. Nobody counts how much 
costs the labor of Moldovan housewives, but it would not supposedly 
be lower than in Western countries. Moreover, according to the official 
statistics of the Republic of Moldova [6], the many Moldovan families 
have no vacuum cleaners, washing machines, dishwashers and other 
appliances that greatly facilitates work at home (see Table 1).

Table 1
Households equipment with durable goods, by area 

(in percent to total number of households) 

19
99

20
00

20
01

20
02

20
03

20
04

20
05

20
06

total
Washing ma-
chines 47.4 46.9 46.5 47.1 45.8 44.9 44.9 55.8

Vacuum cleaners 26.2 25.3 24.5 24.4 24.8 25.8 28.7 40.8

urban area
Washing ma-
chines 63.9 63.2 58.2 60.9 56.7 56.9 54.8 68.5

Vacuum cleaners 50.1 49.4 45.2 46.0 45.4 47.2 51.4 63.8

Rural area
Washing ma-
chines 36.3 36.0 38.7 38.0 38.6 37.1 38.4 46.3

Vacuum cleaners 10.1 9.3 10.5 10.1 11.2 11.7 13.7 23.6

To confirm the aforesaid, look at this table, e.g., for major household 
appliances such as washing machines, which is characteristic assistant 
playing a significant role in reducing women’s burden in the household. 
The table shows that the rate of Moldovan households with washing 
machine changed from 47.4% (1999) to 55.8% (2006). It is interesting 
to note that in urban areas in 2006 washing machines were in 68.5% 
of households, while in rural areas only in 46.3%.
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Even in the technically and food-secure Western countries it is 
believed that the woman who brings up the child, erases, cleans, buys 
and prepares food for own family, works out a full-time working day. 
Moldovan woman has much fewer opportunities and resources and does 
the same but mostly after her eight hours working day. 

Until 1992 the Republic of Moldova was part of the USSR. The 
labor activity outside the household for women were economically 
justified because earnings were higher than costs associated with the 
movement to the place of work, meals outside of home, spending more 
for clothing and footwear, as well as the cost of upbringing and education 
of children and household maintenance, services, etc. 

Between 1992 and 1999, especially in the first 3-4 years, as well 
as after the August 1998, a sharp increase in consumer prices and low 
irregularly paid wages made for a large part of Moldovan households 
more profitable naturalization of household labor and refusing of 
marketing their own labor force.

Targeting of Moldovan families on home-made food that prevailed 
until 1992 even more intensified with the liberalization of prices 
because of the forced ignoring by most households of this possible 
but expensive service. Moreover, most workers refused to use public 
nutrition in the workplace, which objectively increased the time for 
this type of household work. Similarly, Moldovan households reacted 
to price liberalization and in the interaction with the consumer services, 
mainly in those segments, which are provide works easily performed by 
members of households and not requiring specialized knowledge and 
equipment. A. Pigou [7] says that demand for the services performed 
by domestic servants is extremely elastic as “home owner, if necessary, 
could perform such work independently”. Thus, enterprises providing 
household services and offering home works belong to the sector that 
is the most dependent on the overall economic situation in the country 
and suffers in periods of depression.

We should also note that before and after 1992 the labor in Moldovan 
household had its own characteristics compared with Western countries 
(largely historical). Availability of utility garden plots, a considerable 
amount of agricultural work, a large amount of conservation at home 
even in the absence of garden plots are the main peculiarities.

In the recent years the situation with development of domestic 
service begins to change but still remains far from Western standards in 
this area. The number of unpaid household works, which the Moldovan 
woman perform today has not yet been calculated, since there is no 
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techniques for such assessments and calculations. Even adding to GDP 
of the part, which is created at utility holdings, will not provide an 
accurate picture. Women have to perform far more work than in their 
own garden.

Currently the statistics in Moldova does not take into account the 
added value formed at household labor. Moldovan National Bureau 
of Statistics is preparing for a timing in the households of Moldova, 
which presumably would begin in 2010. Now the study of foreign 
techniques and tools in this field is performed to use them to record of 
time and work in the household in our country. Using these data it will 
be possible to calculate the cost of housewives’ labor in Moldova to 
assess the real state of women. 

Thus, wages of Moldovan housewives can be calculated on the 
one hand on the basis of hourly wage for workers of different areas of 
services, such as: homemaker, nurse, nanny or governess, personal chef, 
washerwoman, family driver, etc. It is necessary to keep in mind that 
payment for these services is significantly lower in Moldova than in 
foreign countries. On the other hand, it can be calculated using family’s 
time budget multiplied by the tariff rate for the 1st qualification level, 
or the minimum salary in Moldova.

Table 2 gives the data from the Moldavian Soviet Socialist 
Republic, based on the selective survey of 51 thousand families of 
industry, office, and collective farm workers and employees aged 12 
years and older, conducted in March, 1985 by the State Statistical 
Committee of the USSR [8], as well as the family time budget survey 
conducted by author of the article in Moldova in 2008. The latter was 
carried out with the participation of 878 respondents (446 women and 
432 men) aged from 18 to 59 years.

As the table 2 shows, the time spent at householding is the time 
for work at the house (cooking, caring for rooms, laundry, etc.) and 
for purchasing goods and services. The survey revealed that the daily 
time expenditure by working women in the householding is essentially 
dependent on the number of children in the family.

The comparative analysis of time expenditures in householding 
shows that the greatest share of time in the past and in the present time 
is presented by cooking at home. It is resulted, on the one hand, from 
limited financial possibilities of population, and, on the other hand, 
from insufficiently developed public catering system. It should be noted 
that the time of care for clothing and linen for the family is one of the 
reserves of saving money by spending more time. Regarding the time 
to buy household goods and receiving services, it may be noted that in 
the past most of the time was spent in queues whilst today it is spent 
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in searching for cheaper goods and services because of the variety in 
prices at traders.

Table 2
time allocation of the working family members at household  

which were surveyed in moldova  
(average per day, hours-minutes)

Time costs

1985 год 2008 год
Urban areas Rural areas Urban areas Rural areas

Total time 
(on the domestic work 
+ on the purchase 
of goods and services)

1-17 2-58 1-16 4-18 1-31 3-17 1-25 4-38

includes:

On the domestic work 1-01 2-26 1-00 3-45 0-56 2-35 1-05 4-08

includes:

cooking, washing dishes 0-17 1-24 0-12 1-40 0-10 1-30 0-09 1-45

caring for space, 
furniture, appliances 0-11 0-16 0-09 0-34 0-05 0-15 0-07 0-40

laundry, sewing, 
care of clothing, 
linen, footwear

0-06 0-24 0-11 0-56 0-10 0-20 0-10 1-00

child care 0-18 0-20 0-07 0-26 0-23 0-25 0-19 0-28

other types 
of domestic labour 0-09 0-02 0-21 0-09 0-08 0-05 0-20 0-15

On the purchase 
of goods and services 0-16 0-32 0-16 0-33 0-35 0-42 0-20 0-30

According to final data of Table 2, in 2008 the time Moldovan 
women spent for the householding in the city amounted to 3 hours 
17 minutes (that is, 3.28 hours), and in the countryside to 4 hours 38 
minutes (that is, 4.63 hours).

According to the Decree of the Government of the Republic 
of Moldova Nr. 152 dated February 19, 2004 “On the tariff rate for 
qualification level I of workers at self-supporting enterprises and for 
the amount of compensations for work under the adverse conditions” 
(Monitorul Oficial Nr. 39-41 dated March 5, 2004): “… to set from 
July 1, 2007 the tariff rate for the qualification level I of workers at 
self-supporting enterprises, regardless of the type of property and 
organizational and legal form, as follows:
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 - for employees of enterprises at the agricultural and forestry 
industries, except for auxiliary staff at the agricultural industry, in the 
amount not less than 4.15 lei per hour, or not less than 700 lei a month, 
calculated from the average working hours of 169 hours per month;

- for self-supporting  enterprises from other industries, in the 
amount not less than 5.33 lei per hour, or not less than 900 lei a month, 
calculated from the average working hours of 169 hours per month.”

Based on this, we get:
3.28 hours * 5.33 = 17.50 lei (1) - for the urban area, 
4.63 hours * 4.15 = 19.22 lei (2) - for rural areas.
Thus, in present for the urban working women value of their labour 

in the household is 17.50 lei a day, and for the rural working women 
it is 19.22 lei per day.

It can be concluded that women spend more time on householding, 
that is, are engaged more time than men in unpaid work. It may be 
child care, care for the elderly, cooking, cleaning, buying goods and 
other household work at home. Thus, unpaid labour becomes a gender 
problem because most of the women contribution is not reflected in 
public accounting and statistics. This creates a false perception that 
women are less active economically, while in reality they are active, 
or that the economic activity of women and men are not equal, though 
women perform about half of productive work and the most part of 
the reproductive labour. This is explained partly to difficulties in the 
delimitation: for example, it is difficult to differentiate the agricultural 
labour of the rural women from their domestic work because both 
include care of animal, plants, cultivation, firewood collection, etc. 
It is very difficult to see a distinction between traditional family 
responsibilities (in agriculture) and domestic production.

The selective survey of the population time budget in Moldova 
shows the inequal gender distribution of time and permit to conclude 
the existence of gender disproportions in society: 

allocation of time reflect national stereotypes on gender roles  �
on housework; 
women bear the primary responsibility for household tasks.  �
Their contribution into unpaid work at their households is 
more than that of men; 
family responsibilities make women less profitable work force  �
and did not allow them to stay on competitive position with 
men at the labour market; 
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unpaid work reduces the leisure time and aggravates the health  �
of women.
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Section iV. 
Economic and social policies for European integration
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CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING EUROpEAN 
fUNDS AbSORpTION IN ROMANIA

Following accession in 2007, Romania is eligible for more than 19 
billion euro of the EU’s structural and cohesion funds. However, open 
questions remain about the Romanian administration’s capacity to 
make use of these huge amounts of money. Romania should focus on 
the absorption of European funds in the upcoming period, which would 
ensure the balanced convergence with the western economies and bring 
benefits to the other sectors.
Fund-absorption, in its deep meaning, does not mean funds distribution, 
throwing money from an airplane or giving money. One does not receive 
money unless one has an absorption capability. Romania is eligible for 
19.7 billion euro of funds from the EU in 2007-2013. A debate is 
emerging on whether the country’s government and companies will 
be able to conduct the necessary projects and make use of the funds 
available from the EU.

The Commission adopted on 14 July 2006 a proposal of five new 
regulations for renewed Structural Instruments. Over the period 2007-
2013, these instruments present about one third of the EU budget. The 
majority of this amount will be spent in less-developed Member

Structural Instruments aim to promote growth-enhancing conditions 
for the Union’s economy and focuses on three objectives: convergence, 
competitiveness and co-operation.

Structural Funds and Cohesion Funds are funds allocated by the 
European Union for two related purposes: support for the poorer regions 
of Europe and support for integrating European infrastructure especially 
in the transport sector. Current programmes run from 1 January 2007 
to 31 December 2013, with € 277 billion budget for Structural Funds, 
and € 70 billion for the Cohesion Fund.
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Regional policy provides support to the member states to achieve 
the cohesion objectives, through the three Structural Funds:

the ERDF �  (European Regional Development Fund), whose 
principal objective is to promote economic and social 
cohesion within the European Union through the reduction of 
imbalances between regions or social groups. The European 
Regional Development Fund (ERDF) will support programmes 
addressing regional development, economic change, enhanced 
competitiveness and territorial co-operation throughout the EU. 
Funding priorities include research, innovation, environmental 
protection and risk prevention, while infrastructure investment 
retains an important role, especially in the least-developed 
regions.
the ESF (European Social Fund � ), the main financial instrument 
allowing the Union to realise the strategic objectives of its 
employment policy. The European Social Fund (ESF) will 
focus on four key areas: increasing adaptability of workers and 
enterprises, enhancing access to employment and participation 
in the labour market, reinforcing social inclusion by combating 
discrimination and facilitating access to the labour market for 
disadvantaged people, and promoting partnership for reform 
in the fields of employment and inclusion.
the Cohesion Fund (CF), �  which contributes to interventions 
in the field of the environment and trans-European transport 
networks. The Cohesion Fund funding is for Member States 
whose gross national income is below 90% of the EU average. 
The Cohesion Fund contributes to interventions in the field 
of the environment and trans-European transport networks. 
It applies to Member States with a Gross National Income 
(GNI) of less than 90% of the Community average, which 
means it covers the new Member States as well as Greece and 
Portugal. Spain will be eligible for the Cohesion Fund on a 
transitional basis.

Other major financial instruments, financing other policies, are:
the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development  �
(EAFRD)
the European Fund for Fisheries (EFF). �

Together with the Common Agricultural Policy, the structural and 
cohesion funds make up the great bulk of EU funding, and the majority 
of total EU spending.
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For 2007-2013, new objectives have been defined, with a total 
budget amounting to €347.41 billion in current prices:

Convergence Objective (Formerly Objective 1) - This objective 
covers regions whose GDP per capita is below 75% of the EU average 
and aims at accelerating their economic development. It is financed by 
the European Regional Development Fund, the European Social Fund 
and the Cohesion Fund. The priorities under this objective are human 
and physical capital, innovation, knowledge society, environment and 
administrative efficiency. The budget allocated to this instrument is € 
282.855 billion in current prices. The outermost regions benefit from 
a special ERDF funding.

Regional Competitiveness and Employment Objective (Formerly 
Objective 2) - This objective covers all regions of the EU territory, 
except those already covered by the Convergence Objective. It aims at 
reinforcing competitiveness, employment and attractiveness of these 
regions. Innovation, the promotion of entrepreneurship and environment 
protection are the main themes of this objective. The funding – €54.965 
billion in current prices – comes from the ERDF and the ESF.

Territorial Cooperation Objective (Formerly Objective 3) - This 
objective builds upon the Interreg initiatives of the previous years, which 
were originally planned to be fully incorporated into the main objectives 
of the structural funds. Financed by the European Regional Development 
Fund – 7.75 billion euro – its aim is to promote cooperation between 
European regions, as well as the development of common solutions 
for issues such as urban, rural and coastal development, economic 
development and environment management. This objective is divided 
in 3 strands:

cross-border cooperation  �
transnational cooperation  �
interregional cooperation.  �

Romania should focus on the absorption of European funds in the 
upcoming period, which would ensure the balanced convergence with 
the western economies and bring benefits to the other sectors.

Romanians should understand the term of absorption and 
acknowledge the European Union does not just give money and the 
funds must be attracted through projects. Fund-absorption, in its deep 
meaning, does not mean funds distribution, throwing money from an 
airplane or giving money. One does not receive money unless one 
has an absorption capability. Because the term of absorption has not 
been completely understood in Romania, funds-euphoria could create 
problems.
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table no.1. european funds absorption in Romania for 2007

european funds Allocated
mill. euR

Attracted
mill. euR

Absorption 
rate (%)

total Structural and Cohesion 
Funds
- The European Regional Develop-
ment Fund
- The Cohesion Fund
- The European Social Fund

1.27
0.60
0.44
0.23

0.41
0.18
0.16
0.07

32.3
30.0
36.4
30.4

total european Fund for Agri-
culture and Rural Development
- The European Agricultural Fund 
for Rural Development
- The European Fund for Fishing

0.76

0.74

0.02

0.03

0.01

0.02

3.9

1.3

100.0

total 2.03 0.44 21.7

Figure no.1. european funds absorption in Romania for 2007

Romania is currently paying more into the EU budget than it can access 
in European funds, which is a sign of major economic imbalance. 

The European Funds are not being given to Romania, they must be 
accessed. Romania was entitled to € 2 billion in EU funds in 2007, of 
which it attracted only € 440 million, or 21.7 % of the entire amount made 
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available by the European Union, and in a single field alone did the 
country access all the funds, namely the European fund for fishing.

table no.2. european funds absorption in some eu countries
(in accession year) - % -

Country absorption rate (%)
Net position 

regarding eu 
budget

Czech Republic (2004) 41.5 0.18

Poland (2004) 42.8 0.19

Slovakia (2004) 41.6 0.24
Hungary (2004) 42.9 0.38
Romania (2007) 21.7 -0.36

Figure no.2. european funds absorption in some eu countries
(in accession year)

Of the overall funds for agriculture and rural development, 
only 3 % were accessed. As far as regional development and 
social funds are concerned, the degree of access was about 30%, 
which is relatively low.

Romania should strive to increase European Union funds 
absorption, which is well below the country’s yearly contribution 
to the union’s budget.

In 2007, the European Union granted its newest member 
Romania € 2 billion in funds, but the country only managed to 
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absorb 21.7%, while on the other hand it contributed € 1 billion 
to the EU’s budget.

Among solutions for the poor EU funds absorption is a sturdy 
annual economic growth of around 5% in the next few years, co-
financing of 1% of the country’s gross domestic product while 
keeping the budget gap within the EU’s imposed deficit limit and 
enhanced local administration efficiency.

Romania will absorb €2.5 billion in European funds in 2008, 
of which €1.5 billion will be post accession funds.

The Rural Development Program will absorb € 987 million. 
The situation is better than last year, when €1.3 billion were 
granted, and no funds were spent.

The most important projects this year are for the environment 
and transportation.

Regarding green energy, the total amount allocated by the 
EU for the 2007-2013 period for Romania is € 223 million. The 
most significant investments will be made by large companies 
and companies in the energy sector, such as electricity and natural 
gas transporters.

The program to increase economic competitiveness will 
benefit from €3 billion in that period, and will focus on the 
development of small and medium-sized companies, research and 
development, information technology, and energy.

table no.3. european funds allocated to Romania
in 2007-2013

- billion euro -

european funds 20
07

20
08

20
09

20
10

20
11

20
12

20
13

to
ta

l

total Structural and Cohe-
sion Funds
- The European Regional 
Development Fund
- The Cohesion Fund
- The European Social Fund

1.27

0.60

0.44
0.23

1.86

0.86

0.64
0.36

2.51

1.16

0.86
0.49

3.03

1.42

1.03
0.58

3.27

1.53

1.11
0.63

3.51

1.63

1.19
0.69

3.77

1.79

1.28
0.70

19.22

8.98

6.55
3.68

total european Fund for 
Agriculture and Rural 
Development
- The European Agricultural 
Fund for Rural Development
- The European Fund for 
Fishing

0.76

0.74

0.02

1.04

1.02

0.02

1.35

1.32

0.03

1.27

1.24

0.03

1.27

1.23

0.04

1.28

1.24

0.04

1.28

1.23

0.05

8.25

8.02

0.23

total 2.03 2.90 3.86 4.30 4.54 4.79 5.05 27.47
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Figure no.3. the structure of the european funds 2007-2013
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REAL CONVERGENCE IN EUROpEAN UNION

In the last three years the European Union has succeeded in integrating twelve 
new members. EU declares that “enlargement is one of the EU’s most powerful 
policy tools”. After one year from Romania and Bulgaria’s accession, the main 
challenge is now to reduce the gap between the New Member States and EU 
15, and this could be possible only by achieving nominal and real convergence. 
This study is focused on real convergence and its determinants. Our aim is to 
propose a composite index that measures real convergence. This index is based 
on some traditional views and measures (income, productivity, employment) but 
also includes some other issues like competitiveness and knowledge society. We 
have four areas of interest - economic growth, efficiency, competitiveness and 
information society - and for these four areas we determine the gap between 
Old and New Member States and we are suggesting some policy measures to 
reduce this gap. 

introduction
The convergence experience in central, eastern and south eastern 

countries has been a key issue for several years. The period of pre-
accession was a period of evaluation, when candidate countries were 
analysed from a lot of points of view. Their evolution from the real 
convergence point of view can be summarized as follows (Smaghi, 
2007): following output losses during the early 1990s, all countries in 
this region have seen a strong recovering process; the recovery resulted 
in convergence towards the real income per capita level in euro area; 
the timing and speed of convergence has varied, reflecting differences 
in political stability and progress in structural reforms; total factor pro-
ductivity has been the main driver of growth and convergence across 
the region.

After 2007 enlargement, with Romania and Bulgaria joining the 
European Union, the convergence issue became more important. The 
standard growth theory says that countries with relatively low per capita 
income grow faster. But, there are studies (Barro, 1991; Barro and Sala-
i-Martin, 1992, Keefer and Knack, 1997) that show that convergence 
hypothesis fails empirically for the world as a whole. The question is 
if the “club convergence” or conditional convergence hypothesis is 
verified for the new member states of European Union. There are some 
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studies that find evidence of convergence in East European countries, 
and find the aquis communitaire as a structural factor of convergence 
(Martin, R. 2003). This idea is sustained by Caplan’s study (Caplan, 
B., 2002): convergence hypothesis at global level fails because of 
“bad policies” in poor countries. In their attempt to do the next step 
from accession to integration in European Economy, and also trying to 
accomplish the nominal convergence criteria established through the 
Maastricht Treaty, all 12 countries will try to have “good economic 
policies”, to have good results in real convergence. 

In this paper we want to surprise the main three dimensions of real 
convergence: theory, empirical study and key policy challenges. 

Real convergence in GDP per capita, labour productivity and 
employment rate: empirical evidence 

The interest in real convergence became more intense in the 
economic literature due to the European Union enlargement. The 
nominal convergence is well defined and became a measurable 
dimension of the economy through the Maastricht nominal convergence 
criteria. Real convergence is one of the most important objectives for 
all East-European countries because of the necessity of catching-up 
process, before and after accession into the European Union. Romania 
and Bulgaria, the newest members of UE feel this necessity stronger.

The research on convergence shows that there are a lot of different 
ways to study convergence (Islam, N., 2003):

convergence within an economy vs. convergence across  �
economies;
convergence in terms of growth rate vs. convergence in terms  �
of income level;
beta (β) convergence vs. sigma (σ) convergence; �
unconditional (absolute) convergence vs. conditional  �
convergence;
global convergence vs. local or club convergence; �
income convergence vs.  total  factor productivity  �
convergence;
deterministic convergence vs. stochastic convergence.  �

In this paper we study convergence across European Union 
economies, using Eurostat database. Beta (β) convergence is about 
convergence in growth rate and income level. The main hypothesis is 
that the poorer economies tend to grow faster than the wealthier ones. 
Sigma (σ) convergence means that during the convergence process the 
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income levels of countries tend to converge, especially if the initial 
conditions are very similar. Empirical studies results at global level are 
from different reasons rather contradictory in verifying this hypothesis, 
but at European level the convergence is a reality. Focusing on real 
convergence between EU members, we study local convergence, so 
called club convergence and not the global convergence. We can’t talk 
about β or σ convergence, because we have selected a set of indicators 
that we considered important for the state of convergence and also for 
“catching-up” chances of East – European countries vs. EU medium 
level. 

As we see convergence mostly like a catching up process, in our 
empirical study we divided the EU countries in two categories: those 
which GDP per capita in 1997 is bigger than EU 27 medium level and 
those which GDP per capita in 1997 is lower than EU 27 medium level. 
As we can see in table 1, there were 15 countries below the EU27 GDP 
per capita in 1997 and Spain is the only one that reached a level over 
100% in 2007. Not surprisingly, we find in this category the twelve 
New Member States and three of the “cohesion countries” – Spain, 
Portugal and Greece. 

Real convergence in GDP per capita. The enlargement of EU has 
a positive impact on the growth of both new and old member states as a 
result of a large scale integrated economy. Because of that, we choose to 
study evolution of GDPpc (PPS) as a percentage of European average.  
We determined the speed of convergence as a medium percent caught 
up in one year, relatively to EU27 average. 

We find that Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania became closer to EU 27 
average with 3,05%, 2,27% and 2,18% every year. Spain is not very well 
covered by this formula, because from 2002 is over EU27 average, so 
they have a “positive gap” and a “negative gap” in this period. There is 
no strong correlation between the initial gap and the rhythm of catching 
– up, but we can see a positive relationship between these: bigger gap 
means bigger speed of convergence (correlation 0,55 between GDP gap 
1997 and the average percent recovered every year).

Romania and Bulgaria have the lowest GDP per capita in EU and 
the convergence is for them a real challenge. After 2004 many of the 
New Member States have registered an acceleration of convergence 
speed. We have to see if that will happen with Romania and Bulgaria. 
Slovenia, Cyprus and Malta – countries that adopted euro in 2007 and 
2008 (so they have reached nominal convergence) have high level 
of GDP per capita (8,4; 7,4; 22,6 below UE27), but their speed of 
convergence is not very high.
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Table 1. 
gDP per capita (PPS) gap for selected eu 

countries 1997 – 2007 (eu 27 = 100)

1997 2000 2004 2007
Speed of convergence

 (% catch-up every 
year)

Estonia 58 55,2 43 27,5 3,05
Latvia 65,3 63,1 54,2 42,6 2,27
Lithuania 61,7 60,6 49,4 39,9 2,18
Slovakia 48,5 49,7 42,7 32,2 1,63
Romania 74,7 74 65,9 59,6 1,51
Slovenia 23 21,1 14,6 8,4 1,46
Greece 15,1 15,6 6 1,4 1,37
Hungary 48,3 43,7 36,6 35,9 1,24
Bulgaria 73,5 72,1 66,1 61,7 1,18
Spain 6,4 2,3 -1,4 -4,7 1,11
Czech Republic 26,8 31,3 24,6 18,8 0,8
Poland 53,1 51,6 49,2 45,3 0,78
Cyprus 13,8 10,9 9,4 7,4 0,64
Portugal 23,6 21,7 25,1 25,9 -0,23
Malta 19,2 16 23,1 22,6 -0,34

Source: own calculation based on Eurostat database

Figure 1. gDP per capita gap (% of eu gDP per capita)
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Although they are over EU27 GDP per capita, Denmark, Austria, 
Belgium, Germany, Italy and France have reached poorer levels in 2007 
comparing to 1997.  

Table 2. 
gDP per capita (PPS) for selected eu 
countries 1997 – 2007 (eu 27 = 100)

 1997 2000 2004 2007
UE 27 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0  

Luxembourg 215,4 244,7 253,6 284,6  
Denmark 133,7 132,1 126,1 124,8  
Austria 133,0 133,7 129,0 128,5  
Netherlands 127,5 134,8 129,7 131,8  
Belgium 126,1 126,4 121,2  120,1  
Germany 124,8 118,9 116,8 114,6  
Sweden 123,9 127,2 125,2 124,1  
Italy 119,5 117,3 107,1 101,6  
United Kingdom 116,6 117,3 122,2 118,6  
Ireland 115,3 131,2 142,1 146,5  
France 115,1 115,8 110,5 109,9  
Finland 111,1 117,7 116,7 119,0  

Source: Eurostat 2008 
We find some differences in our results comparing other studies on 

convergence for the same period. Varblane and Vahter (2005) obtained 
higher values for σ convergence (10,98 for countries in Luxembourg 
group and 9,06 for countries in Helsinki group). The difference is gen-
erated by our way to determine the speed of convergence: using EU 27 
average GDP per capita this became a relative speed and not an absolute 
one, like σ convergence. We consider it more relevant, regarding our way 
to understand the convergence problem, as a necessity to reduce the gap 
between Old Member States and New Member States. Integration means 
homogenous economies and converging levels of development. 

Real convergence as labour productivity per person employed. The 
debate about the determinants of real convergence and growth is very 
old. The total factor productivity and labour productivity are considered 
the “driving forces” of European Union growth. Almost all studies 
about real convergence focus on labour productivity, as a measure of 
efficiency. We have expressed labour productivity as a percent of EU27 
average and we have calculated the speed of convergence in labour 
productivity for the 15 countries mentioned above. 
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Table 3. 
labour productivity per person employed for selected eu 

countries 1997 – 2007 (eu 27 = 100)

1997 2000 2004 2007 Speed of convergence
(% per year)

Estonia 39,9 46,6 56,9 68,3 3,40
Romania 24,9 29,3 34,4 40,6 2,79
Poland 49,6 55,3 61,6 61,7 2,70
Slovakia 54,5 58,1 65,7 75,7 2,52
Lithuania 38,1 42,8 53,4 60,3 2,22
Latvia 35,6 40,1 46 53 1,93
Slovenia 72,5 75,2 81 86,8 1,87
Czech Republic 60,6 61,9 68,2 73 1,60
Greece 99,3 93,9 101,9 105,5 1,37
Hungary 61,7 64,8 72,3 74,5 1,05
Bulgaria 29,2 30,5 33,8 35,8 0,79
Portugal 68,2 69 67,3 68,9 0,13
Malta 90,1 97 89,8 90,2 0,02
Cyprus 80,8 85,2 83 85,4 -0,25
Spain 108,5 103,9 102,4 102,8 -0,53

Source: own calculation based on Eurostat database

Figure 2. labour productivity per person employed 
for selected eu countries 1997 – 2007 

Labour productivity per person employed is determined as GDP 
in Purchasing Power Standards (PPS) per person employed relative to 
EU27. There isn’t any distinction between full - time and part – time 
employment. 
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We find some differences between the speed of convergence of 
GDP per capita and the speed of convergence in labour productivity. 
Baltic States, Slovakia and Romania are represented in both cases, but 
we find Spain recovering well in GDP per capita and with a relative 
depreciation of productivity level. 

Real convergence in employment rate. Real convergence means 
also social inclusion, employment and occupational welfare. For the 
selected countries convergence in employment rate with EU27 level 
was a real challenge during 1997-2006. We faced some methodological 
problems in calculating speed of convergence in the employment rate, 
because of the lack of data for some of the countries. Our set of data 
is presented in Table 4. 

The loss in employment rate for 9 from 15 countries in this period, 
comparing to EU27 average has a lot of causes. In late 1990s most 
East- European countries haven’t finished their reforms. The transition 
means social costs for these countries and lower employment rates. 
Some recovering can be seen after 2004. 

3. Real Convergence index – a measure of real convergence and a 
tool for economic policies

There are some convergence indexes determined in the economic 
literature. For example, DCEI  proposed by Deka Bank – Converging 
Europe Indicator or convergence indicator proposed by Deutsche 
Bank. DCEI covers four categories of variables regarding monetary 
convergence (inflation rate, long term interest rate, nominal exchange 
rate, financial intermediation), fiscal convergence (budgetary deficit, 
public debt, external debt), real convergence (GDP per capita, 
contribution of agriculture to GDP, unemployment rate, EU  share 
in exports and imports), institutional convergence (BERD indicators 
of transition, aquis communautaire). Deutsche Bank indicator covers 
mainly the same sectors, emphasizing the external equilibrium of 
transition economies: real economy (GDP per capita, agriculture share in 
GDP, unemployment rate, private sector share in GDP, investment rate, 
GDP growth rate, productivity growth rate), institutions’ quality (legal 
framework, governance, banking sector, trade liberalization, exchange 
rate), external sector and monetary and fiscal conditions. 

In order to study Romania’s economy real convergence with 
the medium level of EU 27 we focus on a set of critical points: GDP 
per capita, labor force productivity, employment, energetic intensity, 
competitiveness, information society. We choose to express GDP per 
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capita, employment rate and labor force productivity as percent from 
the UE27 level. 

Real Convergence Index is constructed as an economic policy tool 
in the attempt to reach convergence. This index was created starting from 
the economic challenges of Romania and Europe. These are: sustainable 
development, information society and competitiveness. Our selection of 
indicators covers also traditional indicators of real convergence: GDP 
per capita, productivity and employment. 

Figure 3. employment rate in selected countries (1997 - 2006)

Table 5.
Real Convergence Index – Romania 2006

 

Romania EU 27
Romania 

(% from EU 27)

GDP per capita - - 38,9
Labor force productivity - - 39.2
Employment rate 58.8 64.5 91,16
Energetic intensity 1164,89 208,05 559,99
Energetic efficiency 1/1164,89 1/208,5 17,86
Global competitiveness index 3,97 4,74 83,73
Information society index 3,59 4,73 75,89

Source: own calculations based on Eurostat database and World Competitiveness Report 2006-2007
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Figura 4. Real Convergence Hexagon-Romania

In this study we did not search for any causality relationship be-
tween the variables, but we want to do this in future studies. It became 
obvious for Romania that structural changes have to be made in order 
to improve the energetic efficiency of the economy. Energetic inten-
sity is determined as a ratio between the gross inland consumption of 
energy and GDP for a year. Gross inland consumption is measured in 
kgoe (kilogram of oil equivalent) and GDP in 1000 EUR, this ratio is 
measured in kgoe per 1000 EUR. In 10 years Romania has managed 
to reduce it from 1724, 26 to 1164, 89 but the average level for EU 
27 is 208,05. Countries with the same energetic intensity problem are 
Bulgaria (1582,41), Estonia (966,92), Lithuania (949,13), Slovakia 
(868,59), Czech Republic (823,38).

Table 6. 
Real Convergence Index for selected countries – 2006
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Spain 105,1 103,2 100,47 94,9 98,31 94,92 99,48
Greece 97,4 104 94,57 87,95 86 88,58 93,08
Cyprus 92,1 84,9 107,91 84,25 89,24 90,48 91,48
Slovenia 88 84,1 103,26 64,91 94,51 93,86 88,11
Portugal 74,6 68,4 105,27 86,17 94,51 98,09 87,84
Malta 77 90,3 84,96 77,08 88,81 92,6 85,13
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Czech 
Republic 78,7 70,8 101,24 25,26 96,62 95,77 78,07

Estonia 68,5 64,4 105,58 21,51 99,99 104,22 77,37
Hungary 65 74,6 88,84 38,27 91,77 93,02 75,25
Slovakia 63,8 71,8 92,09 23,95 93,88 92,6 73,02
Latvia 54,2 51,4 102,79 32,26 93,03 89,85 70,59
Lithuania 56,2 57,2 98,6 21,92 94,72 91,12 69,96
Poland 52,5 61,1 84,5 35,58 90,29 79,49 67,24
Romania 38,9 39,2 91,16 17,86 83,73 75,89 57,79
Bulgaria 36,8 34,9 90,85 13,14 82,91 69,97 54,76

Source: own calculation based on Eurostat database

Conclusions 
The conclusions of this paper cover two different areas:  empirical 

study of convergence in EU and the Real Convergence Index.
The empirical study was conducted considering 15 countries (Spain, 

Portugal, Greece and 12 new member states). Although there is no strong 
correlation between the initial gaps and the speed of convergence, the 
club convergence hypothesis has been confirmed. Using EU27 GDP 
per capita as a reference allowed to determine the relative speed of 
convergence. The values we reached were between: 3.05 and -0.34 for 
GDP per capita, 3,40 and -0,53 for the labour productivity per person 
, 3,35 and -4,25 for the employment rate.  

Considering the Real Convergence Index values between 78,07 
and 54,76 the New Member States which are not EMU members yet 
and have as an objective the nominal convergence, have to be able to 
handle the challenges in order to reach real convergence.
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ThE ECONOMIC AND MONETARy UNION AND 
ITS IMpACTS ON EUROpE’S ECONOMIES  

This paper reviews the experience of the first decade of Economic 
and Monetary Union and the euro in historical perspective. With the 
establishment of Economic and Monetary Union (EMU), the EU has 
made an important step towards completing the internal market. The 
essay analyses the impacts that the Economic and Monetary Union has 
had in Europe, focusing on the income distribution, economic growth, 
employment, trade, foreign direct investments and tax system. The EMU 
is providing an environment of economic and monetary stability all over 
Europe which is favourable to sustainable growth and job creation, and 
the single currency has done away with disruptions caused by sharp 
movements in the exchange rates of the former national currencies. 

1. creation of the economic and Monetary union 
The Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) represents a major 

step in the integration of EU economies. It involves the coordination of 
economic and fiscal policies, a common monetary policy and a common 
currency, the euro. Whilst all 27 EU Member States take part in the 
economic union, some countries have taken integration further and 
adopted the euro. Together, these countries make up the euro area.

The first attempt to create an economic and monetary union was 
described in the Werner Report of 1970, which envisaged three stages to 
be completed by 1980. However, these first plans for an economic and 
monetary union were never realised amid the considerable international 
currency unrest after the collapse of the Bretton Woods system in the 
early 1970s, and the international recession in the wake of the first oil 
crisis in 1973.

To counter this instability, the then nine Member States of the EEC 
created the European Monetary System (EMS) in 1979. Its main feature 
was the exchange rate mechanism (ERM), which introduced fixed but 
adjustable exchange rates among the currencies of the nine countries.

In the second half of the 1980s the idea of an economic and 
monetary union was revived in the Single European Act of 1986, 
which created a single market. But it was realised that the full benefits 
of a single market could only be reaped with the introduction of a 
single currency for the participating countries. In 1988 the European 
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Council instructed the Delors Committee to examine ways of realising 
Economic and Monetary Union (EMU). The 1989 Delors Report led to 
the negotiations for the Treaty on European Union, which established 
the European Union (EU) and amended the Treaty establishing the 
European Community. It was signed in Maastricht in February 1992 
(so it is sometimes called the Maastricht Treaty) and entered into force 
on 1 November 1993.

Progress towards EMU in Europe took place in three stages. Stage 
One (1990–1993) was characterised mainly by the full achievement 
of a single European market through the dismantling of all internal 
barriers to the free movement of persons, goods, capital and services 
within Europe. Stage Two (1994–1998) started with the creation of 
the European Monetary Institute, and was dedicated to the technical 
preparations for the single currency, the avoidance of excessive deficits, 
and enhanced convergence of the economic and monetary policies of the 
Member States (to ensure stability of prices and sound public finances). 
Stage Three began on 1 January 1999 with the irrevocable fixing of 
exchange rates, the transfer of monetary policy competence to the ECB 
and the introduction of the euro as the single currency. On 1 January 
2002 euro banknotes and coins became legal tender in the participating 
countries and by the end of February 2002 national banknotes and coins 
ceased to be legal tender.

2. The Emu impacts on income distribution 
Monetary union’s main consequence is the removal of independent 

macroeconomic policy tools from the member countries. By renouncing 
its own currency and monetary policy, countries can no longer conduct 
an independent monetary policy, and exchange rates cease to affect 
competitiveness.

To the extent that the Growth and Stability pact is a binding 
constraint, fiscal policy instruments are also less than fully available 
under EMU. As discussed in more detail by Sapir et al (2004), 
macroeconomic policies can stabilise an economy in the face of 
imperfectly co-ordinated savings and investment decisions and 
imperfectly flexible price and wage arrangements. The same fiscal 
and monetary instruments that can be useful in that context, however, 
can also generate and propagate aggregate shocks if used in pursuit of 
objectives different from macroeconomic stability, and can precipitate 
crises if implemented in unsustainable ways. Monetary union has 
undoubtedly allowed member countries to achieve stability: in some 
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cases by granting previously elusive credibility; in the case of countries 
that already implemented sound macroeconomic policies, by preventing 
spillovers from trading partners’ unstable policies.

Stability can clearly foster growth, in that long-horizon, investment 
and innovation decisions are easier and better informed in a more 
predictable environment. Its relationship with income inequality is less 
obvious. Of course, macroeconomic volatility can influence incomes 
differently across different individuals. Wage and unemployment 
developments are very important determinants of personal income 
inequality, and labour market features, such as the structure of contracting 
and the influence of unions in wage setting, affect distribution as well 
as macroeconomic developments. If nominal prices and wages are 
rigid, for example, foregoing devaluations may require sharper activity 
slowdowns, unemployment increases, and consumption wage reductions 
for the purpose of restoring competitiveness. Credibly ruling out 
devaluation options may however enforce wage moderation at any given 
level of unemployment, while in conditions of poor monetary policy 
credibility wage negotiations would routinely discount devaluation and 
imply real wage rigidity, attempting to shift purchasing power losses 
toward bondholders or to fixed-income earners other than workers.

More generally, it is doubtful that National macroeconomic policy 
and labour market reactions would be able to support favourable income 
dynamics within an integrated economic area. Activity is still less 
regionally specialized in Europe than in a fully integrated economy like 
that of the United States. As economic integration proceeds, however, 
regions and sectors will typically span national borders, blunting 
national monetary and fiscal policies as stabilization tools. When most 
labour market shocks occur at the regional or industry level, the fiscal 
policy independence suppressed by EMU would likely be a source rather 
than a remedy for national economic fluctuations (Darvas, Szapáry, 
and Rose, 2005). And as macroeconomic stability and tight market 
integration calls for wage an employment flexibility in response to 
sector- and regions-level shocks, the coordinated wage bargains that 
proved useful in order to cope with country-specify adjustments to 
shocks may hinder the necessary adjustments, as centralization tends 
to compress wages.

From this market-oriented perspective, EMU does not only deprive 
its member countries’ of macroeconomic policy independence: it also 
opens the way to new market forces and new sources of shocks. 
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Adopting a single currency is also an extremely important step 
towards full integration of microeconomic market interactions. The 
absence of currency risk improves price transparency, reduces the 
extent to which price and wage stickiness may blur relative productivity 
signals, and supports economies of scale in deeper, no longer segmented 
markets for goods, services, and financial products. Wider and deeper 
market integration fosters efficiency both through such direct channels, 
and also by exerting pressure towards efficiency-enhancing reforms, 
which may also be spurred by the absence of devaluation and other 
macroeconomic escape routes towards at least temporarily better 
competitiveness (Belke, Herz, and Vogel, 2007, review the relevant 
theoretical channels and evidence).

3. the eMu impacts on economic growth
The literature has addressed several aspects of the benefits of EMU 

and its contribution to economic growth and employment. The economic 
success or failure of EMU can be judged through its impact on output 
and employment in the participating countries. Two key factors can 
be identified through which EMU can be expected to spur growth and 
employment. One of the most important factors relates to the creation 
of a macroeconomic policy framework conducive to stability. Another 
factor concerns the formation of a large single market where prices 
are denominated in the single currency. The variability of intra-area 
exchange rates was eliminated with the creation of the euro. In the early 
part of the 1990s, exchange rate volatility associated with the Exchange 
Rate Mechanism crisis is thought to have augmented cyclical tensions, 
leading to recession in the Euro Area.

Although the relatively poor economic performance in the Euro 
Area over the past several years has received considerable attention, 
the debate on the culprits of comparatively slow growth and the role 
of common currency is wide open. The European Commission (2004) 
suggested that the disappointing Euro Area growth performance in 
its early years could be viewed as a combination of external shocks 
to the Euro Area and weak domestic demand growth. There were 
identified three major external developments as having significantly 
dented economic growth in the Euro Area since the introduction of 
the single currency. These relate to an oil price hike in 2000, which 
reduced households’ purchasing power; the pronounced correction of 
stock market prices starting in the spring of 2000; and most importantly 
the slump in world trade growth in 2001. However, all these factors 
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affected all OECD countries to varying degrees and therefore cannot 
explain the slowdown in output growth in the Euro Area relative to the 
other major economies. 

In addition, Barrell and Pomerantz (2004) suggest that there is 
only a small impact of higher oil prices on output growth across many 
OECD countries. They note that the impact of oil price increases on 
output depends in part on the oil intensity of production, which has 
fallen at different rates in different countries in the last two decades, 
and is generally low in Europe compared to the non-European OECD 
economies. According to Barrell and Pomerantz (2004) oil price shocks 
should reduce output marginally in the long run as they change the 
OECD’s terms of trade and raise the real interest rate. 

The short run impacts on output can be largely or even completely 
offset by monetary policy makers, but only at the cost of higher 
inflation in the short run and higher prices in the long run. Oil prices 
have continued to rise since the Commission report was published, 
and growth strengthened in most OECD countries during this period, 
which supports the suggestion that high oil prices have little impact 
on output.

Others studies have looked at the role of factor inputs in determining 
the level of growth. Barrell, Guillemineau and Holland (2007) examine 
the largest EU economies and argue that Germany has had weak growth 
in part because labour input has fallen, and this would be difficult 
to attribute to the introduction of the euro. The United Kingdom’s 
higher growth has originated mainly from the business and finance 
sectors, which have benefited from a more rapid diffusion of ICT 
developments than in other countries, while France’s higher growth 
relative to Germany since 1999 comes essentially from the non-tradable 
sectors and from a higher labour input. Neither of these developments 
is thought to be directly related to EMU. Barrell (2007a) suggests that 
the impact of globalisation and trade agreements may account for the 
weak growth in Italy. In the short-term to medium-term, it is possible 
that rising competition associated with trade agreements may have a 
negative effect on growth in some countries if it necessitates a significant 
level of restructuring of the economy, and this appears to have been 
the case in Italy.

Wyplosz (2006) examines the Maastricht convergence criteria, the 
stability and growth pact and monetary policy strategy. He suggests 
that the euro has been a major success, but that there have been many 
secondary problems associated with it. Throughout the 1990s, inflation 
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was cut significantly in the UK, US and ‘Big Four’ Euro Area economies 
(France, Germany, Italy and Spain). However, whereas GDP growth 
rose and unemployment fell in both the UK and the US, in the major 
Euro Area economies GDP growth fell and unemployment remained 
very high. Wyplosz suggests that the run up to the introduction of the 
euro and the one-size-fits-all Maastricht convergence criteria are partly 
responsible for slow output growth in the Euro Area. He argues that 
the strong performance of both the US and the UK after 1992 followed 
from reasons which are unrelated to their location outside the Euro Area. 
The US had a surge in labour productivity growth in the mid 1990s, 
driven by ICT investment in the service sector. The rapid decline in 
equilibrium unemployment in the UK in the 1990s was the underlying 
factor behind the UK’s superior performance, supported by a decline in 
unionisation in the private sector and deregulation of the service sector. 
Hence, Wyplosz argues that the weak macroeconomic performance of 
the major Euro Area countries since 1999 relative to the UK and the 
US has little to do with adoption of the single currency. 

Lane (2006) discusses how inflation differentials within the Euro 
Area have been much more persistent as compared to US. He notes 
however, that EMU has led to greater economic integration with 
economic linkages with the rest of the world growing strongly. Lane 
also argues that the elimination of exchange rate uncertainty has boosted 
trade among the member states, which should lead to real convergence 
between members and in turn higher levels of output growth.

According to Lane more liquid and deeper financial markets 
have been created from the emergence of the EMU. Greater financial 
integration supports economic growth, as it facilitates the capacity to 
borrow and lend overseas, which enables individual member countries 
to smooth consumption in the face of temporary shocks to domestic 
income. It also improves the ability to diversify financial risks, reducing 
the exposure of domestic wealth to domestic shocks. 

However, Cappiello et al. (2006) find that whilst the euro has 
enhanced regional financial integration in the Euro Area in both 
equity and bond markets, there are some areas, such as the European 
banking system, in which financial market integration has not yet had 
a significant effect. Financial integration is quite broad as it embraces a 
mixture of financial instruments, a wide array of financial intermediaries, 
and a variety of financial market segments.

Baele et al. (2004) note that the euro has had a visible impact on 
the reorganisation of several segments of European financial markets, 
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such as the money markets. In other segments, the introduction of 
the euro may be starting to contribute to greater depth and liquidity. 
Indeed, the scale of the euro denominated corporate bond market has 
grown rapidly and many equity investors now treat the Euro Area as 
a single entity.

However, there are some effects of financial market integration 
that may enhance heterogeneities inside the Euro Area in the future. 
Kalemli-Ozcan et al. (2003) suggest that higher financial integration 
may lead to more asymmetric macroeconomic fluctuations, with 
economic integration leading to greater risk-sharing opportunities 
through financial market integration.

There is little evidence that income levels in the Euro Area 
have been converging. Indeed, Giannone and Reichlin (2006) show 
that output levels are not converging in Europe, with the exception 
of the remarkable catch-up of Ireland’s output. However, they are 
clearly not diverging either. They suggest that cyclical asymmetries 
among Euro Area countries are relatively small and similar to those 
among US regions. They find that the response of the Euro Area to 
a world shock lags the US and its cycle is more persistent, but less 
volatile. Giannone and Reichlin show that common shocks account 
for the bulk of output fluctuations in the Euro member states. Country 
specific shocks have small but persistent effects, and these, rather than 
heterogeneous responses to common shocks, are the main culprits for 
existing asymmetries among Euro Area countries.

4. the eMu impacts on trade
Even if productivity growth in the euro area has been weak, the 

elimination of exchange rate uncertainty may be expected to boost 
productivity through a number of channels.

Openness to trade and investment enables a country to specialise in 
more efficient production processes, and thus raise the level of output per 
unit of input. It is also plausible that increases in competition brought 
about by the removal of barriers to trade and cross-border investment 
raise productivity. The single market programme is generally found to 
have been instrumental in this regard, but participation in the euro area 
may have provided further impetus.

Trade effects of the single currency are expected to materialise via 
three main channels:

Elimination of transaction costs associated with operating in 
multiple currencies like currency conversion charges, banking fees and 
in-company resources for currency management.
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Elimination of exchange-rate volatility and associated currency risk. 
Although firms can hedge themselves against currency risk, hedging is 
costly and is never complete (Döhring 2008). It forces less productive 
firms, mainly small ones, to stay on their domestic market.

Price transparency, which would increase goods arbitrage between 
countries, enhances competition and, in turn, raises trade flows.

In the run-up to the launch of the single currency, euro-area 
countries’ trade flows, both within the euro area and with the rest of the 
world, increased rapidly. Extra-area trade has increased slightly more 
rapidly than intraeuro-area trade and it is difficult to discern an Euro 
effect. Comparisons between intra- and extraeuro- area trade should, 
however, be interpreted with care. Emerging economies like China, India 
or Brazil have been rapidly integrating into the global economy, boosting 
trade between them and other countries. Additionally, a secular fall in 
transport and communication costs generated the development of new 
forms of trade and production management. It triggered companies to 
break up the production process internationally and ‘offshore’ production 
stages to make a better use of countries’ competitive advantage. This 
so called “unbundling” of the production process (Baldwin 2006a) has 
tended to boost trade between advanced and emerging economies and 
to reduce the relative size of intra-area flows in total euro-area trade. 
The enlargement of the EU created similar opportunities for companies 
based in the Euro area in their proximity.

A positive euro effect on trade is easier observable when restricting 
the analysis to EU countries. Since the late 1990s, trade within the euro 
area has clearly expanded more rapidly than trade between euro-area 
countries and other EU countries. Barring a few exceptions (e.g. Berger 
and Nitsch 2005), this is confirmed in most econometric studies and 
they generally attribute this to the euro. According to recent reviews of 
the literature, the euro has increased trade between euro-area countries 
in a range of 5 to 15% so far and there may be more to come (Baldwin 
2006b, 2008). Importantly, the increase in trade flows between euro-
area countries has not been at the expense of trade with non-euro-area 
countries, pointing to a genuine trade creation effect. Indeed, the better 
allocation of production across euro-area countries made euro-area 
goods more competitive and resulted in increased extra-Euro area 
trade (Flam and Nordstrom 2003, Yi 2003, and Baldwin, Skudelny, 
Taglioni 2005).
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5. The Emu impacts on foreign direct investment
The effect of monetary union on foreign direct investment (FDI) is 

less straightforward. There are also complex interactions between FDI 
and trade. If cross-border transaction costs fall, it may be less urgent 
or profitable to set up production facilities in destination countries, 
reducing “horizontal” FDI. A priori this will entail a concomitant 
increase in trade of final products. On the other hand, if transaction costs 
fall the unbundling of production process becomes more profitable, thus 
raising “vertical” FDI. Trade in intermediate products will also increase 
as a result and this will be largely intra-sector or intra-firm. So, whether 
on balance FDI will be positively or negatively affected by the single 
currency is a purely empirical issue. 

Most studies find a positive euro effect on intraeuro-area FDI flows 
in the range of 14% and 36%. Other studies find a diversion of FDI 
away from non-euro-area EU countries into the euro area. Available 
studies also find a positive effect of the euro on FDI flows between the 
euro area and the rest of the world, both in terms of FDI flows into the 
euro area and of euro-area firms’ investment abroad.

Moreover, a downward trend in the share of intra-euro-area 
mergers and acquisitions in total mergers and acquisitions by euro-area 
companies was reversed after the introduction of the Euro (European 
Commission 2007), suggesting that the euro has had a positive impact 
on mergers and acquisitions activity.

6. The impact on the tax systems in the Emu
The analysis of the theory and evidence in the field shows the 

difficulties to single out some clear links between the introduction of 
the common currency and the evolution of tax system in the Euro area. 
However there are several interesting conclusions that can be drawn.

First, the data show a clear effect of the adjustment to the Maastricth 
criteria on total tax revenue. Countries joining the Eurozone where 
characterized by high fiscal pressure, but their total tax to GDP ratio 
has increased more than other EU and OECD countries after 1992.

Second, most of the concerns that were raised during the build 
up to monetary union did not materialised. In the One Market, One 
Money report the Commission took the view that the main effect of 
Euro on tax system would have operate through the increased mobility 
of capital. In the mid of the ‘90ies the Commission voiced the fear 
that capital mobility was bringing about a shift of the tax burden to the 
less mobile tax base – labour – causing in turn high employment and 
hindering redistribution. The empirical literature has confirmed that the 
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common currency has increased both the mobility of financial a real 
capital, but there is no clear evidence that this has fostered strategic 
interaction among EMU countries and a decline of capital income taxes, 
in particular the corporate income tax. 

However, there are several factors that may have disguised the 
erosion of capital income taxes: income shifting between the personal and 
the corporate tax bases, the privatization process, revenue reallocation 
in countries with large natural resources, changes in organisational 
form associated with ‘demutualisation’. Furthermore, the sensitiveness 
of the trade balance to corporate taxation has increased in the EMU, 
which may be taken as tentative evidence that capital movements to and 
from Euro area countries have become more responsive to the levels of 
corporate taxation. As a consequence, the case for further corporate tax 
coordination in the Eurozone should be taken up seriously.

Finally, the recent experience of the largest EMU countries 
(Germany, France and Italy) suggests that members of the Eurozone are 
looking for changes in the tax mix which may substitute for devaluations 
of the nominal exchange rate in the attempt to stimulate the growth 
without breaching the Growth and Stability Pact.

The prospect that internal devaluations may proliferate in the 
Eurozone raises a number of issues. The first question is whether there 
is the need to limit national autonomy in this field or to coordinate 
the choices of single member States. If the answer is yes, the further 
question is what kind of coordination could minimize the inefficiency of 
strategic interaction allowing a sufficient degree of national autonomy 
in the choice of the tax mix.

From a theoretical perspective, it is quite hard to find a way to 
prevent countries to affect the real exchange rate through taxes. An 
internal devaluation may be achieved in several ways: the necessary 
element is only the cut in taxes which increase the labour cost. However, 
in the limited sample of significant attempts to pursue such a strategy, the 
cut in social security contribution paid by employers has been financed 
mainly through an increase in VAT (e.g. the reform implemented in 
Germany and the debate on social VAT in France). Simple considerations 
can explain such behaviour. From the one hand in recent years many 
Euro countries have failed in any attempt to reduce public expenditure. 
From the other hand, a shift of taxation from employers to employees 
is likely to face a strong political opposition on the equity ground. The 
quest for avoiding competitive internal devaluations, leads therefore 
to analyse the need for further coordination of VAT.
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The Community has been committed to introducing a “definitive 
system” of taxation which eliminates import taxes and export tax 
exemptions in trade between the Member States by taxing goods and 
services in “the Member State of origin” (Bill, 2004). The abolition of 
internal border controls and formalities in 1993, removed one the basis 
of the working of the normal system of destination VAT for intra-EC 
trade and stimulated several proposals for a definitive origin-based VAT 
system (Keen et al, 1996). The large literature which rapidly developed 
on the theme provided clear policy guidelines.

Under the origin principle countries have the incentive to set taxes 
at a level which is inefficiently low. The inefficiency of tax competition 
is larger the wider are the differences in country size. Small countries 
undercut large countries and produce the largest tax externalities. The 
introduction of a minimum tax rate is Pareto improving while the 
welfare effect of harmonization o tax rates is in general ambiguous. 
Following these prescriptions the rules determining the tax base and 
the procedures for tax collection and administration were harmonized 
to some extent (even if there remain significant differences among 
Member States), the range of statutory rates was reduced and minimum 
statutory rates were set. This has resulted in a convergence of statutory 
tax rates, despite differences persist in the efficiency of tax collection 
due to national derogations and exemptions and to the different size of 
the informal economy (Mathis, 2004).

Is this framework is it adequate to deal with the possibility of a 
strategic use of VAT to affect the real exchange rate? The transition to the 
origin principle was never completed and that there are no sign that the 
‘transitional system’ implemented in 1993 is going to be replaced in the 
near future (Bill, 2004, Cnossen, 2002). In practice in the ‘transitional 
system’ the origin principle is applied to individual cross-border 
shopping while the destination principle applies to transactions between 
firms (on a reverse charge basis). Despite the widespread concern that 
cross border shopping may rapidly swell due to the change in regime, the 
more recent evidence suggest that there have been no significant changes 
in cross-border purchasing patterns, nor any significant distortions of 
competition or deflections of trade through disparities in VAT rates 
(Cnossen, 2002). De facto, VAT still adhere to the destination principle 
both in intra- and extra-EU transaction.

The fact that European VAT is, at present, mainly destination-
based, it is crucial for understanding the incentives countries may 
have to manipulate the tax in order to increase competitiveness. Under 
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a destination-based VAT an internal devaluation can be achieved by 
increasing the VAT rate and cutting employer SSC. Under the origin 
principle an increase in VAT rate would raise the price of domestically 
produced commodities relative to the price of imports. Therefore in 
order to achieve a devaluation of the real exchange rate under the origin 
based principle, the VAT rate should be cut and the revenue loss should 
be finance through an increase in taxes on employees.

The predominance of the destination principle both in intra- and 
extra-EU transaction is also fundamental to identify the welfare loss 
due to strategic interaction and possible remedies. To the extent that a 
country succeeds to achieve a welfare improving increase in net exports 
by cutting tax related labour cost and raising destination-based VAT, 
it will inflict a welfare loss to its trading partners. This implies that 
a process of competitive internal devaluation will lead to VAT rates 
which are inefficiently high, rather than too low as in the case of tax 
competition under the origin principle.

Furthermore, if the focus is on the welfare of Eurozone countries, 
the largest damages may be caused by large countries. It is likely 
that a successful internal devaluation by a small country will have a 
negligible impact on the nominal exchange rate between Euro and other 
currencies. As a consequence, the devaluation of the real exchange rate 
will hurt in the same way trading partners in and outside the Eurozone. 
In contrast, when the same policy is implemented by a large country, 
there may be an effect on the nominal exchange rate. To the extent that 
the increase in net exports will trigger an appreciation of Euro with 
respect to the other currencies, Eurozone countries will suffer a greater 
loss of competitiveness.

 
7. Conclusions 

With the establishment of Economic and Monetary Union (EMU), 
the EU has made an important step towards completing the internal 
market. Consumers and firms can easily compare prices and find 
the most competitive suppliers in the euro area. Moreover, EMU is 
providing an environment of economic and monetary stability all over 
Europe which is favourable to sustainable growth and job creation, and 
the single currency has done away with disruptions caused by sharp 
movements in the exchange rates of the former national currencies.

The introduction of euro banknotes and coins on 1 January 2002 
has made travelling simpler within the euro area. Prices for goods and 
services can be compared at a glance and payments can be made with 
the same money in all the countries.
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With the birth of the euro, foreign exchange transaction costs and 
foreign exchange risks were eliminated within the euro area. In the past, 
these costs and risks hindered competition across borders. Increased 
competition makes it more likely that available resources will be used 
in the most efficient way. With a single currency, investment decisions 
are much easier, as fluctuations in the exchange rate can no longer 
influence the return on investment across national borders within the 
euro area.

Before the introduction of the euro, financial markets were, as a 
rule, national in character. Financial instruments, such as government 
bonds and shares were denominated in national currencies. The launch 
of the euro was a major step towards the integration of the financial 
markets in the euro area. It will continue to influence the structure of 
the euro area economy. Evidence of integration can be found, to varying 
degrees, in all parts of the financial structure:

The euro area’s interbank money market is fully integrated.
The euro-denominated bond market is well integrated, deep and 

liquid, and provides a wide choice of investments and funding.
The euro area equity market is increasingly viewed as a single 

market.
Domestic and cross-border mergers and acquisitions have increased 

among banks in the euro area.
The depth and quality of an integrated financial market facilitate the 

financing of economic growth and thereby the creation of jobs. People 
have a broader range of choices for their decisions on savings and 
investments. Companies can tap a very large capital market to finance 
their business and use new financial instruments to protect themselves 
against various financial risks and to enhance the management of their 
investments.
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TRANSNATIONAL CORpORATIONS IN ThE 
wORLD AND MOLDOVAN ECONOMy.

The article contains the description of the development process and 
current trends of transnational corporations in the World economy 
as well as in the Republic of Moldova. Their impact on the home and 
host economies is also shown. The role of corporations in the economic 
growth of the country, trends, and functioning process are shown 
according to the period of 2005 – 2007.

For a long time transnational corporations (TNCs) are dominating 
in the World Economy.

They actively perform on the global scene and became the major force 
of the World Economy. TNCs have turned it into the global industry and 
supported Research and Development (R&D) in all its directions: rising 
of the technical level, improvement of the product quality, increase in the 
effectiveness of manufacture, development of all management forms and 
methods of conducting an enterprise. The role of TNCs in the development 
of the global economy systematically grows from year to year.

Presently transnational corporations are the main actors of the 
international investment flows and the driving force of the international 
industrial development due to the following facts:

They play the main role in the enlargement and development of the 
international investment and innovation market (they are the most active 
ones in searching for areas for investing).

TNCs influence the international corporate exchange by organizing 
international manufacture and realize the expansion process, related to 
the intensification of the direct investment flows.

Corporations assure their high level of sales and growth by increasing 
their share on the markets of development and developing countries.

They effectively maneuver their manufacturing resources in various 
countries.

During the period of 1990 – 2006 the total number of TNCs (parent 
companies) had risen from 37 thousands till 78 thousand companies, 
and of foreign branches and affiliates – from 170 thousands till 780 
thousand companies (see Diagram 1).
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The essence of TNCs’ global domination lies in the investment 
outflows and their effective distribution. It becomes the major factor 
in forming and development of international corporations. Nowadays 
combined foreign investments of all TNCs play a greater role than the 
trade.

In 2006 the global accumulated volume of foreign direct investments 
(FDI) in the amount of 13 trillion dollars (38 % growth) belonged to 78 
thousand corporations, which controlled more than 2/3 of all world trade 
and about 90 % of all FDI. From the total number of TNCs 58 thousand 
parent companies were concentrated in developed countries and about 
20 thousands – in developing and transition economies. [3, p. 12]

Diagram 1 – Growth in the number of tNCs during the period of 
1990 – 2006.

(Thousands).
Source: Elaborated by the author, based on the data from UNCTAD, World Investment Report 
2007. Transnational Corporations, Extractive Industries and Development. New York and 
Geneva, 2007.

Each TNC distributed its manufacturing activity among more than 
six countries. Selling of goods and services by all foreign affiliates 
amounted for almost 19 trillion dollars, while the total volume of 
world trade was about 8 trillion dollars. This proves the fact that in the 
modern situation the international manufacture based on FDI flows 
becomes far more important for promoting goods on foreign markets 
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than international trade. Nowadays more than 10 % of the world GDP 
and about 1/3 of international export operations represent the results 
of the TNCs’ activity. [3, p. 12]

The largest TNCs:
In 2006 the 100 largest non-financial TNCs of the World (less 

than 0.2 % of their total number) controlled about 10 % of all foreign 
assets, 16 % of all accumulated volume of foreign sales, and 13 % of the 
total number of employees in all TNCs. 10 most powerful corporations 
possess approximately 1700 billion dollars, which account for almost 
36 % of all foreign assets of the first 100 TNCs (see Table 1). [3, p. 
24 – 25]

Nowadays they represent huge conglomerates with the activity 
spreading all over the branches of the modern economy and most of 
the regions of the World.

The largest TNCs have the budget exceeding the one of some 
countries.

Almost all large TNCs come from the Triad – three economical 
centres: the USA, European Union, and Japan.

Table 1 – 100 largest non-financial TNCs, 2000 – 2005.

Indicators

Period

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

% 
change 
(2004 / 
2005)

Foreign Assets
Total (billion dollars) 6184 6052 6891 8023 8852 8683 -1,9
Foreign affiliates (bil-
lion dollars) 3113 2958 3317 3993 4728 4732 0,1
Share of foreign affili-
ates in the total number 
(%)

50,4 48,9 48,1 49,8 53,4 54,5 1,1

Sales

Total (billion dollars) 4352 4450 4749 5551 6102 6623 8,5
Foreign affiliates (bil-
lion dollars) 2235 2247 2446 3003 3407 3742 9,8

Share of foreign affili-
ates in the total number 
(%)

51,4 50,5 51,5 54,1 55,8 56,5 0,7
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Indicators

Period

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

% 
change 
(2004 / 
2005)

employment

Total (billion dollars) 1,7

Foreign affiliates (bil-
lion dollars) 7036 7379 8025 8,8

Share of foreign affili-
ates in the total number 
(%)

51,5 51,1 49,1 49,5 49,7 53,1 3,4

Source: Elaborated by the author, based on the data from UNCTAD, World Investment Report 
2007. Transnational Corporations, Extractive Industries and Development. New York and Ge-
neva, 2007.

The data in the Table 1 show that:
There is a significant growth in the foreign assets, sales and 1. 
number of employees in these TNCs, which after a short-term 
stagnation in 2000 – 2001 had renewed and still continues.
TNCs are 2. an important factor of growth and development of 
the host countries.

Analysis of the data of the World’s largest TNCs displays that 
the growth of international flows of goods, services and investments 
(almost 90 %) is activated by TNCs from such developed countries as 
the USA, Japan, United Kingdom, France and Germany. The leading 
positions in this group occupy:

“General electric” from the USA (assets – 673342 million dollars; 
sales – 149702 million dollars; employees – 316000 people);

“Vodafone Group PlC” from the UK (assets – 220499 million 
dollars; sales – 52428 million dollars; employees – 61672 people);

“General motors” from the USA (assets – 476078 million dollars; 
sales – 192604 million dollars; employees – 335000 people);

“British Petroleum PlC” from the UK (assets – 206914 million 
dollars; sales – 253621 million dollars; employees – 96200 people).

Based on the number of foreign branches and affiliated companies 
the leading TNC is “Deutsche Post AG” from Germany with its 
affiliates in 103 countries, followed by “Royal Dutch/Shell” from 
the UK / Netherlands, possessing branches and affiliates in 96 host 
countries. [3, p. 25]
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Recently TNCs from the New Industrial Countries have begun 
their active exploration and positioning on the global market.

The outcome of analysis of TNCs from developing states shows 
that there is a significant development of these structures that nowadays 
actively contribute to the growth in global FDI flows. Their share in 
global FDI flows increased from 6 % to 11 % in 1995 and then fell to 
7 – 8 % in 2001 – 2003. The list of the largest non-financial TNCs from 
developing economies is leaded by “Hutchison Whampoa” from Hong 
Kong, “Petronas” from Malaysia, “Cemex” from Mexico, “Singtel” 
from Singapore, and “Samsung Electronics” from the Republic of 
Korea.

Speaking about TNCs in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE), they 
greatly concede to corporations both in developed and developing 
countries in terms of their activity.

Based on the amount of foreign assets only the largest of them – 
“Gazprom” and “lukoil” from the Russian Federation – are able to 
enter the 10 leading TNCs in developing countries; the rest cannot even 
enter in the first 50 of them.

In 2003 the list of 10 largest TNCs in the CEE region consisted of 
6 Russian corporations, and in 2004 already all of them had the Russian 
Country as a home country.

The main motives of their investment activity are the desire to 
position on the EU market and to control their manufacture and sales 
on the global level.

transnationalization of companies:
Fast process of transnationalization is considered to be one of 

the key characteristics of the modern World Economy. The drive of the 
process is TNCs.

In 2005 the Transnationality Index (TNI) of 100 most powerful 
TNCs was equal to 59.9 %, which means that more than half of all 
assets the corporations concentrated abroad. For 50 largest TNCs in 
developing countries it was 50.6 %. [3, p. 26]

Transnationalization of TNCs in small European countries is 
happening faster than transnationalization of the same companies in 
developed countries. This is explained by some passivity of the largest 
TNCs, which concentrate their operations mostly on local markets, 
while the ones in small European countries are actively promoting their 
image and widening their sphere of influence on the markets. Active 
involvement of TNCs from Western Europe in the global economic 
processes is done due to the following facts: free FDI, goods, services 
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and labour force movements; establishment of a single regime for all 
European companies; no artificial barriers for competition; large seller’s 
market in the integrated Europe.

TNCs’ structure by branches:
By analyzing the distribution of TNCs by branches of economy one 

can notice significant changes here. In the beginning of the 90-ties the 
main branches, where TNCs operated, were: oil, chemical, electronic, 
and automobile industries. Ten years later the dominating branches here 
have become the following: telecommunications, electricity and water 
supply services, and again automobile industry. 45 from 100 largest 
TNCs operate in these branches.

Consider these changes to occur due to the next level of scientific 
and technological revolution, specifically related to its information and 
communication component.

In 2006 the most powerful TNCs invested in the automobile, 
oil, electronic, pharmaceutical industries, telecommunications, and 
social services. These branches of economy significantly contribute 
to increasing the state income of the host countries, establishment and 
development of contacts with local enterprises, creation of work places, 
increase of qualification level of local labour force, and technology 
transfer.

Branch specialization of TNCs from developing countries is a bit 
different than that of corporations from developed economies. However, 
this fact does not contradict general trends in the international division 
of labour.

Corporations from developed countries concentrate their 
efforts on manufacturing highly profitable high-tech products. Less 
advanced production is moved in developing countries, which are 
close to the developed ones in economic and technical development 
and have comparatively high level of labour force qualification, and 
developed financial, transport and other infrastructure. These are New 
Industrial Countries in Asia and Latin America. TNCs from such 
countries actively penetrate into electronic, automobile industry and 
telecommunications.

TNCs in the moldovan economy:
The Republic of Moldova, as well as other countries, is interested 

in cooperation with TNCs, because they assure high dynamism of the 
economic development in the host country.

There are some branches and affiliates of foreign TNCs situated 
on the territory of Moldova and distributed among various sectors of 
the economy.
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The largest tNCs (by foreign assets) in the Republic of Moldova 
are the following: “Carling” (wine industry), “Food Master” (food), 
“France Telecom MI” (telecommunications), “Lafarge” (construction), 
Lukoil-Moldova SRL (oil and natural gas supply), “Sudzucker” (sugar), 
“Turkcell” (telecommunications), and other (see Table 2).

table 2 – largest tNC present in the Republic of moldova by 
their home countries.

Home Country Company Name Field of Activity

Australia QBE Asito Insurance

France
France Telecom MI Telecommunications

Lafarge Construction

Germany

Mabanaft A.G. Oil trade

METRO Group A.G. Trade

Sudzucker Sugar

Netherlands Fintur Holding Telecommunications

Russian Federation Gazprom Natural gas supply

Romania Banca Comerciala Ro-
mana Finance

Spain Union Fenosa S.A. Energy supply

Turkey Turkcell Telecommunications

United Kingdom Lukoil Europe Ltd. Oil and natural gas sup-
ply

United States

Acorex SRL Wine industry

Agro-Petrol SA Trade

Alba Food

Balteanca SA Textile and sewing 
industry

WNISEF Finance
Source: Elaborated by the author, based on the data from MIEPO.

For the Republic of Moldova the experience of TNCs from 
developed countries (especially from the USA) is of main interest.
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Strategic objectives of corporations operating in Moldova are the 
following:

Access to cheap natural and labour resources;
Acquisition of perspective resource zones;
Reduction of financial losses by diversification of manufacture 

in various countries with different levels of political and economical 
risks.

TNCs in the Republic of Moldova represent serious innovation 
structures in the country’s economy due to the following facts:

They contribute to the optimal placement of manufacture;
TNCs implement the best methods, techniques and instruments 

from the foreign business practice: new technologies, new style of 
management, etc.;

Corporations contribute to the distribution of all types of 
resources and to the development of knowledge and qualification of 
employees;

They introduce new products on the market and create work 
places;

TNCs contribute to hastening the economic progress by creating 
competitive environment for local companies;

They significantly improve the quality, design and characteristics 
of production;

Corporations assure higher salary and better social services to the 
employees;

They contribute to development of international cooperation;
TNCs involve local manufacturers in the process of international 

division of labour.
TNCs’ foreign branches and affiliates of different profile func-

tioning on the territory of the Republic of Moldova contribute to the 
involvement of the country into the global FDI flows and therefore into 
the globalization processes.

By improving corporate structure and management TNCs in Mol-
dova can become the basis of the country’s competitive ability in the 
World Economy.
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PENTRU NOTIŢE




